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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose 
1. This Guidance provides Swiss paying agents with an overview of the duties incumbent on 

them under  

a) the Agreements on cooperation with foreign states in the area of taxation which the 
Swiss Confederation has entered into with various states; 

b) and the Federal International Withholding Tax Act (IWTA), which regulates the im-
plementation thereof. 

2. The application of the Agreements is intended to ensure effective taxation of capital income 
on assets booked with a Swiss paying agent where the beneficial owner is a relevant person 
as defined in the Agreements. The main provisions of the Agreements are as follows: 
 

a) assets booked with a Swiss paying agent where the beneficial owner is a relevant 
person are regularised for tax purposes; 
 

b) either a withholding tax is levied to satisfy the tax liability on capital income (income 
and capital gains) generated after the entering into force of the Agreements and 
where the beneficial owner is a relevant person or the said income is disclosed. 

 
3. This Guidance deals in particular with the levying of the final withholding tax and voluntary 

disclosures.  

4. A second Guidance deals with regularisation of assets by subsequent taxation or disclosure.  

5. Both Guidances may be amended by the FTA if necessary.  

6. Where the Guidances provide different definitions of terms, these shall each only apply within 
the respective set. 

1.2 Scope of application: subject matter 
7. This Guidance deals with the levying of final withholding tax on income and capital gains on 

assets held at a Swiss paying agent by persons resident in the partner states.   

8. This Guidance covers the following areas: 

a) Levying a final tax on capital income (income and capital gains); 

b) Disclosure of capital income; 

c) Levying final tax on assets involved in cases of inheritance; 

d) Disclosure of cases of inheritance; 

e) Levying a tax finality payment on interest income that has been subject to a tax re-
tention under the EU Savings Agreement (EUSA). 

9. The Agreements do not apply to income or gains that have been subject to a tax retention 
under the EUSA or where voluntary disclosure is made. References to the EUSA are to the 
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latest amended version.  

1.3 Geographical scope 
10. This Guidance applies to the levying of final withholding tax on capital income or the 

submission of a voluntary disclosure by Swiss paying agents.  

1.4 Time scope 
11. The Agreements with the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the 

Republic of Austria come into effect on 1 January 2013 and are valid indefinitely. 

1.5 Consultations 
12. Where the relevant authorities have difficulties construing and applying the Agreements in 

individual cases, they shall consult each other to agree on a solution. If they are unable to 
reach a solution, the matter shall go to the joint commission. 

1.6 Relevant authority 
13. The relevant authority in Switzerland is the Federal Tax Administration (FTA), Eigerstrasse 

65, 3003 Bern. 

2 The Swiss paying agent 

2.1 Qualification as a Swiss paying agent 
14. The following are deemed to be Swiss paying agents for the purposes of the Agreements: 

a. banks, as defined in the Swiss Federal Law of November 1934 on Banks and Savings 
Banks ("Banks"); 

b. securities dealers, as defined in the Swiss Federal Act of 24 March 1995 on Stock Ex-
changes and Securities Trading ("Securities Dealers"); 

c. natural and legal persons, partnerships and permanent establishments of foreign com-
panies which accept, hold, invest or transfer assets of third parties or merely make pay-
ments of income or gains for third parties or secure such payments in the normal course 
of their business;other paying agents that regularly hold assets in accounts/custody ac-
counts in their own name and on behalf of multiple relevant persons as part of their 
business (“other paying agents”). 

15. The scope of the Agreements only applies to Swiss paying agents and does not apply to 
foreign paying agents or regulated foreign branches (banks or insurance companies) of 
Swiss paying agents. 

16. Examples:  

A fiduciary and/or lawyer opens a custody account with a bank in the name and on behalf of 
a client. The bank is regarded as paying agent for the assets held at the bank in respect of 
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the client, not the fiduciary or the lawyer. 

A fiduciary and/or lawyer opens an account with a Swiss bank in its own name but on behalf 
of a client. The client is the beneficial owner. The fiduciary and/or lawyer is regarded as the 
last economic operator in respect of the client and thus the paying agent for the account. The 
fiduciary and/or lawyer declares to the bank that it qualifies  a paying agent. The bank is an 
upstream paying agent; it has to document the fiduciary and/or lawyer as paying agent. 

17. With employee participation programmes, the domestic employer is regarded as beneficial 
owner of instruments held in a custody account with a Swiss paying agent until such time as 
equity instruments are taxed as income from employment in the state in which the relevant 
person is resident. Once they have been taxed as income from employment, the employee is 
the beneficial owner. The domestic employer is not regarded as a Swiss paying agent for 
employee participation instruments held at another Swiss paying agent, even where such 
other Swiss paying agent holds the instruments in an omnibus account of the domestic em-
ployer, because the employer is maintaining the account in its function as employer and not 
as part of its business activities. In such cases the paying agent may rely on the information 
provided by the employer at the time of taxation as income from employment concerning the 
historic cost for capital gains tax and the place of residence of the employee as shown in the 
documentation held by the domestic employer or the employer's pension fund. If the paying 
agent has individual accounts for employees, it is the paying agent that identifies the em-
ployee. 

2.2 Exceptions 
18. Legal entities that pay dividends in the form of money or valuables, interest, capital 

repayments or issuance of new participation rights directly to shareholders or creditors are 
not automatically a paying agent, provided the amount of dividends and interest paid per 
event does not exceed CHF 1 million. The same applies to hidden profit distribution. 

19. Example: At the annual general meeting of company, XY it is decided to pay a dividend of 
CHF 1.5 million. The shareholders include a natural person resident in one of the partner 
states who holds a 20% stake. Company XY is a paying agent and must either levy the tax or 
submit a report.  

20. Insurance companies are not regarded as paying agents for payments under insurance 
arrangements such as life insurance. For life insurance policies where a relevant person is 
regarded as the beneficial owner under the Agreements (transparent policies), the bank 
where the custody account is held is regarded as paying agent. 

2.3 Registration and de-registration 
21. Those who qualify as a paying agent must register with the Federal Tax Administration, Main 

Division DVS, Collection Division, Eigerstrasse 65, 3003 Bern. The registration form (form 
680) is published on the FTA website. 

22. Registrations must include the company name and the address or registered office of the 
paying agent. Legal entities or partnerships that are registered abroad and sole proprietors 
resident abroad must give their name, main branch location and the address of their manag-
ers in Switzerland. The nature of the activity and the date of commencement must be stated. 

23. Paying agents must register no later than the end of the quarter in which they book, pay or 
collect capital income in favour of a relevant person.  
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24. The FTA issues a register number to paying agents. 

25. Anyone who leaves the business or no longer qualifies as a Swiss paying agent must inform 
the FTA immediately. 

2.4 Record keeping 
26. Swiss paying agents must set up and keep their records in such a way that the relevant facts 

relating to taxable status and tax assessment can be reliably determined and proven with no 
special effort. 

27. Where IT is used, it must be ensured that all relevant transactions and figures are processed 
accurately and in full from the account-specific calculation all the way to the overall total of 
withholding tax/reporting. Where data is stored electronically, the hard copy must be provid-
ed to the FTA on request. 

2.5 Tasks 
28. Swiss paying agents are among others responsible for: 

 identifying and documenting relevant persons;  
 deciding whether a payment as defined in the Agreements has occurred; 
 levying and transferring final withholding tax in accordance with the Agreements;   
 issuing and submitting disclosures; 
 issuing certificates to relevant persons and/or the contracting parties of the Swiss paying 

agent; 
 passing data to other paying agents where the Agreements so state (e.g. when there is a 

change of paying agent). 

2.6 Chains of paying agents 
 

29. Where investment income is paid through several paying agents appointed by the debtor or 
the relevant person to make or receive payments, the last paying agent in the chain which 
transfers the payments directly to the relevant person or receives it for them is required to 
carry out the duties in respect of the relevant person under the Agreements. 

30. Where the contracting party of the paying agent is itself a Swiss or foreign paying agent, the 
Swiss paying agent is not required to perform the duties of a paying agent under the Agree-
ments. 

31. Paying agents may, in individual cases and with the express consent of the "upstream" 
paying agent, delegate the function of paying agent to that upstream paying agent. In such 
cases, the relevant person must be identified by the upstream paying agent. The down-
stream paying agent is the paying agent responsible, regardless of any delegation. 

2.7 Duties to provide advice and cooperate 
32. Swiss paying agents are required to provide the FTA with all the information it needs to 

implement and correctly apply the Agreements and laws passed in connection therewith in 
order to meet requests from the competent authorities of a partner state. 
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3 Relevant person 

3.1 Conditions 
33. For the purposes of the Agreements, a relevant person is someone who meets all of the 

following conditions: 

 he or she must be a natural person; 
 he or she must be resident in the relevant partner state at the time the investment in-

come as defined in the Agreements is credited to the account or custody account; 
 the account or custody account to which the assets are booked must be held with a 

Swiss paying agent at the time the investment income as defined in the Agreements is 
credited to the account or custody account; 

 he or she must be the beneficial owner of the assets at the time the investment income 
as defined in the Agreements is credited to the account or custody account. 
 

3.1.1 United Kingdom territory 
34. The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland includes Great Britain and 

Northern Ireland. The Agreement applies to England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland.  

35. The Agreement does not cover the 14 British overseas territories that come under the 
sovereignty of the United Kingdom but do not form part of it, due to the absence of tax sov-
ereignty:   

 Anguilla;  
 Bermuda; 
 British Antarctic Territory;  
 The British Virgin Islands; 
 British Indian Ocean Territory;  
 The Falkland Islands; 
 Gibraltar; 
 The Cayman Islands; 
 Montserrat; 
 The Pitcairn Islands; 
 St. Helena, Ascension and Tristan da Cunha; 
 The Sovereign Base Areas of Akrotiri and Dhekelia; 
 South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands; 
 The Turks and Caicos Islands.  
 

36. The Agreement also does not cover the three crown dependencies that are directly subject to 
the crown but are not part of the United Kingdom or a British overseas territory:  

 Guernsey;  
 The Isle of Man; 
 Jersey. 

3.1.2 Austrian territory 
37. Republic of Austria means the sovereign territory of the Republic of Austria. 
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3.2 Beneficial ownership 

3.2.1 Determining and documenting beneficial ownership 
38. The paying agent determines the circumstances it is aware of and the beneficial owner of 

any existing assets booked to an account/custody account for the purposes of the agree-
ments according to the Swiss duties of diligence on verifying the identity of a contracting par-
ty and determining beneficial ownership when opening a business relationship in line with the 
relevant provisions of the Federal Law on Combatting Money Laundering and Terrorist Fi-
nancing in the Financial Sector (AMLA). This does not need to be repeated for the purposes 
of the Agreements. 

Banks and securities dealers will act based on the circumstances they are aware of and the 
information which they have received in accordance with the Swiss banks' code of conduct 
with regard to the current version of CDB; in particular Form A and/or T or R for other paying 
agents) governing the verification of the identity of the beneficial owner when establishing 
business relations. 
 

39. If the person identified by the paying agent as the contracting party under the Swiss due 
diligence requirements is not the same as the beneficial owner identified, the person identi-
fied as the beneficial owner is taken to be the effective beneficial owner for the purposes of 
the Agreements. 

40. The paying agent is not required to consult or demand copies of additional documents such 
as trust deeds, letters of wishes of trusts, foundation statutes and regulations, etc. when de-
termining beneficial ownership. 

41. For investment funds with fewer than 20 investors, the bank is obliged to demand a form A 
with the names of the investors and treat the fund as a domiciliary company for the purposes 
of the Agreements. Where the investors have simultaneously booked the unit certificates to 
their custody accounts, this would result in double taxation. Accounts or custody accounts of 
such investment funds are therefore excluded from the Agreements provided the fund man-
agement company can demonstrate or the paying agent itself can check that unit certificates 
have been issued that can be valued and booked in the investors' custody accounts. 

3.3 Contracting party is a natural person 

3.3.1 Basic principle 
42. A natural person is regarded as a relevant person and the beneficial owner of the assets 

booked to an account/custody account if they receive income as defined in the Agreements 
or have income as defined in the Agreements credited to them, unless they can show that 
the income has not been received or credited for themselves (application by analogy of Arti-
cle 4 of the EUSA). 

43. A natural person is deemed not to be a beneficial owner, and thus not a relevant owner for 
the purposes of the Agreements, if they: 

 are acting as a paying agent as defined in chapter 2; or 
 are acting on behalf of a legal entity, investment fund or comparable or equivalent under-

taking for collective investment in securities; or 
 are acting on behalf of another natural person who is the beneficial owner and discloses 

and proves this person's identity and state of residence to the paying agent. 
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3.4 Contracting party is a domiciliary company for the purposes of the 
Agreements 

44. A distinction is drawn between domiciliary companies that have the legal form of corporations 
(especially stock corporations) and trusts or (family) foundations. 

45. For the purposes of the Agreements, the term “domiciliary company” includes all legal 
entities, companies, institutions, foundations, trusts, fiduciary companies or similar associa-
tions, either Swiss or foreign, that do not engage in any commercial or manufacturing busi-
ness or any other form of commercial operation.  

3.4.1 Contracting party is a corporation deemed to be a domiciliary company for the 
purposes of the Agreements 

3.4.1.1 Basic principle 
46. A corporation that is deemed to be a domiciliary company for the purposes of the Agree-

ments ("a corporation") is regarded as transparent for the purposes of the Agreements.  

47. Where there are several beneficial owners of assets booked to the account or custody 
account of a corporation, the paying agent applies by analogy the provisions for collec-
tive/joint relations (see recital 94 ff.).  

3.4.1.2 Corporations: Examples 
48. The following list contains some important corporations that are deemed transparent for the 

purposes of the Agreements. This is not an exhaustive list. 

 US Virgin Islands: International business company 
 Antigua and Barbuda: International business company 
 Aruba: Companies that enjoy off-shore status 
 Bahamas: International business company 
 Belize: International business company 
 The British Virgin Islands: Company 
 Brunei: International business company, international limited partnership 
 Cook Islands: International company, international partnership 
 Djibouti: Company 
 Dominica: International business company 
 French Polynesia: Société (company), société de personnes (partnership), société 

en participation (joint venture) 
 Guam: Company, sole proprietorship, partnership 
 Guernsey: Zero tax company 
 The Cayman Islands: Company 
 Labuan (Malaysia): Offshore company, Malaysian offshore bank, offshore limited 

partnership 
 Lebanon: Company 
 Liechtenstein: Anstalt (Establishment), foundations  
 Maldives: Company, partnership 
 North Mariana Islands: Foreign sales corporation, offshore banking corporation 
 Mauritius: Global business company cat. 1 and 2 
 Micronesia: Company, partnership 
 Nauru: Nominee company, company, partnership, sole proprietorship, foreign assets, 

other corporate form negotiated with the government 
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 New Caledonia: Société (company), société civile (civil company), Société de per-
sonnes (partnership), joint venture 

 Niue: International business company 
 Panama: Company  
 Palau: Company, partnership, sole proprietorship, representative office, credit union  

(financial cooperative), cooperative 
 Puerto Rico: International banking entity 
 St. Kitts und Nevis: Company 
 Samoa: International company, offshore bank, offshore insurance company, interna-

tional partnership, limited partnership 
 Seychelles: International business company 
 Salomon Islands: Company, partnership 
 Turks and Caicos Islands: company, limited partnership 
 Vanuatu: Company, international company 
 USA: tax-exempt LLC (domiciled in Delaware, Wyoming etc.). 

3.4.2 Contracting party is the trustee of a trust or a (family) foundation 
49. Assets of trusts and foundations do not come under the scope of the Agreements if there is 

no clear beneficial ownership of such assets. 

50. A trust is a fiduciary-type arrangement between the settlor and the trustee. The settlor 
creates the trust by transferring ownership of the assets to the trustee. The trustee (or co-
trustees, if there is more than one) manages and holds the assets on trust for the beneficiar-
ies, which may include the settlor or the trustee. The rights and duties of those involved are 
set down in a trust instrument, trust deed or declaration of trust.  

51. A foundation is a foreign institution with legal capacity that is transparent for tax purposes in 
its state of incorporation that permanently pursues a purpose determined by the founder with 
the help of assets dedicated to this purpose. The founder appoints a foundation board, which 
may appoint further members itself. Ownership of the assets is transferred from the founder 
to the foundation. The rights and duties of those involved are set down in articles of associa-
tion, regulations or bylaws.  

52. Under the Swiss duties of diligence, paying agents must determine and document the nature 
of the trust/(family) foundation when opening a business relationship and whether it is revo-
cable/irrevocable and discretionary/non discretionary.  

53. Where there are several beneficial owners of assets booked to the account or custody 
account of a trust or (family) foundation, the paying agent applies by analogy the provisions 
for collective/joint relations (see recital 94 ff.).  

3.4.2.1 Trust/(family) foundation: revocable and discretionary/non-discretionary 
54. If a trust or (family) foundation is documented by the paying agent as revocable, then 

regardless of whether it is discretionary or non-discretionary the settlor/founder/persons with 
rights of revocation are deemed to be beneficial owners and thus relevant persons for the 
purposes of the Agreements (see the current version of CDB). 

3.4.2.2 Trust/(family) foundation: irrevocable and non-discretionary 
55. If a trust or family foundation is documented by the paying agent as irrevocable and non-

discretionary, then the person documented when the beneficial owner was established by the 
paying agent as part of its duties of diligence is deemed to be the effective beneficial owner 
and thus a relevant person for the purposes of the Agreements.  
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3.4.2.3  Trust/(family) foundation: irrevocable and discretionary 
56. The agreements do not apply to trusts or (family) foundations that are documented as 

irrevocable and discretionary (with Form T or an equivalent written declaration under the cur-
rent version of CDB), as there is no set beneficial ownership. 

57. Nevertheless, the paying agent assumes that the settlor enjoys beneficial ownership if it 
becomes aware of one or more of the following circumstances: 

 the settlor has signatory powers or a general power of attorney; 
 the settlor is sole director of an underlying company; 
 the settlor rather than the contracting party regularly instructs the paying agent; 
 in connection with one of the above, the settlor has unrestricted investment powers 

and takes all investment decisions alone. 
 

58. If the trustee or foundation director is unable in such cases to demonstrate (e.g. by means of 
an expertise) that there is no clear beneficial owner under the law of the relevant partner 
state, the settlor is believed to be the relevant person. 

3.4.3 Contracting party is an "underlying company" of a trust or of a (family) founda-
tion 

59. If the contracting party is an "underlying company" (a trust auxiliary company) that is deemed 
a domiciliary company and held by a trust or by a (family) foundation, the paying agent uses 
the provisions governing trusts and (family) foundations. 

3.4.4 Exceptions 
60. A domiciliary company is, exceptionally, deemed an effective beneficial owner if it demon-

strates to the paying agent in writing that:  

 it is effectively taxed under the law of its place of incorporation or effective manage-
ment and is thus deemed a beneficial owner under the Agreements; or 
 

 it is not regarded by the relevant partner state as transparent for tax purposes as re-
gards the income earned.  

 
61. Proof of this is the corresponding confirmation from a domiciliary company in the form of a 

corporation that it is listed on a tax register of a state or territory with effective taxation (simi-
lar to the confirmation for using a DTA), or proof that effective taxation of the domiciliary 
company in the form of a corporation has been determined under a "subject-to-tax rule" of a 
member state of one of the following organisations: the Organisation for Economic Coopera-
tion and Development (OECD), the EU, the European Economic Area (EEA) or the G20 
group of leading industrial and developing nations. 

62. Corporations domiciled in Switzerland, the United Kingdom or Austria, Swiss foundations and 
Austrian private foundations are automatically deemed effectively taxed. 

63. Partnerships that have business operations are regarded as beneficial owners and thus non-
transparent. 
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3.5 Special cases 

3.5.1 Usufruct 
64. Under usufruct, assets belonging to a person or persons are the subject of a usufruct in 

favour of another person or persons. Usufruct is only recognised where documented in writ-
ing. Cases where investment income as defined in the Agreements are credited to another 
client/master account solely based on instructions from the contracting party are not regard-
ed as usufruct.  

65. For Part 3 of the Agreements, the assets are attributed to the usufructuary.  

66. Where an account/custody account has several usufructuaries, the paying agent applies by 
analogy the provisions governing collective or joint relations (see recital 94 ff.). 

3.5.2 Assets transferred as collateral 
67. Beneficial ownership of assets transferred by a pledgor to a pledgee as collateral passes to 

the pledgee when both civil law ownership under Swiss law passes to the pledgee and the 
paying agent books the assets out of the pledgor's custody account. In all other circumstanc-
es, beneficial ownership for the purposes of the Agreements remains with the pledgor. 

3.5.3 Fiduciary relations 
68. Under a fiduciary relationship, a trustee acquires assets, securities or claims and gives a 

contractual undertaking to hold, administer and use these in the interests of and for the ac-
count and risk of the trustor. Fiduciary relations are only recognised where documented in 
writing. 

69. For the purposes of the Agreements, the trustor is regarded as the beneficial owner, not the 
trustee. Trustees acting on a commercial basis are regarded as paying agents themselves.  

70. Where there are several trustors, the paying agent applies by analogy the provisions 
governing collective/joint relations (see recital 94 ff.). 

3.5.4 Counter transactions 
71. Where a paying agent pays income and capital gains as defined in the Agreements in cash 

at the counter, the identity and address must always be established by means of probative 
documents, regardless of the amount.  

72. Where the capital income as defined in the Agreements is paid through an account, the 
general provisions apply. 

4 Identity and place of residence of relevant persons 

4.1 Basic principle 
73. In order to determine the identity and residence of relevant persons (account and custody 

account holders or the beneficial owners of an account or custody account, especially in 
cases of corporations, foundations, trusts, fiduciary companies and similar relations that do 
not engage in any commercial or manufacturing business or any other form of commercial 
operation), the Swiss paying agent registers the surname, first name, date of birth, nationality 
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and residential address or company name and registered office for each individual account 
or custody account when opening a relationship, under the Swiss duties of diligence incum-
bent upon it.  

74. Banks and securities dealers will act based on the information which they are required to 
gather in accordance with the Swiss banks' code of conduct with regard to the current ver-
sion of CDB; in particular form A and/or T governing the verification of the identity of a con-
tracting party and determining the beneficial owner when opening a business relationship.  

75. For contractual relations or transactions where there is no contractual relationship, the place 
of residence of natural persons with a passport or identity card issued by a partner state who 
claim to be resident in Switzerland or somewhere other than the partner state must prove this 
by submitting an official confirmation of residence document (see recital 85 ff.). The provi-
sions on the EUSA remain unaffected. 

76. A change of residence by a relevant person becomes effective at the time it takes place. 
Delayed notification of a change of residence becomes effective from the time such notifica-
tion is received by the Swiss paying agent. The paying agent has no further duty to investi-
gate. If the contracting partner can prove that the relevant tax circumstances were already 
effectively in place before notification, the paying agent may take the changed circumstances 
into account from this time. The paying agent is not obliged to do so, however.  

77. For the purposes of the Agreements, the residence registered according to the CDB is 
regarded as the place of residence. 

78. Example: a business relationship is established with a Swiss paying agent prior to the 
Agreements’ coming into force. 

X, an Austrian national, has been resident in Brazil since 1996. X has held an account or 
custody account with Swiss paying agent A since 21 March 2004. On 15 June 2012, X opens 
an account or custody account with Swiss paying agent B and transfers all the assets 
booked with paying agent A to paying agent B.  

X does not have to prove to paying agent B by means of a tax residence certificate that he is 
resident in Brazil.  

Nonetheless, the requirements regarding EU taxation of savings income, whereby X's resi-
dence in Brazil must be evidenced by means of a recognised tax residence certificate, re-
main unaffected.  

4.2 Special cases 
79. If the relevant person is resident in a partner state but is not liable to taxation in respect of all 

income components, the Agreements are nonetheless applicable. If, however, it is proven to 
the Swiss paying agent that the relevant person is generally tax exempt in the relevant part-
ner state, the relevant Agreement does not apply. This arrangement does not apply to per-
sons holding the non-UK domiciled individual status. 

80. For the purposes of assessing residence, foreign members of diplomatic or consular staff are 
not assessed on the basis of the state of accreditation or assignment, but instead on the ba-
sis of the sending state. If the sending state is not a partner state, the Agreements do not 
apply. The contractual partner must provide the paying agent with written evidence (for ex-
ample, confirmation from the embassy or consulate) on request. 
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81. In the case of employees of international organisations subject to special tax legislation the 
contracting party must also on request from the paying agent provide corresponding written 
evidence such as confirmation from the organisation in question. 

82. A dispatch address which is not identical with the address of residence is of no significance. 

83. In respect of the UK, residence covers both the resident non-domiciled as well as the 
resident and domiciled status. Special rules apply the resident non-domiciled status. 

84. For the purposes of the Agreements, sole proprietorships that have business operations are 
deemed to be based at the location of the business operations.  

4.3 Certificate of residence 
85. For contractual relations entered into, or transactions carried out in the absence of contrac-

tual relations, on or after the date of entry into force of the Agreements, the place of resi-
dence of individuals with a passport or identity card issued by a partner state who claim to be 
resident in Switzerland or somewhere other than the partner state must prove it by submitting 
an official certificate of residence. Passport and official identity cards stating the current place 
of residence of the relevant person are regarded as equivalent to an official certificate of res-
idence. 

86. Example: a business relationship is established with a Swiss paying agent on or after the 
Agreements enter into force 

X, an Austrian national, has been resident in Brazil since 1995. X has held an account or 
custody account with Swiss paying agent A since 21 March 2003. On 15 January 2013, X 
opens an account or custody account with Swiss paying agent B and transfers certain assets 
booked with paying agent A to paying agent B. 

X has to provide to paying agent B proof of residence in Brazil when the business relation 
begins by means of a certificate of residence. X cannot rely on the fact that he already holds 
an account or custody account with Swiss paying agent A under which he has already 
demonstrated residence in Brazil.  

87. In principle, the certificate of residence shall be issued by the competent tax authority of the 
state in which the person claims to be resident.  

88. If the state of residence does not have a tax authority or it is not the general practice of the 
tax authorities of a state to issue certificates of residence, an identity document issued by 
another suitable authority of that state is acceptable as tax residence certificate.  

89. If no documents establishing the place of residence can be obtained from an authority of this 
state, documents collected for the purposes of the EUSA will be accepted as tax residence 
certificate. 

90. In the absence of such certificate, the state of residence is taken to be the partner state of 
which the relevant person is a citizen. 

91. Where the relevant person is a national of a partner state but resident in another partner 
state, no certificate of residence needs to be presented. In this event, the measures based 
on the relevant Agreement of the state of residence apply.  

92. If the relevant person is resident in an EU member state, no certificate of residence is 
required. 
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93. Certificates of residence issued by tax authorities of the foreign state of residence shall be 
verified at least every five years. Where residence is evidenced by other documents than a 
certificate of residence (e.g. passport), these shall be verified for validity every five years and 
renewed on expiry (copy of the valid document).  

4.4 Collective relations, joint relations, multiple beneficial owners 
94. With collective relations, the owners can only dispose of the account or custody account all 

together (an "and/and" account); with a joint account (an "and/or" account), each owner can 
dispose of the assets booked and balances available on their own and without restriction. 

95. The rules on collective/joint accounts apply accordingly when several relevant persons are 
deemed to be beneficial owners of assets held by  

 a corporation (see recital 46 ff.); or 
 a trust or (family) foundation (see recital 49 ff.); or 
 a life insurance company in connection with a life insurance wrapper (see recital 114 

ff.); or 
 another natural person for whom an account or custody account is held at a Swiss 

paying agent. 
 

96. If at least one relevant person is involved in a collective/joint account, all assets are attributed 
to that relevant person.  

97. Where the Swiss paying agent is able to determine the account or custody account holders 
by means of the documentation collected when identifying the contracting party, the assets 
are divided by the number of joint holders (per capita) and the assessments produced ac-
cordingly, unless the Swiss paying agent is informed of another allocation of interests in writ-
ing and documents this accordingly. The paying agent is not required to verify information 
provided on the allocation of interests. 

98. Within client or account masters with several authorised users (joint and several/collective 
relations; relations with several beneficial owners) transaction chains and transaction pools 
and any loss pools or withholding tax pools must be kept separate for each individual rele-
vant person according to their share. Additions, deletions and changes in the entitlement 
share must be treated for the purposes of the agreements as a realisation and thus a dis-
posal unless they are demonstrably a tax-neutral change of entitlement (e.g. a nil-gain nil-
loss transaction under 8.3.8. for relevant persons from the United Kingdom). Transfers of 
assets to heirs and legatees in the event of inheritance and estate divisions are also deemed 
to be transfers without realisation. Notwithstanding these rules, for the year 2013 only, the 
client or account masters may be treated as a whole and the client/account masters submit-
ted to the agreements in line with the shares held by the relevant persons in the client or 
master account (see the transitional provisions in recital 99 ff). 

4.5 Transitional provisions 
99. The rules on charging final withholding tax where there are several beneficial owners (see 

recital 98) must be implemented by Swiss paying agents no later than  
1 January 2014. Paying agents may implement them earlier at any time. Until full implemen-
tation of these rules, final withholding tax may be charged on a transitional basis in accord-
ance with the general principles below. These also apply by analogy for determining the fac-
tors needed for reporting.   
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4.5.1 Basic principle 
100. The transitional arrangements are a technical simplification of the way final withholding tax is 

charged where there are several beneficial owners. The data for the client relations (e.g. 
chains, loss pools) are kept at account or custody account level rather at the level of benefi-
cial owner. For this purpose, a country pool (e.g. a tax window) will be kept if required for 
each contract partner and country of domicile. This country pool contains the corresponding 
information for levying the tax under the relevant Agreement. 
 
For example: 
Four individuals are the beneficial owners of an account or custody account. Three of them 
are domiciled in the UK and one in Austria. The paying agent will keep a country pool for 
Austria and a country pool for the UK. The country pool for the UK will contain the relevant 
information for tax purposes proportional (per capita or in line with the ownerships shares 
set) according to the three individuals domiciled in the UK (see recital 97). 
 
This allows the total transaction chains and loss pools to be reported correctly for the con-
tractual partner using the relevant rules and methodology (FIFO, UK s.104, average) per 
partner state and permits the relevant factors to be determined when taxable events occur. 

4.5.2 Ongoing calculation of final withholding tax 
101. The ongoing calculation of income and capital gains must be carried out according to the 

principles for "Collective relations, joint relations, multiple beneficial owners" (see chapter 
4.4). 

4.5.2.1 Transaction chains 
102. Transaction chains must be kept at account or custody account level. One country pool must 

be kept for each partner state for all relevant persons domiciled in that state. Transaction 
chains are based on the rules and methodology that apply for each partner state (FIFO, UK 
s.104, average). 

4.5.2.2 Loss carryforwards 
103. Losses are offset (and any loss pools kept) at account or custody account level. Loss 

offsetting must be kept for each partner state for all relevant persons domiciled in that state. 
Loss offsetting methods must use the rules that apply in the relevant partner state. 

4.5.2.3 Changing scenarios: a beneficial owner joins a relation 
104. Step 1 

Virtual delivery out (including changes of creditor) of 1/n of all the contractual partner's assets 
takes place at the market price on the day the beneficial owner joins (where n amounts to the 
number of beneficial owners including the person joining). Virtual delivery out is in proportion 
to the country pools of the countries of domicile of the previous beneficial owners.  
 
Step 2 
There is then a compensating delivery (in the same amounts and prices), into the country 
pool of the partner state in which the new beneficial owner is domiciled. 

4.5.2.4 Changing scenarios: a beneficial owner leaves a relation 
105. Step 1 

Virtual delivery out (including changes of creditor) of 1/n of all the contract partner's assets 
takes place at the market price on the day the beneficial owner leaves (where n= the number 
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of beneficial owners including the person leaving). Virtual delivery out is solely from the coun-
try pool of the state of domicile of the beneficial owner leaving. 
 
Step 2  
There is then a compensating delivery (in the same amounts and prices) to the entire con-
tract partner (allocated proportionally to the individual country pools of the countries of domi-
cile of the remaining beneficial owners). 

4.5.3 Inheritance 
106. Inheritances are processed using the principles set out in chapter 4.6. 

4.6 Inheritance 
107. Where the Swiss paying agent is not aware of the heirs, the Agreements apply to communi-

ties of heirs if the last state of residence of the deceased relevant person was a partner state 
to the Agreements. Once corresponding evidence has been submitted by the heirs and the 
corresponding shares in the estate are known by the Swiss paying agent, the Agreements 
will apply to the heirs. From that point until the estate is divided up, the provisions for collec-
tive/joint accounts apply. The rules regarding inheritances have to be observed (see chapter 
14). 

5 Assets 

5.1 Basic principle 
108. Assets include all assets booked in accounts and custody accounts with a Swiss paying 

agent, notably:  

 cash accounts (including fiduciary deposits) and precious metals accounts; 
 physical precious metals in collective or individual custody; 
 all forms of securities, debt instruments and rights (e.g. shares, bonds and options); 
 units in collective investment schemes, regardless of their legal structure; 
 structured products (e.g. certificates) and convertible bonds. 

5.2 Assets not qualifying for the purposes of the Agreements 
109. The following, among others, are not qualified assets for the purposes of the Agreements:  

 contents of safe deposit boxes;  
 real estate and land; 
 moveable assets (items such as artworks and jewellery); 
 insurance contracts regulated by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority 

(FINMA), except life insurance wrappers; 
 assets and documents without valuation held in an open or closed custody account 

with the paying agent; 
 assets that form part of occupational and tied private pension schemes (pillars 2 and 

3a). 
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5.3 Corporate actions to be taken into account 

5.3.1 Basic principle  
110. Swiss paying agents levy the withholding tax for relevant persons on the assets booked for 

relevant persons, provided: 

 the recognised data provider used by the Swiss paying agent reports a corresponding 
corporate action for that valor; or  

 in the case of interest credited to accounts, the Swiss paying agent itself makes a rel-
evant credit. 

5.3.2 Exceptions  
For the purposes of withholding tax, the following are not taken into account:  

 securities positions only held by the Swiss paying agent pro memoria;  
 payments to an account of a relevant person with a Swiss paying agent made due to 

corporate actions on valors kept with another domestic or foreign paying agent.  

5.4 Dormant accounts 
 

111. Under the guidelines of the Swiss Bankers Association dated 1 July 2000 on the treatment of 
dormant accounts, custody accounts and safety deposit boxes with Swiss banks 
(http://www.swissbanking.org/en/114_d.pdf#xml=http://192.168.231.116:81/texis/webinator/s
earch_swissbanking_v3/pdfhi.txt?query=dormant+accounts&pr=swissbanking_en&prox=pag
e&rorder=500&rprox=500&rdfreq=500&rwfreq=500&rlead=500&rdepth=0&sufs=0&order=r&c
q=&id=50b8222a68), assets are treated as dormant if no information is heard from the con-
tracting party or their agent and the paying agent is no longer able to contact the contracting 
party or any agent. Savings books, safety deposit boxes and post retained by the Swiss pay-
ing agent for the collection are treated as dormant after ten years.   

112. Assets booked with a paying agent in favour of a correspondingly documented relevant 
person that have been registered before as dormant at the paying agent since appointed 
date 1 do not fall within the scope of the Agreements. 

113. Assets booked with a paying agent in favour of a correspondingly documented relevant 
person that were registered at the paying agent as dormant on appointed date 2 do not fall 
within the scope of the Agreements if the balance was zero or negative on appointed date 2. 

6 Insurance transactions 

6.1 Assets 
114. For the purposes of the Agreements, insurance contracts regulated by the FINMA are not 

regarded as assets.  

115. Insurance wrappers, by contrast, do qualify as relevant assets because they represent 
individualised managed assets. 

116. Custody accounts set up for a particular life insurance agreement are deemed to be an 

http://www.swissbanking.org/en/114_d.pdf#xml=http://192.168.231.116:81/texis/webinator/search_swissbanking_v3/pdfhi.txt?query=dormant+accounts&pr=swissbanking_en&prox=page&rorder=500&rprox=500&rdfreq=500&rwfreq=500&rlead=500&rdepth=0&sufs=0&order=r&cq=&id=50b8222a68
http://www.swissbanking.org/en/114_d.pdf#xml=http://192.168.231.116:81/texis/webinator/search_swissbanking_v3/pdfhi.txt?query=dormant+accounts&pr=swissbanking_en&prox=page&rorder=500&rprox=500&rdfreq=500&rwfreq=500&rlead=500&rdepth=0&sufs=0&order=r&cq=&id=50b8222a68
http://www.swissbanking.org/en/114_d.pdf#xml=http://192.168.231.116:81/texis/webinator/search_swissbanking_v3/pdfhi.txt?query=dormant+accounts&pr=swissbanking_en&prox=page&rorder=500&rprox=500&rdfreq=500&rwfreq=500&rlead=500&rdepth=0&sufs=0&order=r&cq=&id=50b8222a68
http://www.swissbanking.org/en/114_d.pdf#xml=http://192.168.231.116:81/texis/webinator/search_swissbanking_v3/pdfhi.txt?query=dormant+accounts&pr=swissbanking_en&prox=page&rorder=500&rprox=500&rdfreq=500&rwfreq=500&rlead=500&rdepth=0&sufs=0&order=r&cq=&id=50b8222a68
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individualised managed asset. Traditional unit-linked life insurance where fund units are held 
by the insurer in a collective custody account are not regarded as individualised managed 
assets.  

117. For the purposes of the Agreements, a life insurance wrapper structured as a redeemable 
life, disability or sickness policy such as a lifetime life policy is also deemed to be a life insur-
ance wrapper. 

118. Capitalisation transactions (see category A6 of appendix 1 to the Ordinance of 9 November 
2005 on the Supervision of Private Insurance Companies, SR 961.011) are also regarded as 
assets. A capitalisation transaction contains a contractual Agreement between a life insurer 
and the policyholder concerning the assumption of assets and their management according 
to a mathematical procedure. A capitalisation transaction ends on a set date or on the death 
of the policyholder. Capitalisation transactions are only regarded as relevant assets for the 
purposes of the Agreements where the life insurer does not assume the policyholder's lon-
gevity risk. 

6.2 Relevant person 
119. Where the insurance company has no evidence of who the beneficiary is, the person paying 

the premiums is deemed to be the beneficiary. 

6.2.1 Provisions to the Agreement with Austria 
120. The beneficial owner of a life insurance wrapper is not regarded as a relevant person if the 

insurance company can prove to the Swiss paying agent that the tax requirements for the life 
insurance policy to be recognised in Austria are satisfied. The conditions for recognition un-
der local law must be verified externally by a competent person such as a tax advisor. 

121. The insurance company must also provide the Swiss paying agent with an individual 
confirmation for each contractual relations and each custody account showing that the tax 
requirements for the policy to be recognised in the relevant partner state have been met. The 
Swiss paying agent must grant the FTA access to the relevant documentation on request.  

6.2.2 Provisions to the Agreement with the United Kingdom 
122. The beneficiary of a life insurance wrapper is not regarded as a relevant person if the 

insurance company confirms to the Swiss paying agent that it will submit corresponding cer-
tificate (according to domestic law, i.e. “chargeable event certificate”) to HMRC for each con-
tractual relations and each account or custody account. The Swiss paying agent must grant 
the FTA access to this documentation on request. 

6.3 Income related to insurance transactions 
123. Interest credited to suspense accounts, accrual accounts or revocable premium deposits is 

deemed to be interest subject to final withholding tax.  
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7 Provision of data 

7.1 Data providers 
124. Swiss paying agents may use central securities data administrators (recognised data 

providers) for taxable components. The data providers currently recognised by the FTA are 
listed in appendix 1. Recognised data providers are not liable for the data they provide. 

7.2 Information submitted 
125. The recognised data provider provides the basis of assessment according to the relevant 

Agreement and this Guidance. Data provided by a recognised data provider is binding for a 
Swiss paying agent.  

126. If a recognised data provider does not or cannot supply information on a particular corporate 
action because it has not itself received it, the Swiss paying agent takes into account the 
basis of assessment according to the table of concordance of the partner state. The same 
procedure is followed where the issuer of an instrument shows that the tax consequences 
under the rules in chapter 8 and 10 are incorrect. 

127. Incorrect data shall be reported to the data provider immediately upon discovery and the 
paying agents shall be informed accordingly. Assessments already completed will not be 
corrected with retrospective effect in such cases. Please see chapter 12 on the procedure to 
follow when correcting system or programming errors at the level of the Swiss paying agents. 

8 Withholding tax on capital income - United Kingdom (UK) 

8.1 Withholding tax 
128. Swiss paying agents shall levy a final withholding tax on interest income, unless a retention 

is levied or a disclosure is made in accordance with the EUSA, dividend income, other in-
come and capital gains arising on relevant assets held by relevant persons. Income and 
capital gains from assets held by a Swiss paying agent acting as a fiduciary agent shall be 
treated in the same way as the underlying asset would be if held by the relevant person.  

129. The relevant person is the party liable to the withholding tax.  

8.1.1 Tax rates 
130. The applicable tax rates from the beginning of the calendar year 2013 onwards are as 

follows: 

a) interest income and other income: 43% (from 6 April 2013 on); 48% (period from 1 Janu-
ary to 5 April 2013); 

b) dividend income: 35% (from 6 April 2013 on); 40% (period from 1 January to 5 April 2013); 

c) capital gains: 27% (from 1 January 2013). 
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8.1.2 Finality 
131. Where withholding tax is levied in accordance with the Agreement, the relevant person shall 

cease to have any liability to United Kingdom (UK) taxes including interest, penalties and 
surcharges that are chargeable in respect of that interest income, dividend income, other 
income or capital gains.  

8.1.3 Amendments of tax rates 
132. The FTA shall inform the Swiss paying agents about tax rates amendments with respect to 

the above mentioned income and gains. The FTA shall also communicate the date, starting 
from which the amended tax rates apply. 

8.2 Taxation principles 

8.2.1 Relevant date 
133. The income realisation date is generally the date the income is received by the relevant 

person, that is the date the income is credited to the bank account or deposit of the relevant 
person. In certain cases, the income realisation date can be a date specified by the issuer of 
the corporate action. In the case of delayed payment, the date of receipt of the payment shall 
be taken as the realisation date. 

134. For capital gains arising from buying and selling transactions, the relevant date is the trade 
date. In case of delayed payment, the date of receipt of the payment shall be taken as the 
trade date. 

135. For accrued interests, the realisation date is generally the trade date.  

8.2.2 Relevant currency and rounding 
136. Payment flows denominated in currencies other than GBP shall be converted to GBP at the 

exchange rate applicable as per the relevant inflow or outflow date. Swiss paying agents may 
use a systematically determined exchange rate to convert amounts denominated in curren-
cies other than GBP. 

Where no other exchange rate is available to Swiss paying agents, they shall use the daily 
fixed exchange rate calculated and published by SIX Financial Information AG (former SIX 
Telekurs AG) to convert currencies.  

The Swiss paying agent may apply the standards and rounding rules programmed in their 
systems. The rounding rules relating to the declaration of tax amounts are set out in chapter 
13. 

8.2.3 Basis of assessment 
137. In principle, the calculation of the final withholding tax is based on the gross income and 

capital gains transferred or credited by the Swiss paying agent to the respective person’s 
account or deposit.  

138. Any commissions, fees, brokerage, taxes and other transaction costs directly related to a 
transaction increase the actual costs and/or reduce the proceeds for capital gains tax pur-
poses. General costs, such as investment management fees, debit interest, bank account 
charges or all-in fees are not deductible against either income or capital gains.  
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139. Where an account is held by more than one person, it is assumed that beneficial ownership 
is split equally between each person unless the paying agent is notified otherwise. The tax 
status of each beneficial owner is then applied to their proportion of the account. 

140. For the purposes of the Agreement, paying agents will not seek to ascertain whether a 
transaction (or series of transactions) or scheme or arrangement is for the avoidance of UK 
taxation. Paying agents will therefore assume no tax avoidance motive and no aggressive 
tax planning. The responsibility of ascertaining whether transactions are treated as tax 
avoidance or aggressive tax planning is the responsibility of the relevant person.  

8.2.4 Acquisition costs and sequence for the purpose of capital gains 
141. The acquisition costs are the actual purchase costs. Where accurate records of the purchase 

costs are not available, the market value of the asset at 31 March 1982 or at the date of the 
later creation of an instrument is deemed to be the acquisition price. Where such market val-
ue does not exist, the acquisition cost is deemed to be nil.  

142. The acquisition costs for capital gains tax purposes are based on the so called ‘share 
matching’ rules. The three rules must be applied in the following order: 

1) Same day rule: Shares disposed are first matched with shares acquired on the same day 
with all such shares treated as one ‘pool’; 

2) Then shares disposed are matched with the shares acquired in the next 30 calendar days 
on a first in first out (FIFO) basis; 

3) Then shares disposed are matched with the average acquisition costs from a pool of the 
securities, which combines all acquisitions to form a unit price of the securities. This is known 
as the ‘average cost pool’ (also see glossary in chapter 8.3.8). 

143. Based on the share matching rules paying agents record the acquisition data and prices in 
the average cost pool of each security of the same class at the level of the master account.  

144. Where paying agents apply the share matching rules, they apply in relation to transactions 
on or after 1 January 2013.  

145. Acquisition costs of the relevant assets, maintained by the Swiss paying agent (e.g. for the 
purpose of the performance reporting provided to relevant persons) shall be treated as accu-
rate records. Therefore, the cost prices as per 31 December 2012 can be used for the capital 
gains taxation as acquisition costs based on the records of the Swiss paying agent. Upon 
request Swiss paying agents shall provide reports of the acquisition costs as per 31 Decem-
ber 2012 to the relevant person.   

146. All transfers out of an individual’s deposit shall be treated as a disposal for tax purposes 
unless the paying agent is satisfied that the transfer is to the same relevant person or the 
paying agent has been notified in writing that it is a transfer between spouses or civil part-
ners. The receiving spouse or civil partner acquires the asset at the original acquisition cost 
of the spouse or civil partner for the purpose of the final withholding tax. 

147. If the transfer out gives rise to a disposal for capital gains tax purposes, the proceeds are 
deemed to be the market value on the date of the transfer. If this is a capital gain, final with-
holding tax shall be applied. If this is a capital loss, the loss should be ignored, unless the 
paying agent is notified in writing that the conditions for claiming the capital loss are satisfied. 
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148. If the transfer out gives rise to a disposal for income tax purposes (i.e. the transfer of a 
bond), any interest accrued to the date of transfer, or any profit on the principal when treating 
market value as the deemed proceeds, is subject to final withholding tax. Nil gain or nil loss 
transfer rules do not apply to income, they only apply to capital gains. 

149. In case of a transfer of assets from a Swiss paying agent to another Swiss paying agent, the 
first paying agent informs the new paying agent about the cost prices based on the average 
cost pool. 

8.2.5 Set off of losses and carry forward  
150. For purposes of offsetting capital gains against capital losses, paying agents shall establish a 

capital loss pool per master account. 

151. If a capital asset is disposed of at a loss, an offset of the loss arising against future capital 
gains made on other assets is available. Any capital losses realized are firstly offset against 
future capital gains arising in the same tax year. Any excess losses in a given tax year may 
be forwarded for offset against capital gains realised in future tax years on assets booked 
with the same Swiss paying agent. 

152. For those non-UK domiciled individuals who are opting for the remittance basis treatment 
(see chapter 8.4), capital losses are only available on UK sourced assets unless notified dif-
ferently by the client (i.e. remittances of foreign income). 

153. Losses cannot be offset between separate individual accounts or individual deposits held by 
spouses.  

8.2.6 Crediting of withholding taxes 
154. Withholding taxes (including the UK 10% dividend tax credit) can be credited against the final 

withholding tax to the extent that it is allowable under the relevant DTA with the UK. Any re-
maining excess withholding tax may neither be offset nor carried forward.  

155. In case of a withholding tax deduction in a country with which no DTA with the UK is in place, 
no crediting of the foreign withholding tax is available. In this case the final withholding tax is 
levied on the income net of any withholding tax. 

8.2.7 Currency gains 
156. Withdrawals from foreign currency bank accounts do not give rise to capital gains and/or 

deductible capital losses. 

8.2.8 Fiduciary arrangements 
157. Any income and gain arising on relevant assets booked with a Swiss paying agent, 

independently of whether they are held by a relevant person or by a fiduciary is subject to 
final withholding tax. 

8.2.9 Compensation for damages 
158. Compensation payments for damages are rare in practice. However, in order to guarantee 

that all income and gains arising are subject to the final withholding tax, they shall be men-
tioned.  

159. Example 1: A Swiss paying agent was instructed to purchase a certain product at a certain 
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date. The purchase was not carried out at all or with delay, thus the relevant person suffers a 
loss. The Swiss paying agent compensates the damage, which is subject to the final with-
holding tax as other income. 

Example 2: The relevant person suffers a loss from a value decrease of securities. The pay-
ment the Swiss paying agents makes to the relevant person to compensate for the damage 
qualifies as other income and is subject to the final withholding tax.  

8.3 Table of Concordance 

8.3.1 General provisions 
160. The table of concordance (see appendix 6) provides a summary illustration of the corporate 

actions that lead to income or capital gains on an account or deposit with a Swiss paying 
agent as well as the income type such gains and income shall be assigned to according to 
the Agreement. It also specifies whether they are subject to the EUSA and according to 
which basis of assessment they are subject to the EUSA. To ensure that the income and 
gains subject to the withholding tax are treated similarly as in the United Kingdom for pur-
poses of UK income tax or UK capital gains tax respectively, the income and gains arising 
from the various actions are assigned to the respective income and gain types under the UK 
income tax and capital gains tax legislation, including references to legal provisions in the 
version applicable on the date of signature of the Agreement.  

8.3.2 Corporate actions regarding shares 

Definition of "dividend" 

161. There is no statutory definition of “dividend” in the UK. For the application of the Agreement, 
a dividend is defined as income from certified shares in the capital stock of a corporation, 
such as common stocks, preference shares, limited liability company shares and profit shar-
ing rights, provided such rights involve participation in profits and liquidation proceeds. 

Tax credits on UK dividends and certain non-UK dividends 

162. Dividends paid by a UK company attract a tax credit of 10%, known as the UK 10% dividend 
tax credit. Therefore, where a dividend of e.g. GBP 900 is paid, this dividend amount re-
ceived is treated as the net amount. A 10% tax credit is added to net amount, consequently 
the gross dividend amounts to GBP 1'000. Accordingly, the final withholding tax is levied on 
the gross amount and a credit of 10% is granted. In the example, where a dividend of 
GBP 900 is paid, the final withholding tax would be GBP 400 (40% x 100% / 90%) and a 
credit of GBP 100 is granted. The net final withholding tax deduction is therefore GBP 300 
(GBP 400 – GBP 100). 

163. The tax credit is also available on dividends paid by a non-UK company, provided that the 
following requirements are fulfilled: 

1. The country of residence of the dividend-paying company must be a qualifying territo-
ry, i.e. a country with which the UK has a DTA with a non-discrimination clause; and 

2. The dividend paying entity must not be a company excluded from the benefits of the 
DTAs with the UK. 

The relevant person can notify the paying agent not to apply the UK 10% dividend tax credit, 
e.g. if the relevant person holds more than 10% of a distributing company and is therefore 
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not allowed to claim the tax credit under UK tax law. The responsibility of ascertaining 
whether individual requirements for claiming the tax credit under UK tax law are fulfilled re-
mains with the relevant person. If it later transpires that the individual requirements for claim-
ing the tax credit under UK tax law are not fulfilled, then payment of final withholding tax shall 
be treated as a payment on account. 

Events triggering securities adjustment postings without increase in value 

164. Corporate actions not involving any cash flow that trigger the debiting of underlying securities 
and the crediting of new securities without a fundamental increase in value represent tax-
neutral actions unless the approved data provider (see appendix 1) specifies otherwise.  

Such corporate actions do not amount to a disposal of the original securities. Instead the new 
holding is regarded simply as having been acquired on the same date and for the same price 
as the old securities. Therefore, original average cost pool data and actual costs are trans-
ferred to the new securities unless the approved data provider specifies otherwise.  
 
This also applies to the crediting of several new securities provided the acquisition costs are 
allocated on ‘part disposal rules’ based on market values.  
 
For example, an individual acquired 3’000 shares in A Ltd for GBP 10’000. There was a de-
merger where the individual received shares in B Ltd, C Ltd and D Ltd on a one-for-one basis 
in exchange for his or her shares in A Ltd. The shares have the following market values; 1p 
(B Ltd), 10p (C Ltd) and GBP 1 (D Ltd). The average cost pool for A Ltd of GBP 10’000 is 
therefore allocated to each new security as follows: GBP 90 (B Ltd), GBP 900 (C Ltd) and 
GBP 9’010 (D Ltd). 
 
The original cost is apportioned by reference to the market values of the new types of capital 
on the first day of trading (opening price) after the reorganization as provided by the ap-
proved data provider. Where this is not available, paying agents shall apply a verifiable data 
source as appropriate. 
 
Examples appendix 6: Share for share exchange (1.11), share split or share consolidation 
(1.12), demerger, i.e. spin off or split off (1.13), merger (1.14) 
 
Events triggering securities adjustment postings with increase in value 

165. Rare corporate actions not involving any cash flow that trigger the debiting of underlying 
securities and the crediting of new securities with an increase in value represent taxable ac-
tions with dividend accrual unless the approved data provider specifies otherwise (see ap-
pendix 1).  

Events triggering exchange of securities and cash credit 

166. Corporate actions triggering the debiting of underlying securities and the crediting of new 
securities as well as a cash credit are principally considered to be taxable actions. The cash 
credit shall in principle be taxed as a dividend.  

167. In certain transactions where the approved data provider specifies, cash credits qualify as 
capital gains or capital redemption. In these cases, it is necessary to: 

1. Apportion the cost of the old securities between the cash (if any) and new securities ac-
quired based on the part disposal rules; 
 

2. Calculate the gain arising on the cash element (if any). 
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168. The difference between the cash credit qualifying as capital gains / redemption and the 
reduction of the transferred actual costs under the part disposal rules is taxed as capital gain, 
unless the cash payments represent a ‘small disposal’. Proceeds are deemed to be ‘small’ if 
they are less than 5% of the market value of the whole asset before the disposal. If they 
qualify as a small disposal the cash credit reduces the acquisition cost pool (average cost 
pool) of the securities.  

169. The new securities are regarded simply as having been acquired on the same date and for 
the same price as the old securities minus any reductions of the acquisition cost as a result 
of the above. Therefore, the original average cost pool is transferred to the new securities, 
taking into account any pro rata reduction of the transferred actual costs under the part dis-
posal rules, unless the approved data provider specifies otherwise. 

Examples appendix 6: Demerger, i.e. spin off or split off (1.13), merger (1.14) 

Events triggering securities adjustment postings and cash debit 

170. Corporate actions triggering the crediting of a new security as well as a cash debit or debiting 
of the underlying security are principally non-taxable actions, unless the approved data pro-
vider specifies otherwise. The cash debit shall be absorbed in the transaction price of the 
new security as part of the actual costs for subsequent sales.  

The date of the transaction is taken as the date that the original shares were acquired. If this 
is not known, the date of the corporate action shall be used. 
 
The actual costs are transferred to the new securities in the form of the average value of the 
original securities together with the additional cash debit, unless the approved data provider 
specifies otherwise. This rule applies, for example, to the exercise of a rights issue.  
 
Example: On 1 August 2008, an individual purchases 12’000 shares for GBP 12’000. On 
1 August 2009, he or she purchases a further 8’000 shares for GBP 16’000. On 30 April 
2012, the company issues a rights issue of 1 share for every 4 held. The issue of rights is tax 
neutral. On 31 July 2012, the individual takes up the rights issue at a cost of GBP 1 per 
share, and so receives a further 5’000 shares for GBP 5’000. The total acquisition cost is 
therefore GBP 33’000 and the acquisition dates are 3’000 shares on 1 August 2008 and 
2’000 shares on 1 August 2009. 
 
Examples appendix 6: Exercise of subscription rights, exercise of options, stock offers  
(all 1.21) 
 
Corporate actions involving cash credit - securities are unaffected 

171. Corporate actions triggering a cash credit based on the security while the security itself 
remains unaffected shall be taxed as dividends, unless the approved data provider specifies 
otherwise.  

172. Example: An individual holds 16'000 shares in X plc. X plc declares a final dividend of 15p 
per GBP 1 ordinary share. Alternatively, shareholders may opt to take shares in lieu of the 
cash dividend at a rate of one share for every 20 held. If the individual opts to receive the 
dividend, he or she receives GBP 2'400 (16'000 x 15p), net of the 10% dividend tax credit 
(GBP 2’667 gross). The value of the shares is less than 115% of the cash equivalent. 

173. In certain transactions where the approved data provider specifies, the cash credit qualifies 
as a capital gain or capital redemption. In these cases, the approved data provider specifies 
the portion of the cash credit that qualifies as capital gain / redemption as well as the effect 
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on the acquisition costs on the basis of the part disposal rules.  

174. The difference between the cash credit qualifying as capital gains / redemption or small 
disposal and the reduction of the transferred actual costs under the part disposal rules is 
taxed as capital gain, unless the cash payments represent a small disposal. If they are a 
small disposal the cash credit reduces the acquisition cost pool of the securities 

Examples appendix 6: Dividends (1.1), stock dividend with opt for cash alternative (1.3), 
capital reduction (1.7), hidden profit distribution (1.15), manufactured dividends (1.16), dis-
posal of rights issue (1.21) 

Distributions in the form of securities 

175. Unless the approved data provider specifies otherwise, income distributed in the form of 
securities with a cash alternative is taxed as dividend (known as a stock dividend in UK ter-
minology). The income is deemed to be the value specified by the approved data provider. 
This will generally be the cash equivalent, i.e. the cash amount which the shares replace, 
grossed up by the UK 10% dividend tax credit (where applicable). 

Where the market value (closing price on the ex date) of the issued securities deviates more 
than 15% from the cash equivalent, the amount treated as the dividend is the market value 
plus the UK 10% dividend tax credit. 
 

176. Unless the approved data provider specifies otherwise, income distributed in the form of 
securities other than shares of the distributing company is taxed as dividend income. The 
income is deemed to be the market value (closing price on the ex date) of the issued securi-
ties.  

177. Where the market value is not available, paying agents shall apply a verifiable data source 
as appropriate. 

178. The new securities shall be credited as actual costs at the taxed amount as per the 
acquisition date, i.e. the cash equivalent or market value – whichever was used for income 
purposes and was subject to income tax (without adding the UK tax credit).  

179. Bonus issues of non-redeemable shares (no choice for cash alternative) are tax neutral.  

Examples appendix 6: Stock dividends (1.4 to 1.6), bonus issue of redeemable and non-
redeemable share capital (1.8 and 1.9), security issued (1.10)  
 
Split-up or spin-off 

180. Corporate actions in the course of which a part of the company is split off or spun off into 
another company are considered tax neutral actions provided they qualify for the exception 
to the distribution treatment.  

181. The distributing company shares and the demerged company shares are treated as a single 
asset acquired when the distributing company shares were acquired. If the individual then 
sells shares in either of the companies, the original cost of the shares in the distributing com-
pany is apportioned between the shares in the distributing company and the shares in the 
demerged company. 

182. Any cash credit shall be treated as taxable dividend, unless the approved data provider 
specifies otherwise. 
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Example appendix 6: Demerger, i.e. spin off or split off (1.13) 
 
Corporate actions involving crediting of a securities position  

183. Upon the acquisition of securities, the securities shall be credited to the deposit at acquisition 
price if any as per the acquisition date.  

184. The sale of a share (short sale) is subject to capital gains tax against a deemed acquisition 
cost of GBP 0, unless the 30 day rule for capital gains tax calculation applies, i.e. securities 
disposed are matched with the shares acquired in the next 30 calendar days on a FIFO ba-
sis. 

185. The crediting of subscription rights based on securities is not considered to be a taxable 
corporate action. No separate pool is established for the subscription rights issued, if the 
paying agent applies the pool method. Transactions involving sale of subscription rights shall 
be treated as sales (out of the pool of the underlying shares, if the pool method is applied). 
The exercise of subscription rights is equivalent to the exercise of options.  

186. Example: An individual holds 1’400 shares in ABC Ltd bought for GBP 2'500. ABC offers a 
1 for 4 subscription rights issue, and the individual sells the rights for GBP 160 when the 
market value of the shares held is GBP 3.50. The disposal of the rights is a small part dis-
posal, so the acquisition cost of the ABC shares is reduced by GBP 160 to GBP 2'340. 

Examples appendix 6: Short sale (1.20), subscription rights (1.21) 
 
Securities lending 

187. Although it does not represent a corporate action, securities lending shall be included for 
purposes of comprehensive income recording. Collected securities lending commission is 
considered as other income and subject to withholding tax. Paid securities lending commis-
sion is not deductible. 

Example appendix 6: Securities lending fee (1.17) 
 
Debiting of a securities position involving cash credit (including sales) 

188. Corporate actions triggering the debiting of the underlying security and, as a rule, a cash 
credit is deemed to be a taxable sale unless the approved data provider specifies otherwise. 
Example: Repayment of redeemable preference shares. 

189. The taxable capital gain results from the difference between the purchase and selling price, 
with acquisition and selling costs as deductible expenditures (see chapter 8.2). Acquisition 
costs are applied in the sequence as set out in the share matching rules. 

Examples appendix 6: Distribution in a liquidation (1.2), disposal of shares (1.21) 

Debiting of a securities position without cash credit 

190. Debiting of a securities position that does not involve any cash credits is considered to be a 
full disposal or a small disposal (partial disposal) at GBP 0. Example for a full disposal: 
Shares in case of a bankruptcy. Example for a partial disposal: Debiting of part of a securities 
position. 

Examples appendix 6: Capital reduction (1.7), demerger, i.e. spin off or split off (1.13), mer-
ger (1.14), sale (1.19), short sale (1.20), disposal of rights (1.21) 
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Equity-related compensation payments 

191. Compensation payments received in respect of stock lent are subject to final withholding tax 
on a gross income basis. 

Example appendix 6: Manufactured dividends (1.16) 

Compensation for damages  

192. Compensation payments for damages are a taxable event, unless informed otherwise by the 
approved data provider. Payments are considered tax neutral if the payment is made to 
compensate the repayment of the nominal amount of the underlying asset and does not in-
clude any income and/or gain. 

Example appendix 6: Compensation payments (1.18) 

8.3.3 Corporate actions regarding bonds 

Definition of the term “bond” 

193. A bond is defined as a contract in which a party buys a debt security from an issuer, 
effectively lending a fixed amount to the issuer in exchange for interest and/or repayment of 
the amount that was lent at a later date. 

Redemption 

194. The redemption of an interest-bearing instrument, including a possible redemption premium, 
is deemed to be a sale and the collection of an interest share and is thus subject to taxation 
as interest or capital gain. 

195. Where the lending carries a reasonable commercial rate of interest and is issued at a 
discount but does not qualify as a ‘deeply discounted security‘, the discount or premium is 
taxed as capital gain. As a consequence, the whole difference between the redemption and 
the debited acquisition costs is taxed as capital gain or considered as a capital loss. Qualify-
ing corporate bonds as well as UK government bonds ("gilts" or "gilt-edged securities") are 
exempt from capital gains taxation, and capital losses are not relievable against capital 
gains. 

196. Where lending is interest-free or at a very low rate of interest, the premium or discount is 
subject to final withholding as interest income. There is no deduction for any losses. 

Examples appendix 6: Repayment premium / discount (not deeply discounted), no interest 
payable (2.1), repayment premium / discount (not deeply discounted), market rate interest 
payable (2.2) 
 
Deeply discounted securities  

197. The gain realised from a disposal of a deeply discounted security is subject to final withhold-
ing tax as interest income. Disposal may occur by way of a redemption, transfer by sale, ex-
change or gift and conversion into shares. 

198. UK government bonds ("gilts" or "gilt-edged securities") are not deeply discounted securities. 
Indexed securities which qualify as an ‘Excluded Indexed Security’ are also generally ex-
cluded from being deeply discounted securities. If the qualification of an instrument is un-
clear, the instrument is treated as deeply discounted security by default. 
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199. The profit on disposal is the excess of the proceeds over the acquisition cost, with no 
allowance for incidental costs. There is no relief for losses on deeply discounted securities. 

Example: Entity Z issues securities for GBP 1’000 which are redeemable in 10 years time for 
the subscription amount increased by the percentage movement in the Retail Price Index 
over the same period. As the linkage to the Retail Price Index may give more than a 5% in-
crease in value (i.e. 10 years x 0.5%) over that period, the securities are deeply discounted 
securities. 
 
Examples appendix 6: Sale or redemption of deeply discounted securities (2.3) 
 
Interest 

200. Interest, accrued interest, repo interest and income from debt-like profit participation rights 
shall be treated as taxable interest unless the approved data provider specifies otherwise.  

201. Accrued interest applies to all interest bearing securities including, e.g. gilts issued by UK 
government (including index-linked gilts), bonds, loan notes, debentures or alternative fi-
nance bonds (see further details below). 

202. Accrued interest paid on acquisition are relieved against accrued interest profits at the time 
of realisation of the interest. 

Examples appendix 6: Coupon payment received (2.5), repo interest (2.8), accrued interest 
upon conversion and sale (2.9) 
 
Debiting of a bond position involving cash credit (including sales) 

203. Corporate actions triggering the debiting of the underlying security as well as a cash credit 
are deemed to be a taxable sale subject to capital gains taxation unless the approved data 
provider specifies otherwise.  

204. The taxable capital gain results from the difference between the cash credit arising from 
redemption or effected by the purchaser and the actual costs calculated as per the share 
matching rules. 

205. In case of a deeply discounted security the gain is taxed as interest income, and no reliefs 
are granted for losses. 

206. Qualifying corporate bonds as well as UK government bonds ("gilts" or "gilt-edged securi-
ties") are exempt from taxation and capital losses are not relievable against capital gains. 

Example appendix 6: Sale capital gain or capital loss (2.10) 

Conversions 

207. Income from conversions including accrued interest shall be treated as interest unless the 
approved data provider specifies otherwise.  

208. New securities arising from the conversion shall be regarded simply as having been acquired 
on the same date and for the same price as the old securities. 

Example appendix 6: Conversions (2.4) 
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Bond-related compensation payments  

209. Compensation payments received in respect of bonds are subject to final withholding tax on 
the value of the gross income. 

Example appendix 6: Manufactured payments / manufactured coupons (2.6) 

Compensation for damages 

210. Compensation payments for damages are a taxable event, unless informed otherwise by the 
approved data provider. Payments are considered tax neutral if the payment is made to 
compensate the repayment of the nominal amount of the underlying asset and does not in-
clude any income and/or gain. 

Example appendix 6: Compensation payments (2.7) 

Alternative finance return 

211. Alternative finance return is treated as interest income. Sharia compliant-bonds are 
arrangements that give rise to alternative finance return. The Arabic arrangements are 
named ’Mudaraba’, ‘Murabaha’, ’Wakala’ and the bond is named ’Sukuk’.   

Example appendix 6: Sharia compliant products (2.11) 

8.3.4 Corporate actions regarding options 

Swap transactions 

212. Profits made under or in connection with a swap qualify as other income and are subject to 
final withholding tax.  

Example appendix 6: Swaps (3.1) 

Forward and future transactions without guaranteed return 

213. Forward transactions and futures comprise transactions regarding any kind of underlyings 
including forwards and futures on currencies. 

214. Profits from forward and future transactions qualify as taxable capital gains, provided the 
instrument is quoted on a recognized stock exchange or issued by an authorized person in-
cluding over the counter contracts concluded with an authorized person. Losses including 
costs of disposing of the obligation under the contract are deductible losses for capital gains 
purposes. Where the underlying asset is delivered, the costs of the transaction and incidental 
costs of acquisition increase the acquisition costs of the underlying asset. If an asset ac-
quired under the contract is sold, the disposal qualifies as an ordinary disposal according to 
the rules set out in the share matching rules. 

215. Contracts closed out by entering into a second and reciprocal contract are treated as a 
disposal of the obligations under the contract. Any money received is treated as disposal 
price and amounts paid are treated as an incidental cost of making the disposal.  

Example: In November an investor sells 2 contracts in March cocoa and a speculator buys 2 
contracts in March cocoa each at GBP 1’900 per tonne for 10 tonnes. In December both the 
investor and the speculator close out their contracts. The investor buys 2 contracts in March 
cocoa at GBP 1’840 per tonne. The speculator sells 2 contracts in March cocoa at 
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GBP 1’840 per tonne. The investor has made a capital gain of GBP 1’200 (20 x GBP 1’900 
less 20 x GBP 1’840) less dealing costs. The speculator is entitled to a capital loss of 
GBP 1’200 plus dealing costs. 

216. Profits from forward and future transactions qualify as other income if the instrument is 
neither quoted on a recognized stock exchange nor issued by an authorized person. Losses 
cannot be deducted. 

Example appendix 6: Forward transaction without guaranteed return (3.2), futures without 
guaranteed return (3.3)  

Transactions involving guaranteed returns  

217. Income from guaranteed returns is treated as interest income. In most circumstances it will 
be deeply discounted bonds. 

Example appendix 6: Futures and options with guaranteed returns (3.4) 

Option (including low exercise price option, ‘LEPO’) premium paid (entering 
into a long position) 

218. The acquisition of an option is tax neutral. The options form a pool of assets. The option 
premium including costs directly linked to the premium form the acquisition cost basis. 

Example appendix 6: Option premium paid (3.5) 

Option (including LEPO) premium received (granting of an option; entering into 
a short position) 

219. The sale of an option (short sale) is subject to capital gains tax against a deemed acquisition 
cost of GBP 0, unless the 30 day rule for capital gains tax calculation applies, i.e. options 
disposed are matched with securities acquired in the next 30 calendar days on a FIFO basis. 

220. For this capital gains tax treatment to apply, the option must be quoted on a recognized stock 
exchange or issued by an authorized person. Otherwise, the option premium received is sub-
ject to final withholding as other income.  

Example appendix 6: Option premium received (3.6) 

Exercise of options / warrants (including LEPO; acquisition or sale of the un-
derlying asset) 

221. The exercise of a call option that leads to the delivery of the underlying asset is tax neutral. It 
increases the acquisition costs of the underlying asset by the amount of the acquisition costs 
of the option and the incidental acquisition costs (commission and other transaction costs 
arising upon the acquisition of the option). 

The exercise of a put option is treated as the sale of the underlying position at the put option 
strike price. The put option premium paid increases the acquisition costs of the sold underly-
ing securities. 

Examples appendix 6: Option for acquisition, sale of the underlying asset or exercise of call 
option (all 3.7) 
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Exercise of options (cash settlement, sale, realisation) 

222. Profits from the cash-settled exercise, the sale or any other realisation of acquired options 
(long positions) qualify as capital gains, provided the instrument is quoted on a recognized 
stock exchange or issued by an authorized person. Losses (including dealing costs of dis-
posing of the obligation under the contract) are deductible losses for capital gains purposes.  

223. Profits from cash-settled exercise, the sale or any other realisation of acquired options (long 
positions) qualify as other income, if the instrument is neither quoted on a recognized stock 
exchange nor issued by an authorized person. Losses cannot be deducted. 

Example appendix 6: Option for cash settlement (3.8) 

Expiry or abandonment of options 

224. The expiry or abandonment of an option is a sale (option long position) or an acquisition 
(option short position) at the price of GBP 0. 

Examples appendix 6: Option premium paid (3.5), option premium received (3.6), exercise 
and sale of option (3.7 and 3.8) 

Compensation for damages 

225. Compensation payments for damages are a taxable event, unless informed otherwise by the 
approved data provider. Payments are considered tax neutral if the payment is made to 
compensate the repayment of the nominal amount of the underlying asset and does not in-
clude any income and/or gain. 

Example appendix 6: Compensation payments (3.9) 

8.3.5 Corporate actions regarding structured products 

General points 

226. Structured products are all cash or non-cash receivables in the case of which redemption of 
the original capital invested and/or payment for the surrender of the capital is guaranteed 
either entirely or in part, or in the case of which the amount of the redemption and/or the 
payment is dependent on a contingent event (as a rule the performance of one or several 
underlying assets). Structured products include capital protection products, reverse converti-
bles and index and basket certificates. 

227. The treatment of structured products depends on the nature of the component parts. The 
following sets out general treatments for different types of structured products. The approved 
data provider should specify the taxation of each particular structured product. If no infor-
mation is available, the product is by default treated as a deeply discounted security. 

Capital protection products 

228. As a rule, capital protection products consist of one bond or money market security and one 
or several derivatives combined in one product. A minimum redemption upon expiry of the 
product is guaranteed. The derivative(s) allow(s) investors to participate in the performance 
of one or several underlying assets. Any assurance of the redemption of a minimum amount 
is deemed to be capital protection. 

229. Capital protection products may be treated as deeply discounted securities by default, so 
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subject to final withholding tax as interest income, unless otherwise provided for by the ap-
proved data provider. 

230. Income distributed including accrued interest upon sale or redemption is taxed as interest 
income. The profit on redemption or disposal in the excess of the proceeds (net of accrued 
income) over the acquisition cost, with no allowance for incidental costs, is also taxed as in-
terest income. There is no relief for losses on deeply discounted securities. 

231. Products that are not deeply discounted securities or that qualify as excluded indexed 
securities are subject to capital gains tax with respect to the capital gain element. Losses can 
be deducted. 

Examples appendix 6: Structured products with a guaranteed return (4.1), certificates qualify-
ing as EIS (4.4), certificates qualifying as DDS (4.5) 

Reverse convertibles 

232. Reverse convertibles are combinations of bonds or money market securities with one or 
several options. Depending on the performance of the underlying assets, redemption is ef-
fected either in cash or via the physical delivery of the assets underlying the option. As a 
rule, cash redemption is effected when the price of the underlying assets at the end of the 
term exceeds the strike price determined in advance. Physical delivery occurs when the price 
of the underlying asset is lower than the strike price. 

233. Any coupon payments on reverse convertibles are taxed as interest income. 

234. Reverse convertibles are treated as deeply discounted securities and profits are subject to 
final withholding tax as interest income, unless otherwise provided for by the approved data 
provider. If the reverse convertible is a deeply discounted security, the profit on redemption 
or disposal by way of cash settlement or by way of delivery of the underlying asset is subject 
to final withholding tax as interest. There is no relief for losses. 

235. If the reverse convertible is not a deeply discounted security, the profit upon redemption / 
disposal is subject to capital gains tax. Losses can be deducted as capital losses. 

Examples appendix 6: Coupon payments (4.2), redemptions or disposals or reverse conver-
tibles (4.3) 

Certificates involving equities and debt securities 

236. Certificates are structured products whose value depends directly on the value of the 
underlying equity index, equity basket or the debt securities serving as underlying assets. 
Consequently, they do not involve any capital protection (full risk certificates). Products in-
volving variable compositions of the underlying asset over their term also qualify as certifi-
cates. 

237. Any coupon payments on index and basket certificates are taxed as interest income. 

238. Index and basket certificates are treated as deeply discounted securities and profits are 
subject to final withholding tax as interest income, unless otherwise provided for by the ap-
proved data provider. The profit on redemption or sale of certificates which are deeply dis-
counted securities is subject to final withholding as interest. There is no relief for losses. 

239. If the certificate is not a deeply discounted security, e.g. because it is an excluded indexed 
security the profit upon redemption or disposal is subject to capital gains tax. Losses can be 
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deducted as capital losses. 

Example appendix 6: Coupon payments (4.6)  

Compensation for damages 

240. Compensation payments for damages are a taxable event, unless informed otherwise by the 
approved data provider. Payments are considered tax neutral if the payment is made to 
compensate the repayment of the nominal amount of the underlying asset and does not in-
clude any income and/or gain. 

Example appendix 6: Compensation payments (4.7) 

8.3.6 Corporate actions regarding UK authorised investment funds and other UK 
funds 

241. A fund's accounting function is responsible for calculating the components of income 
distributions or accumulations and of disposals, redemptions or encashments of fund units.  

242. Reporting of the relevant components to the Swiss paying agents by the funds is a prerequi-
site for the paying agents to levy final withholding tax correctly. Reporting to the paying 
agents is considered to have been met if the funds simultaneously report the fund reporting 
components to an approved data provider. 

Definitions 

243. A fund registered in the United Kingdom is a ‘UK Fund’. The definitions in the following refer 
to UK funds. 

244. ‘Authorised Investment Funds’ (AIFs) are funds which are authorised and regulated by the 
UK Financial Services Authority (FSA) under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, 
e.g. Authorised Unit Fund (AUT) or Open Ended Investment Company (OEIC). 

245. Unauthorised Unit Funds’ are not authorised and regulated by the UK FSA. 

246. A ‘bond fund’ is an investment fund holding more than 60% of assets in interest bearing or an 
economically similar form like cash (accounts). If no information on the share of the assets is 
available, a fund is deemed to be a bond fund. The paying agents can rely on the qualifica-
tion made available by the approved data provider. The calculation of the percentage figure 
may be done using the asset test figures calculated for the purpose of the EUSA. 

247. A ‘non-bond fund’ is an investment fund holding not more than 60% of assets in interest 
bearing or an economically similar form like cash (accounts).  

8.3.6.1 Distributions from Authorised Investment Funds 
Distributions from AUTs, OEICs and bond funds – income units 

248. Distributions from an AUT or OEIC can either qualify as interest or dividend income and are 
therefore taxed as interest income or dividend income. Interest income will be received net of 
20% UK withholding tax. The dividend amount received will be net of 10% UK dividend tax 
credit. 

249. The paying agents can rely on the qualification made by an approved data provider as to 
whether a distribution qualifies as dividend or interest. 
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Examples appendix 6: Dividend distributions (5.1), interest distributions (5.2)  

Distributions from AUTs and OEICs – accumulation units 

250. No distributions are made to holders of accumulation units. Instead, the amount that would 
usually be distributed is automatically reinvested in the fund. No new units are issued, thus 
the value of the existing units increases (stock dividend for UK tax purposes). 

UK funds publish the amount of notional distribution, known as ’retention of income’. The 
approved data provider shall provide this information to the Swiss paying agents. The ’reten-
tion of income’ amount is partly treated as interest and partly as a UK dividend net of 10% 
UK dividend tax credit, as reported. The final withholding tax is levied on the dividend ele-
ment and on the interest element. 

The accumulation used for income tax purposes and which was subject to income tax (with-
out adding the UK tax credit) shall be credited to the acquisition cost pool. 

Example appendix 6: Accumulated income (5.8)  

AUTs and OEICs – switches between income units and accumulation units in 
the same fund 

251. A switch is treated as a share reorganisation for UK tax purposes and therefore does not 
trigger a disposal for capital gains tax purposes. The part disposal rule shall apply for the 
calculation of the base cost of the assets. 

Property Income Distributions 

252. ‘Property income distributions’ (PID), e.g. from a REIT, qualify as other income. No UK 10% 
dividend tax credit is given. UK withholding tax at 20% may have been applied.  

Example appendix 6: Distributions of property income (5.3) 

Distributions of capital gains 

253. The capital gains distributed are taxed as capital gain, unless the cash payments represent a 
small disposal. If they are a small disposal, the cash credit reduces the acquisition cost pool 
of the fund shares. 

Example appendix 6: Distributions of capital gains (5.4) 

8.3.6.2 Further corporate actions 
Disposal and redemption 

254. The profit on disposal and/or redemption qualifies as a capital gain. 

Example appendix 6: Sale or redemption of unit (5.5) 
 

Fund mergers and spin-offs 

255. The merged (or the spun-off) investment fund is deemed to be disposed at the time of the 
transaction, unless otherwise reported by the approved data provider. The final withholding 
tax is levied as in the case of an ordinary disposal. 
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Example appendix 6: Fund merger and spin-off (5.6 and 5.7) 

8.3.7 Corporate actions regarding non-UK funds 
256. A fund's accounting function is responsible for calculating the components of income 

distributions or accumulations and of disposals, redemptions or encashments of fund units.  

257. Reporting of the relevant components to the Swiss paying agents by the funds is a prerequi-
site for the paying agents to levy final withholding tax correctly. Reporting to the paying 
agents is considered to have been met if the funds simultaneously report the fund reporting 
components to an approved data provider. 

Definitions 

258. A ‘non-UK fund is domiciled in a country outside of the UK and includes all forms of 
corporation (e.g. SICAV, OEIC), unit trusts, partnerships and other contract-based arrange-
ments (such as FCPs). Investment funds with a fixed capital (SICAF) do not qualify as in-
vestment funds for the purpose of the Agreement and therefore SICAF shares are treated as 
company shares. 

259. A ‘reporting fund’ is an investment fund that has applied for and been approved as a 
reporting fund and that has not left the reporting regime nor has been excluded from it. Pay-
ing agents can rely on the information provided by the approved data provider. 

260. A ’non-reporting fund’ is an investment fund other than a reporting fund. 

8.3.7.1 Distributions from reporting funds 
Distributions from bond funds 

261. Distributions qualify as interest income. No UK 10% dividend tax credit is given. 

Example appendix 6: Distributions from bond fund (6.2) 

Distributions from non-bond funds 

262. Distributions qualify as dividend income. If the fund satisfies the criteria for the UK dividend 
tax credit (see chapter 8.3.2), a UK 10% dividend tax credit is available.  

Example appendix 6: Distributions from non-bond fund (6.1 and 6.6) 

8.3.7.2 Distributions from non-reporting funds 
Distributions from bond funds 

263. Distributions qualify as interest. 

Example appendix 6: Distributions from bond fund (6.2) 

Distributions from non-bond funds 

264. If information is provided that it is a non-bond fund, distributions qualify as dividends. If the 
fund satisfies the criteria for the UK dividend tax credit (see chapter 8.3.2), a UK 10% divi-
dend tax credit is available. 
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Example appendix 6: Distributions from non-bond fund (6.1 and 6.6) 

8.3.7.3 Undistributed income from reporting funds 
Calculation of undistributed income – information available 

265. Undistributed income of investment funds is not subject to the final withholding tax at the time 
the income arises within the fund vehicle, but only once a year after the end of the funds’ 
business year.  

266. The fund managers have to report income in excess of the amounts actually distributed, so 
called reported excess income. The day the tax is levied is the last day of the month 6 
months after the end of the accounting period of the fund. For example, if the accounting 
period of a fund ends on 31 December 2012, the tax for the reported excess income is levied 
on 30 June 2013. 

Within 6 months of the funds’ business year end date, the fund administration provides the 
information to the approved data provider on reported, but undistributed income. The data 
provider reports the figures at least on a monthly basis and provides the data to the paying 
agents.  

Paying agent multiplies the reported excess income figure provided by the recognised data 
provider by the number of units held at the end of the accounting period. In the example 
above, the reported excess income as at 30 June 2013 in relation to the number of units held 
at 31 December 2012. 

Calculation of undistributed income – information not available 

267. If no reporting is available with the approved data provider or the paying agent 6 months after 
the funds’ business year-end, the paying agent calculates the undistributed income as fol-
lows: 

a) Market value per unit at the end of the accounting period in GBP less 

b) market value per unit at the start of the accounting period in GBP multiplied by 

c) the number of units held by the client at the end of the accounting period. 

Taxation of undistributed income from bond funds 

268. The reported excess, undistributed income qualifies as interest income. 

Example appendix 6: Undistributed income (6.3) 

Taxation of undistributed income from non-bond funds 

269. The reported excess, undistributed income qualifies as dividend income. If the fund satisfies 
the criteria for the UK dividend tax credit (see chapter 8.3.2), a UK 10% dividend tax credit is 
available. 

Example appendix 6: Undistributed income (6.3) 
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8.3.7.4 Undistributed income from non-reporting funds 
Taxation of undistributed income 

270. Only distributions of non-reporting funds are subject to final withholding tax. Excess, 
undistributed income of non-reporting funds is not taxed on an annual basis but in the case 
of disposal and redemption (see chapter 8.3.7.6). 

8.3.7.5 Disposal and redemption of holding in a reporting fund 
Disposals and redemptions 

271. The capital gain qualifies as capital gain. Taxed excess income is added up to the acquisition 
costs. 

Example appendix 6: Disposal or redemption (6.4) 

8.3.7.6 Disposal and redemption of holding in a non-reporting fund 
Disposals and redemptions 

272. The gain qualifies as other income for the purpose of the Agreement.  

Example appendix 6: Disposal or redemption (6.5) 

8.3.7.7 Further actions 
Switching from a reporting fund to a non-reporting fund status and vice versa 

273. The final withholding tax is levied based on the status as a reporting fund or as a non-
reporting fund at the time of the taxable event. The paying agents calculate and deduct the 
final withholding tax, as if the fund status had always been the same as at the time of the 
taxable event. 

Example appendix 6: Switch (6.7) 

Fund mergers and spin-offs 

274. The merged or the spun-off investment fund is deemed to be disposed at the time of the 
transaction, unless otherwise reported by the approved data provider. The final withholding 
tax is levied as in the case of an ordinary disposal. 

Example appendix 6: Fund merger and spin-off (6.8) 

8.3.8 Glossary1 
 
Accrued income – When interest bearing securities are transferred from one party to anoth-
er, the sale agreement specifies which of the two parties will receive the next interest pay-
ment. 
 
If the buyer will receive the next interest payment, the price for which the security is sold will 
be higher than the market value of the security. This increase in value relates to the interest 
that has built up on the security in the period since the date of the last interest payment and 

                                                
1 With reference to UK national regulations where appropriate. 
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is referred to as ‘accrued income’. 
 
AUT – Authorised Unit Trust 
 
Authorised person – (with regard to options and futures): FSA regulated or similarly regu-
lated entity, e.g. Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA) regulated Swiss bank 
 
Average cost pools – The ‘average cost pool’, known as the ‘s. 104 pool’ in UK tax law is a 
pool of all the shares acquired at their different acquisition dates and costs (NB: if shares 
were acquired before 31 March 1982, they are deemed to be acquired on, and at their mar-
ket value at, 31 March 1982). 

The costs of the shares in the pool are added together and averaged for the purposes of any 
capital gains calculations (i.e. all the shares are deemed to have a single average cost). 

On a disposal, the share matching rules should be applied. 

 
Bond – A contract in which a party buys a debt security from an issuer, effectively lending a 
fixed amount to the issuer in exchange for interest and/or repayment of the amount that was 
lent at a later date. 
 
Costs of sale – Expenditure that a party is allowed to deduct from the sales proceed when 
disposing of an asset in calculating the capital gain on disposal. This includes: 
 

 The cost of acquiring the asset (for example any amount paid for the asset plus any 
other deductible costs incurred in the acquisition – s.38[1][a] TCGA92). 

 Incidental costs incurred in the acquisition, valuation or disposal of the asset (for ex-
ample professional fees, or costs involved in the transfer of the asset – s.38[1][a] and 
[c] TCGA92). 

 Any costs incurred in enhancing (or improving) the asset, as long as the enhance-
ment or improvement can be seen when the asset is disposed (s.38[1][b] TCGA92). 

 Costs incurred in establishing, maintaining or defending the ownership of the asset 
(for example legal fees spent on proving ownership – s.38[1][b] TCGA92). 

NB: 

1 There are many costs that are specifically excluded from being ‘costs of sale’, and 
these are expanded on in sections 39 onwards in TCGA92. 

2 If any costs are incurred before 31 March 1982, the cost of the asset is deemed to be 
equal to the market value of the asset at 31 March 1982 – s.35[1], [2] TCGA92. 

Day – Calendar day 
 
Deeply discounted security – A security is a ‘deeply discounted security’ if the amount 
payable on the redemption or maturity of the security is more than A x (100% + 0.5% x N), 
where A is the amount of the issue price (i.e. the price at which the security was subscribed 
for or first purchased) and N is the number of years from when the security was issued to 
when the security is redeemed (this is limited to 30 for the purposes of the calculation). 
NB: Shares, gilt edged securities and ‘excluded indexed securities’ are generally not ‘deeply 
discounted securities’ – ss. 432-433 ITTOIA05. 
 
Domicile – a fund is domiciled where the legal entity is incorporated. 
 
Excluded Indexed Security – a deeply discounted security with the following characteris-
tics: 
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a) The value of chargeable assets, such as shares, bonds, fund shares, land or 
buildings, provided that they were held by the holder of the deeply discounted 
security a gain on their disposal would be a chargeable gain for tax;  
 

b) or an index of the value of such assets (but not a retail price index or other 
government index); 
 

c) the amount payable on redemption is calculated by applying to the amount for 
which the security was issued any percentage change in the reference assets 
or the index over the security’s redemption period; and 

 
d) capital protection does not exceed 10%. 

Financial option - an option which is not a traded option, but which, 

(i) relates to currency, shares, securities or an interest rate and is granted (oth-
erwise than as agent) by a member of a recognised stock exchange, by an 
authorised person; or 

(ii) relates to shares or securities which are dealt in on a recognised stock ex-
change and is granted by a member of such an exchange, acting as agent; or 

(iii) relates to currency, shares, securities or an interest rate and is granted to 
such an authorised person as is referred to in sub-paragraph (i) above and con-
currently and in association with an option falling within that sub-paragraph 
which is granted by that authorised person to the grantor of the first-mentioned 
option; or 

(iv) relates to shares or securities which are dealt in on a recognised stock ex-
change and is granted to a member of such an exchange, including such a 
member acting as agent. 

Fund – A fund is a collective investment scheme, which is a form of investment fund that 
enables a number of investors to 'pool' their assets and invest in a professionally managed 
portfolio of investments. Typically the portfolio will comprise gilts, bonds and quoted equities, 
or less commonly unquoted investments or property.  

Futures – a ‘futures’ contract is a standardized contract between two parties where they 
agree to exchange a standardized quantity of a specified asset at a fixed date in the future. 
 
Manufactured dividends – a payment (or part of a payment) for the transfer of equities is 
deemed to be a ‘manufactured dividend’ payment if it is in respect of a dividend payable on 
the equities given up. 
 
For example, if a cum dividend short sale of shares is settled with ex dividend stock, any 
payment made to compensate the recipient of the ex dividend stock is deemed to be a 
manufactured dividend. 
 
Manufactured interest - a payment (or part of a payment) for the transfer of securities is 
deemed to be a ‘manufactured interest’ payment if it is in respect of interest payable on the 
securities given up. 
 
Nil gain or nil loss – the following transfers (made by gift, sale or otherwise) are treated for 
capital gains tax purposes as giving rise to neither a gain or a loss: 
 

a) Transfers between spouses; 
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b) Transfers between civil partners. 

 
The following transfers may appear to not give rise to a change in beneficial ownership but 
do give rise to a disposal for capital gains tax purposes: 
 

a) Transfer (by gift, sale or otherwise) to a trust of which the relevant person is a 
settlor irrespective of whether the trust is transparent for the purposes of the 
Agreement); 
 

b) Transfer (by gift, sale or otherwise) to a trust of which the relevant person is a 
beneficiary; 

 
c) Transfer (by gift, sale or otherwise) to an incorporated company unless the 

company is merely a nominee arrangement. 
 
OEIC – Open Ended Investment Company 
 
Offshore income gain – an ‘offshore income gain’ is a gain that is chargeable to UK income 
tax (as opposed to UK capital gains tax). Offshore income gains arise when an investor dis-
poses of his interest in a non-reporting fund. 
 
Part disposal – a ‘part disposal’ involves disposals of a part of an asset, and/or disposals of 
a right or interest in an asset. 
 
The calculation of the gain or loss incurred as a result of a part disposal involves calculating 
the element of the whole asset’s cost that relates to the ‘part disposal’, and deducting this 
from the sales proceeds. This is reached using the following fraction: 
 
Cost of ‘part’ disposed of =  ( A / ( A + B ) ) x C, where: 
 
A = Gross disposal proceeds of the part disposed of; 
B = Market value of the part retained (as at the date of the part disposal); 
C = Costs of sale in relation to both the part disposed of (including costs 

involved in the disposal) and the part kept. 
 
Qualifying corporate bond (QCB) – a ‘QCB’ is a loan note that is: 
 

1. issued, or purchased, after 13 March 1984; 

2. represents a normal commercial loan; and 

3. is expressed in sterling, with no provisions allowing it to be converted into, or re-
deemed  in, another currency, except at the rate of exchange prevailing at redemp-
tion. 

Quoted option - an option which, at the time of the abandonment or other disposal, is a rec-
ognised stock exchange. 

Recognised futures exchange - the London International Financial Futures Exchange and 
any other futures exchange which is for the time being designated by the UK tax authorities. 

Recognised stock exchange:  

a) any market of a recognised investment exchange which is for the time being desig-
nated as a recognised stock exchange by an order made by the Commissioners for 
Her Majesty's Revenue and Customs, and 
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b) any market outside the United Kingdom which is for the time being so designated. 

REIT – Real Estate Investment Trust 
 
Repo interest – in a repurchase Agreement, where a party agrees to purchase a security 
only to sell it back to the original vendor (usually for a higher price), the effective interest rate 
paid is called the ‘repo interest rate’.  
 
Security – a ‘security’ is a fungible (i.e. substitutable), transferrable financial instrument with 
financial value. They can be broadly categorized into debt securities (bonds, loan notes, etc), 
equity securities (shares etc) and derivative contracts (forwards, futures, swaps, options etc).  
 
Share matching rules - The acquisition costs for capital gains tax purposes are based on 
the following, known as the share matching rules: 
 

1. Same day rule: Shares disposed are first matched with shares acquired on the 
same day with all such shares treated as one ‘pool’; 

2. Then shares disposed are matched with the shares acquired in the next 30 calen-
dar days on a FIFO basis; 

3. Then the average acquisition costs form a pool of the securities, which combines 
all acquisitions to form a unit price of the securities. This is known as a average cost 
pool. 

For each disposal transaction, all of the above three rules must be applied in this order. 

Share-for-share exchange – if, on a takeover or merger, shares (in the acquiring company, 
or in the merged entity) are offered in exchange for the original shares (in the company being 
taken over), there is no chargeable disposal (providing certain conditions are met), and the 
new shares are treated as if they were purchased for the cost of the old shares. 
 
The conditions that must be met are: 
 
1 The exchange must take place for genuine commercial reasons and must not have the 

avoidance of corporation tax or capital gains tax as its main purpose (or one of its main 
purposes) – s.135[1] TCGA92; and 

2 Either: 

a. The acquiring company obtains more than 25% of the ordinary share capital of 
the target company as a result of the bid – ss.137[1] TCGA92; or 

b. if there is a general offer, the acquiring company must have been able to gain 
control of the target company if the offer was accepted – ss.138 TCGA92. 

 
Small disposal – if the sales proceeds received in a part disposal is deemed to be ‘small’ for 
UK tax purposes, the relevant person can deduct the proceeds from their average cost pool. 
Proceeds are deemed to be ‘small’ if they are less than 5% of the market value of the whole 
asset before the disposal. 
 
Stock dividend – a distribution from a UK company of stock (as a dividend in kind) where 
there is a cash alternative. This is treated as a UK dividend equivalent to the cash alternative 
provided that the market value of the new stock does not deviate by 15%. A UK 10% divi-
dend tax credit is available. The amount of the dividend is treated as the acquisition cost of 
the new shares for capital gains tax purposes.  
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Swap – a ‘swap’ is a derivative contract in which parties exchanges cash flows from two dif-
ferent financial instruments. 
 
Tax avoidance motive / aggressive tax planning – there is no statutory definition for UK 
tax as each set of legislation will have its own definition. However, a general definition for a 
tax avoidance motive is any scheme or arrangement that will or is intended to provide a tax 
advantage when compared to adopting a different course of action. 
 
Tax credit – a ‘tax credit’ is a credit that is received on UK dividend income. The credit is 
equal to the dividend received multiplied by 10/90, and is available as a deduction from a 
taxpayer’s taxable income when calculating the income tax liability. 
 
NB: 
1 The amount assessed as dividend income comprises of the dividend received plus the 

‘tax credit’. 

2 The ‘tax credit’ cannot be repaid to a taxpayer, i.e. it can only reduce the income assess-
able to tax to zero, but cannot lead to a repayment (as opposed to any tax deducted at 
source on other income which can be repaid). 

 
Traded option - an option which, at the time of the abandonment or other disposal, is on a 
recognised stock exchange or a recognised futures exchange. 
 
UK situated assets – assets incorporated in the UK 
 
UK source income – income from a UK incorporated company 

8.4 Non-UK domiciled individuals 

8.4.1 Certification of "non-UK domiciled individuals" status 
275. The certification takes place in two stages (see appendices 7 and 8): 

Step 1 
Before the beginning of the UK tax year, the relevant person shall submit a dec-
laration of intent to the paying agent to claim the remittance basis of taxation for 
the following tax year. 

Step 2 

After the end of the UK tax year, the relevant person shall submit a certificate 
produced by a lawyer, an accountant or a tax adviser who is a member of a rel-
evant professional body confirming the status of the relevant person as a non 
UK-domiciled individuals to the paying agent. 

8.4.2 Step 1 

8.4.2.1 Declaration of intent 
276. All business relations with a Swiss paying agent (at master account level) involving a 

relevant person claiming the status of non-UK domiciled individuals as beneficiary must be 
documented by a written declaration of intent which must be submitted to the paying agent at 
the latest by 31 March for the following UK tax year. 

All business relations must be documented by a declaration of intent. If there is more than 
one relationship with the same paying agent (e.g. where there are several branches) it is at 
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the paying agent's discretion whether they wish to request more than one declaration of in-
tent. However, if so, the paying agent does not have to verify whether the residential status 
of a relevant person is documented uniformly.  

277. Where a new relationship is opened in the course of the tax year, the declaration of intent 
must be submitted when the relationship is opened. 

278. The paying agent may always accept the declaration of intent of a relevant person, even if 
the declaration of intent evidently differs from the information held by the paying agent on the 
basis of its duties of diligence. 

279. The declaration of intent must contain the following information: 

 the declaration that the relevant person will claim the remittance basis of taxation for 
the following tax year; 
 

 in the event that the status as a non-UK domiciled individuals is not confirmed and 
the option to deduct tax is chosen, an indication of which option the relevant person 
wishes to choose if insufficient funds are available to pay all retrospective taxes on 
income and gains. 

 
The declaration of intent is not invalidated by a lack of information on which option the rele-
vant person wishes to choose where insufficient funds are available. 
 

280. The relevant person must also choose between the information disclosure and tax deduction 
options. See the explanations in chapter 8.4.2.2 on the features and implications of the 
choice between voluntary disclosure and deduction of withholding taxes. 

8.4.2.2 No declaration of intent 
281. If the relevant person does not submit a declaration of intent by the required deadline, they 

will be treated as a resident and domiciled person for the following tax year.  

 
Calculation of withholding tax on all income and capital gains 

282. The paying agent shall calculate the withholding tax as if the person was not claiming to be a 
non-UK domiciled individuals, in order to have the required information for the tax deduction 
or disclosure in step 2 (see chapter 8.4.3). 

Voluntary disclosure option 

283. The paying agent does not deduct any tax from the income and capital gains and does not 
report any information to the FTA after the end of the relevant tax year. 

Tax deduction option 

284. The following rates apply to the deduction of withholding taxes in the relevant tax year: 
 

a) Interests and other income 43% (from 6 April 2013 on); 48% (period from 1 Janu-
ary to 5 April 2013); 

b) Dividends 35% (from 6 April 2013 on); 40% (period from 1 January to 5 April 
2013); 

c) Capital gains 27% (from 1 Januar 2013). 
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Basis of assessment 

285. The paying agent shall only deduct withholding tax on certain income and capital gains. 
These are: 

a) UK-sourced income and gains 
 

For securities, the location of the issuer determines whether income and/or gains are 
UK-sourced or not. 

b) Foreign-sourced interest, dividends, other income (as defined by Art. 27 of the 
Agreement) and gains that are remitted to the UK. 

 
Remittance of funds to the United Kingdom 

286. For the purposes of the Agreement foreign-sourced income and gains are deemed to have 
been remitted to the UK if: 

a)  they are transferred directly to a recipient in the UK (based on IBAN or clear-
ing code); 
 
The paying agent does not have to deduct tax if the relevant person declares 
that the amounts remitted were not taxable (e.g. they would qualify for busi-
ness investment relief in the UK).  

 
  or 

b)  the relevant person declares to the paying agent that the transfer constitutes a  
remittance to the UK. Both transfers of money and transfers of other assets to 
the UK can be considered remittances.  

 

287. Example 1: A relevant person requests the paying agent to transfer 1,000 Novartis shares 
from the paying agent's deposit account to a deposit belonging to the relevant person at a 
bank in London. This constitutes a remittance for the purposes of the Agreement provided 
that it is capital and thus not a remittance on which withholding tax shall be levied.  

288. Example 2: A relevant person withdraws GBP 1,000 via a credit card. For the purposes of 
the Agreement, this does not constitute a remittance per se, irrespective of where and for 
what the money is used. However, the relevant person can declare to the paying agent that 
this credit card withdrawal constitutes a remittance to the UK. The paying agent is not re-
quired to conduct any further investigations. If the relevant person does not notify the paying 
agent that the transaction is a remittance, but the credit card withdrawal nonetheless quali-
fies as a remittance under UK tax law, the relevant person has to correctly declare the remit-
tance in his or her tax return. Where the withdrawal is derived from income and gains as 
specified in Article 19 of the Agreement, the remittance can be cleared by the levy of the ap-
propriate rate of withholding tax. 

289. In the case of a remittance, the paying agent asks the relevant person or their representative 
whether the funds remitted can be remitted tax-free or whether they are taxable, and if so 
what the applicable tax rate is. If the paying agent does not receive a response within 45 
days, it calculates the final withholding tax using the highest rate set out in recital 284. 

290. Example 3: A relevant person remits GBP 1,000 to the UK on 30 June. The paying agent 
asks what the source of the remittance is. The person replies on 30 July that the remittance 
derives from dividends. The paying agent levies a tax of GBP 666.67 on the relevant person 
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on 30 July (GBP 1,000 x 100/60). 

291. The final withholding tax on UK-sourced income and gains shall be levied directly from these 
UK-sourced income and gains and is therefore not deemed to be a taxable remittance.  

292. Payment of the remittance basis charge (“RBC”) is not deemed to be a remittance if the 
payment is made directly to the competent authority of the UK by cheque or electronic funds 
transfer. The relevant confirmations should be retained. The payment of final withholding tax 
under this Agreement will be treated as part of the cleared remittance where it is levied at the 
time the transaction takes place or within 45 days of the transaction occurring. This gives the 
relevant person time to contact the paying agent and confirm that the transaction is a remit-
tance within the terms of Article 19 paragraph 2 of the Agreement. Should HMRC in the UK 
become aware of the remittance before the withholding tax is levied, the remittance will not 
be cleared under the terms of Article 19 paragraph 5 of the Agreement. Should the withhold-
ing tax not be derived from the income or gains in the same account which are cleared by the 
Agreement or from funds which are not taxable as remittances, clearance is not available 
under the terms of Article 19 paragraph 5 of the Agreement. 

Subsequent adjustments 

293. The pools from which remittances are made are often not updated on a daily basis by UK tax 
advisors, but only when completing the tax return. As a result, the original instructions of the 
relevant person on the pools from which the remittances have been made may prove to be 
incorrect. Paying agents should put in place a mechanism for correcting errors in such cases. 
When providing the paying agent with the certificate confirming his or her status as a non-UK 
domiciled individuals, the relevant person may correct past declarations regarding the pools 
from which remittances were made. In such cases, any final withholding tax which has been 
levied will be credited and the correct tax levied based on the following rates:  
 

a) Interests and other income 45% (from 6 April 2013 on); 50% (period from 1 Janu-
ary to 5 April 2013); 

b) Dividends 37.5% (from 6 April 2013 on); 42.5% (period from 1 January to 5 April 
2013); 

c) Capital gains 28% 
 

294. Example: A relevant person remits GBP 1,000 to the UK on 30 June. The paying agent asks 
what the source of the remittance is. The person replies on 30 July that the remittance de-
rives from dividends. The paying agent levies a tax of GBP 668 on the relevant person on 30 
July (GBP 1,000 x 100/60). On 31 January of the year after the next, the relevant person 
declares at the same time as submitting the confirmation of his or her tax status by a quali-
fied tax advisor that the funds for the remittance of 30 June actually came from interest in-
come or other income and not from dividends. The paying agent levies an additional tax of 
GBP 332 (GBP 1,000 x 100/50 - GBP 668) on 31 January. The remittance is then definitive 
and has been correctly accounted for.  

Importance of the instructions of the relevant person and finality of payments 

295. The paying agent shall apply the procedure described here solely on the basis of the 
instructions of the relevant person or his or her representative, irrespective of account sepa-
rations established with regard to UK taxation. Where the final withholding taxes have been 
levied correctly on the basis of correct instructions, the tax liability of the relevant person in 
the UK with regard to these income, capital gains and remittances is settled in full. Where no 
final withholding tax or too little final withholding tax has been deducted due to incorrect in-
formation from the relevant person, the relevant person meets his or her tax obligations by 
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correctly declaring this income in his or her tax return. In such cases any tax deducted by the 
paying agent is considered a payment on account of UK taxes or other liabilities of the rele-
vant person. 

Remittances by relevant persons who are not taxed on the remittance basis 

296. Relevant persons who were taxed on the remittance basis in earlier periods but are not in the 
current period may be liable to tax for remittances to the UK out of earlier income from for-
eign-sourced income and gains. The paying agents have no obligation of any kind to apply 
final withholding tax to these remittances. The relevant persons remain wholly responsible for 
correctly declaring these taxable amounts in their UK tax return. 

Paying agents‘ responsibility to inform relevant persons 

297. The paying agents shall inform relevant persons who are taxed on the remittance basis of 
their obligations with regard to instructions on remittances and tax deductions. 

8.4.3 Step 2 

8.4.3.1 Certification of status as a non-UK domiciled individuals 
 

298. The effective and definitive status chosen by the relevant person for the tax year in question 
must be certified. If there is more than one account relationship, a copy of the certification is 
sufficient to meet the certification obligations if the paying agent holds at least one original.  

 
Bodies authorised to issue certification 

299. Certification must be issued by a lawyer, accountant or tax advisor who is a member of a 
recognised professional body in the United Kingdom. The following bodies are recognised:  

- The Bar Council 
- Association of Accounting Technicians 
- Association of Chartered Certified Accountants 
- Association of Taxation Technicians 
- Chartered Institute of Taxation 
- Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales 
- Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland 
- Chartered Accountants Ireland 
- Institute of Indirect Taxation 
- Law Society 
- Law Society of Scotland 
- Law Society of Northern Ireland 
 

The paying agent is not required to verify the membership of the professional body cited by 
the person issuing the certification. 
 
If a certificate issued by an unauthorised person is submitted, the paying agent shall ask the 
relevant person within a reasonable period to provide a certificate issued by an authorised 
person, with due regard to recital 301.  
 
Contents of the certification 

300. Before certifying that a relevant person is a non-UK domiciled individuals for the purposes of 
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this agreement, the lawyer, accountant or tax advisor must check: 

- that the UK tax return for the year ending 5 April 2011 or 2012 includes a request or 
statement that there is no domicile in the UK; and 

- whether the tax return contains an application for taxation on a remittance basis; and  
- that any tax (remittance basis charge) has been paid; and 
- that based on the information available to them, the residential status of the relevant 

person will not be formally disputed by the UK authorities.  
 
The certificate must contain the abovementioned elements. In the event the relevant person 
is not obliged to present a request of assessment according to the remittance basis and / or 
to pay the RBC, then the certificate must expressly states this. 
 
The paying agent is not required to verify the information in the certificate. If this information 
manifestly differs from the information it holds on the basis of its duties of diligence, the pay-
ing agent may request a second certificate. 
 
Deadline for submitting the certification 

301. The paying agent must have received the certificate by 31 March after the end of the relevant 
tax year (see appendix 7). Otherwise, the status remains unconfirmed. 

Case 1: Status as a non-UK domiciled individual is certified  

302. Depending on the option chosen (voluntary disclosure or tax deduction), the paying agent will 
provide certification in accordance with the templates contained in appendices 9 and 10 for 
income and gains earned in the relevant tax year and for remittances made, if applicable. 

A certificate of non-UK domiciled status is null and void if a declaration of intent has not been 
submitted. 
 
Case 2: Status as a non-UK domiciled individual is not certified 

303. a) Voluntary disclosure option 

The paying agent shall notify the FTA in accordance with the regulations for relevant persons 
resident in the UK (cf. chapter 13) at the latest by 5 July after the expiry of the deadline for 
submitting the certificate of status as a non-UK domiciled individuals and will provide the rel-
evant person with a certificate based on the template as set out in appendix 13. 

304. b) Tax deduction option 

The paying agent shall deduct tax based on the basis of assessment for the tax liability in the 
relevant tax year in accordance with the regulations for relevant persons resident in the UK, 
i.e. from all income and capital gains. 
 
In this case the following tax rates apply: 
 

a) Interests and other income 45% (from 6 April 2013 on); 50% (period from 1 Janu-
ary to 6 April 2013); 

b) Dividends 37.5% (from 6 April 2013 on); 42.5 (period from 1 January to 6 April 
2013); 

c) Capital gains 28% 
 
The paying agent shall credit all tax levied in step 1, even if it is higher than the amounts 
owed in case 2, against the tax owed. 
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If the tax owed on all income and gains is higher than the amount levied in step 1, the paying 
agent shall deduct additional tax and provide a certificate in accordance with the template set 
out in appendix 22. It will pay over the amount levied in tax to the FTA at the time of the next 
declaration. 
 
If the tax owed on all income and gains is less than the amount levied in step 1, the paying 
agent shall reimburse the excess tax paid to the relevant person. The paying agent may use 
funds from the withholding tax account for this reimbursement. 
 
Insufficient funds to deduct tax  

305. a) Voluntary disclosure option 

The paying agent shall report the income and gains to the FTA in accordance with the provi-
sions of chapter 13. The paying agent takes the same action in cases where the relevant 
person did not choose one of the options in their declaration of intent. 

The paying agent shall report the information to the FTA at the latest by 30 April of the year 
following the relevant tax year and will provide the relevant person with a certificate in ac-
cordance with the template as set out in appendix 13. 

306. b) Tax deduction option 

The paying agent will inform the relevant person that they must pay the shortfall within 8 
weeks of 31 March of the year following the relevant tax year, otherwise disclosure will be 
made to the FTA. 
 
If sufficient funds are received, the paying agent will deduct the taxes and provide a certifi-
cate in accordance with the template as set out in appendix 22. It will pay over the amount 
levied in tax to the FTA at the time of the next declaration. 
 
If the required funds have not been received by the expiry of the payment deadline of eight 
weeks, the paying agent will make disclosure to the FTA in accordance with the provisions of 
chapter 13. The information must be disclosed to the SFTA at the latest by 5 July of the cal-
endar year after the expiry of the payment deadline. The paying agent will provide the rele-
vant person with a certificate in accordance with the template as set out in appendix 13. 

8.4.3.2 Special case 
 
Account closure or departure from the United Kingdom during the tax year 

307. If the business relationship is closed or the relevant person leaves the UK, a certification of 
status must also be submitted to the paying agent. If no certification is submitted, the paying 
agent shall deduct tax or disclose information in accordance with the choice expressed by 
the client in his or her declaration of intent. 

8.5 Self-assessment taxation 
308. The relevant person has the option to disclose the income and gains earned on assets in 

Switzerland to HMRC, even after the levying of final withholding tax by the Swiss paying 
agent. In this case, the withholding tax paid under this Agreement is not final, but is instead 
credited against the relevant person's overall tax liability in the UK for the tax year to which 
the certificate relates. The relevant tax certificates showing the deduction of withholding tax 
must be submitted. In addition, the tax credits that have already been claimed must be taken 
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into account in order to ensure correct taxation. This option will be appealing for the relevant 
person, in particular, if they are taxed at a lower rate in the UK than the marginal withholding 
tax rate. Swiss anticipatory tax which has been deducted at earlier stages cannot be reim-
bursed in the self-assessment procedure. 

309. In addition to the other tax certificates, the Swiss paying agent may for a fee provide the 
relevant person with a statement of income (“Erträgnisaufstellung”) for self-assessment pur-
poses on request. 

9 United Kingdom tax finality payment 

9.1 General provisions 
310. A tax finality payment shall also be levied by Swiss paying agents on relevant persons 

resident in the UK who have had retention levied in accordance with the EUSA. 

311. By choosing to pay the retention on interest income in accordance with the EUSA, a UK 
taxpayer is also authorising the levy of the tax finality payment on this interest.  

312. No action need be taken in the case of relevant persons who have authorised disclosure 
under the EUSA.  

9.2 Tax finality payment 

9.2.1 Tax rate and basis of assessment 
313. In order to achieve the same tax charge as in the UK, the tax rate for the tax finality payment 

is calculated as the difference between the applicable tax rate on interest income under this 
Agreement and the retention under the EUSA. The rate of the latter is currently 35%, and as 
a result the tax finality payment is 13%. 

314. The tax finality payment is calculated on the basis of assessment underlying the retention 
under the EUSA. 

9.2.2 Amendments of tax rates 
315. In case of an amendment of the applicable tax rate on interest income under the Agreement, 

the tax finality payment shall be adjusted accordingly. The FTA shall inform the paying 
agents of an amendment of the tax rate on interest income and the amended rate of the tax 
finality payment. The FTA shall also communicate the date from which the amended tax 
rates apply. 

9.2.3 Tax finality 
316. With the levying of the retention under the EUSA and the tax finality payment the relevant 

persons cease to have any liability for the relevant tax year to UK taxes chargeable on those 
interest payments, including interest, penalties and surcharges. 

9.2.4 Basis of assessment 
317. The basis of assessment is the difference between the amount of tax which should be 
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deducted via the retention under the EUSA by applying the tax rate for interest income for 
the final withholding tax and the effectively deducted retention in accordance with Step 1. 
The tax finality payment must be reported separately from the retention and separately from 
final withholding tax on a tax certificate (see chapter 9.3.4).  

9.3 Administrative issues 

9.3.1 Transfer of payments by the paying agents to the FTA 
318. The Swiss paying agent shall maintain an account "Creditor FTA - UK finality payments " in 

CHF (this may include the tax retention, but no other withholding taxes). The tax finality pay-
ments must be booked to this account. The Swiss paying agents shall transfer the tax finality 
payments they have levied by means of form 242 at the latest by 31 March of the calendar 
year following the Swiss tax year. 

319. Late payment interest is due on any amounts received after the due date.  

9.3.2 Account periods 
320. For the purposes of the tax finality payment the period of account is the calendar year. 

9.3.3 Currency and rounding 
321. The amounts must be declared in CHF. Paying agents may use the general rounding rules 

programmed in their systems. If they do not have any rounding rules, the amount should be 
cut off after the second decimal place and the second decimal place set to zero.   

9.3.4 Certificate 
322. The Swiss paying agents shall provide the relevant persons with a certificate of tax levied in 

accordance with appendix 11. The latter must be issued by 31 March of the relevant calen-
dar year. It shall be recognised by the competent foreign authorities for tax purposes as evi-
dence that tax has been deducted.  

10 Withholding tax on capital income Austria (AT) 

10.1 Tax rates 
 

323. Swiss paying agents shall levy tax at a rate corresponding to Austrian income tax on interest 
income (provided it has not been subject to a retention pursuant to the EUSA), dividend in-
come, other income and capital gains. 

324. The final withholding tax of 25% is calculated on the gross income.  

10.1.1 Tax finality 
325. The relevant person is the party liable to tax. For capital income and capital gains subject to 

this tax, there is no further liability to Austrian income tax if the EStG provides for tax finality 
for this income.  
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10.1.2 Amendments of tax rates 
326. The FTA shall notify the paying agents about tax rate amendments. After notification the 

amended tax rates must be applied starting from the date communicated by the FTA. 

10.2 Taxation principles 

10.2.1 Date of receipt of income 
327. The payment date stipulated by the issuer of the security is deemed to be the date of receipt 

of the income. In the case of delayed payment the date of receipt of the payment shall be 
taken as the realisation date.  

328. For buying and selling transactions, the date on which the purchase or sale is made is the 
relevant date for tax purposes. Accrued interest is subject to tax in accordance with the con-
tract note and is also calculated as of the transaction date. Taxes on buying and selling 
transactions is levied on the payment date. 

10.2.2 Relevant currency and rounding 
329. Payment flows denominated in currencies other than EUR shall be converted to EUR at the 

exchange rate applicable as per the relevant inflow or outflow date. Swiss paying agents may 
use a systematically determined exchange rate to convert amounts denominated in curren-
cies other than EUR.  

330. Where no other exchange rate is available to the paying agent, they shall use the daily fixed 
exchange rate calculated and published by SIX Financial Information AG (formerly SIX 
Telekurs AG) to convert currencies. 

331. Paying agents may use the standards and rounding rules programmed in their systems. The 
rounding rules relating to the declaration of tax amounts are set out in chapter 12.  

10.2.3 Basis of assessment 
332. The basis of assessment for the final withholding tax is the gross income and capital gains 

transferred or credited by the paying agent to the relevant person’s account or deposit.  

333. Income derived from the disposal of assets shall be the gross income. Transaction costs are 
not taken into account. 

10.2.4 "Grandfathering" regulations 
334. In accordance with the transitional arrangements in Austria for the introduction of withholding 

tax on capital gains, the paying agent may also apply the grandfathering rules 
(“Bestandschutz”) for certain assets acquired before 1 January 2011 with regard to the im-
plementation of this Agreement.  

335. Capital gains on the redemption or disposal of assets to which the grandfathering rules apply 
are therefore tax-exempt. Losses on disposal or redemption are not deductible on these as-
sets and the loss offsetting mechanism does not apply. 

336. For this Agreement the grandfathering rules apply to shares and investment fund units if the 
relevant person has been the beneficial owner of the assets as defined by Article 2 of the 
Swiss-Austrian Agreement on an uninterrupted basis since the relevant grandfathering date. 
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337. The date on which the transaction is concluded, not the date on which it is executed, is key. 
This means, for example, that if shares were bought forward before 2011 and will be deliv-
ered in 2013 or later, the grandfathering provisions will still apply to disposals of assets which 
have been held for more than one year since acquisition, even after the Agreement enters 
into force. 

338. The paying agents may rely on data of the approved data providers to determine whether or 
not individual assets qualify for the grandfathering provisions. 

339. Different deposit accounts may be held for the purposes of applying the grandfathering rules, 
one deposit containing the instruments subject to the grandfathering rules and another de-
posit containing the other assets; disposals may be made from either deposit. If assets with 
and without grandfathering treatment are booked in the same deposit, it is essential that the 
assets with grandfathering are debited before the assets without grandfathering if assets are 
sold or withdrawn from the deposit account. 

10.2.5 Determination of acquisition costs 
340. The paying agents shall record all purchase data and purchase prices for each individual 

deposit according to the rolling average method (’Methode des gleitenden Durchschnitts’). 
Additions to an existing position will change the existing acquisition costs and lead to a new 
average acquisition cost for the securities concerned.  

341. If the paying agent does not have any reliable acquisition cost data for assets acquired 
before 1 April 2012, the market values as of 1 April 2012 shall apply. 

342. If a relevant person takes up residence in Austria the market prices of the assets on the date 
of arrival are deemed to be the acquisition costs. If the move to Austria takes place after a 
previous move out of the country, the use of the market prices on the date of arrival may an-
nul the tax finality for these assets. The paying agent will assume no return has taken place 
unless informed otherwise by the relevant person. 

10.2.6 Alternative assessment basis 
343. If the effective acquisition costs of assets acquired after 1 April 2012 cannot be determined 

on the basis of the historical data, final withholding tax is levied on 30% of the disposal pro-
ceeds. The costs relating to the disposal are not deductible. 

10.2.7 Transfer to an account or deposit of a third party 
344. If assets are transferred by the relevant person to the account or deposit of another party 

(constituting a change of legal creditor), this shall constitute a disposal and the tax treatment 
shall be the same as for a sale of the assets. A transfer constituting a change of legal credi-
tor between spouses and registered partners is deemed a disposal.  

345. The capital gain is the difference between the assumed disposal proceeds and the acquisi-
tion costs. The assumed disposal proceeds are the market price on the transfer date (plus 
accrued interest, if applicable). The market price is the lowest price quoted on the regulated 
market on the day before the transfer. If no market price is available on this date, the most 
recent price quote on the regulated market during the 30 days prior to the transfer date is 
used. If no market price is available, the acquisition and disposal prices are determined using 
other reliable methods if possible; otherwise the tax liability is calculated as 42.5% 
(30/70x100) of the acquisition costs. 
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10.2.8 Offsetting of losses 
346. Losses on assets may be offset against income earned with the same Swiss paying agent 

within the same calendar year. In order to offset income and gains against losses the paying 
agents will, where applicable, create a loss set-off pool per customer or account master. 
Losses may be offset against income earned simultaneously, earlier or later in the same 
year. 

347. All other negative income (including accrued interest paid) and losses are allocated to the 
loss set-off pool. These losses may be offset against all income and gains.  

348. Losses remaining in the loss set-off pool at the end of the calendar year may not be carried 
over to the following year. Upon request of the relevant person, the Swiss paying agent will 
issue a certificate of balance in the loss set-off pool at the end of the relevant calendar year. 
The certificate shows the individual loss set-off pool with the amount of the negative balance 
and the calendar year to which it applies.  

349. Offsetting of losses between separate accounts or deposits of spouses or civil partners is not 
permitted. 

10.2.9 Crediting of withholding taxes 
350. Non-refundable Swiss withholding tax and foreign withholding taxes which are not refundable 

under a DTA (including imputed withholding tax) and withholding tax on shares from coun-
tries without a DTA concluded with Austria may be credited against the final withholding tax. 
A maximum of 25% of these amounts (15% in the case of shares) may be credited. The ex-
istence of losses in the loss pool does not restrict the crediting of withholding taxes. 

351. The Swiss paying agent credits the withholding tax levied in Austria 
(Kapitalertragsteuer/KESt) against the final withholding tax. Technically speaking, the Swiss 
paying agent can proceed as if in a first step it credits the withholding tax levied in Austria for 
the client and in a second step it levies the final withholding tax. The difference between the 
two represents the additional final withholding tax which needs to be levied. 

10.2.10 Compensation for damages 
352. Compensation for damages has very little practical relevance but is shown in the interests of 

completeness and to ensure that all income types are covered.  

353. Example 1: The paying agent receives an order to buy a particular product on a particular 
date. However, it only carries this order out with a delay or fails to do so at all. The paying 
agent pays compensation for the loss suffered by the relevant person and this compensation 
is subject to final withholding tax as "other income". 

Example 2: The paying agent compensates a relevant person for a loss on securities. This 
payment is also subject to final withholding tax as "other income". 

10.3 Table of concordance  

10.3.1 General provisions 
354. The table of concordance (see appendix 18) provides a summary illustration of the corporate 

actions that lead to income and capital gains on an account or deposit with a Swiss paying 
agent as well as the income type such income and gains fall into under the Agreement. It 
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also shows whether they are subject to the EUSA and Swiss withholding tax and according 
to which basis of assessment they are subject to the EUSA. To ensure that the income sub-
ject to the final withholding tax is treated similarly in Austria for the purposes of Austrian in-
come tax, the table states the income types under the Austrian income tax legislation that the 
income arising from the various actions belongs to, including cross-references to the relevant 
legal provisions as applicable on the date the Agreement was signed. The list of these corpo-
rate actions may be amended by the joint commission of the partner states if required.  

10.3.2 Corporate actions regarding shares 

Definition of shares 

355. Documented interests in a company's capital stock such as ordinary shares, preference 
shares, limited company shares and participation rights - if the participation rights give the 
holder the right to a share in the company's profits and liquidation proceeds - are defined as 
shares. Holdings in collective investment schemes are not considered to be shares. Howev-
er, for the purposes of this Agreement, holdings in investment companies with fixed capital 
which have the characteristics of a company under the applicable supervisory regulation 
qualify as shares.  

Dividend income 

356. All income from shares credited to the account or deposit is subject to final withholding tax. 
This includes income from American Depository Receipts (ADRs), Global Depository Re-
ceipts (GDRs) and International Depository Receipts (IDRs), which are treated in the same 
way as the underlying shares. The paying agents may use the information of the approved 
data providers to qualify this income. 

357. Hidden profit distributions (i.e. monetary benefits which do not respect the dealing-at-arm's-
length principle) are also classified as dividends. 

358. Interest income, other income and capital gains as defined by the Agreement are not 
classified as dividends.  

Events triggering securities adjustment postings without increase in value 

359. Corporate actions not involving any cash flow that trigger the debiting of underlying securities 
and the crediting of new securities without a fundamental increase in value represent tax-
neutral actions, unless the approved data provider specifies otherwise. The acquisition costs 
are transferred from the old security to the new security, taking account of the exchange ra-
tio. This also applies to the crediting of several new securities, if the acquisition costs are 
divided up proportionately.  

360. The original chain of acquisition cost data is transferred to the new securities unless the 
approved data provider specifies otherwise.  

Examples appendix 18: Share split (1.6), spin-off (1.6) split-up (1.7), split-off (1.8), merger 
(1.9), share for share exchange, non-monetary offers, conversions 

Events triggering securities adjustment postings with increase in value 

361. Corporate actions not involving any cash flow that trigger the debiting of underlying securities 
and the crediting of new securities with an increase in value represent tax-neutral actions (cf. 
recital 359 f.) unless the approved data provider specifies otherwise. However, compensation 
payments represent taxable dividend income. 
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Example: Exchange of shares in a rescue company 

Events triggering securities adjustment postings and cash credit 

362. Corporate actions triggering the debiting of underlying securities and the crediting of new 
securities as well as a cash credit are considered to be taxable actions. The cash credit is 
taxed as a dividend, unless the approved data provider specifies otherwise. This most com-
monly involves cash payments from reserves in corporate mergers and demergers. 

363. In some transactions, the cash credit qualifies wholly or partly as a capital gain or capital 
redemption (disinvestment). In these cases, the approved data provider specifies the propor-
tion of the cash credit qualifying as a capital gain or capital redemption as well as the impact 
on the acquisition costs. The difference between the cash credit qualifying as a capital re-
demption and the reduction in the transferred acquisition costs is taxed as a capital gain. The 
most common cases involve the repayment of share capital or repayment from the contribu-
tion account for tax purposes in the course of a transaction.  

364. The decision as to which option is to be used will be notified by the approved data provider.  

365. The acquisition costs are transferred from the old shares to the new shares taking account of 
the exchange relationship and any reduction in the acquisition costs. This also applies to the 
crediting of several new securities, if the acquisition costs are divided up proportionately. 

366. The original chain of purchase dates and acquisition costs is transferred to the new 
securities, taking account of any proportionate reduction in the transferred acquisition costs, 
unless the approved data provider specifies otherwise. 

Examples appendix 18: Share split (1.6), spin-off (1.6), split-up (1.7), split-off (1.8), merger 
(1.9), conversions 

Events triggering securities adjustment postings and cash debit 

367. Corporate actions triggering the debiting of the underlying security and the crediting of a new 
security as well as a cash debit are not considered to be taxable actions, unless the ap-
proved data provider specifies otherwise. The cash debit is absorbed in the transaction price 
of the new security as part of the acquisition costs for subsequent sales. This applies in addi-
tion to the acquisition costs of the old securities, which are adjusted for the exchange ratio 
and transferred from the old to the new securities. This also applies to the crediting of several 
new securities, if the acquisition costs are divided up proportionately. 

368. The date of the transaction is taken as the acquisition date and the acquisition costs are 
transferred to the new securities in the form of the average value of the original securities 
together with the additional cash debit, unless the approved data provider specifies other-
wise. This rules applies, for example, to the exercise of call options on shares or the pur-
chase of rights in a capital increase. 

369. Example: A customer buys an option on a share at a price of EUR 20 on 30 April. The option 
is booked in the customer's deposit account at an acquisition cost of EUR 20 on 30 April. The 
client exercises his or her option on 31 July and acquires the share underlying the option at 
an exercise price of EUR 100. No taxable income is realised when the option is exercised. 
The share is booked in the deposit account with the acquisition date of 31 July and acquisi-
tion cost of EUR 120 (EUR 20 for the option plus the exercise price of EUR 100). 

370. Example: A company announces a capital increase involving the issue of new shares at an 
issue price of EUR 100 and subscription rights for the shareholders. The client buys a sub-
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scription right on 30 April at a price of EUR 20. The subscription right is booked in the deposit 
account at an acquisition cost of EUR 20. The client exercises their subscription right on 31 
July and acquires the underlying share at the subscription price of EUR 100. No taxable in-
come is realised when the subscription right is exercised. The share is booked in the deposit 
account with an acquisition date of 31 July and acquisition costs of EUR 120. 

Examples appendix 18: Share split (1.5), spin-off (1.6), split-up (1.7), disposal of subscription 
rights (1.16), exercise of options, stock offers 

Corporate actions involving cash credit - securities are unaffected 

371. Corporate actions triggering a cash credit based on the security while the security itself 
remains unaffected shall be taxed as dividends, unless the approved data provider specifies 
otherwise. In some transactions, the cash credit qualifies wholly or partly as a capital gain or 
capital redemption (disinvestment). In these cases, the approved data provider specifies the 
portion of the cash credit qualifying as a capital gain or capital redemption as well as the im-
pact on the acquisition costs. The difference between the cash credit qualifying as a capital 
redemption and the reduction in the acquisition costs is taxed as capital gain. The reduction 
in the acquisition costs is distributed proportionately across the shares held. If the redemp-
tion amount exceeds the acquisition costs, the excess is assumed to represent a capital 
gain. 

Examples appendix 18: Dividend (1.1), bonus shares (1.2), stock dividends (1.3), share split 
(1.5), spin-off (1.7), split-up (1.7), exercise of participation right (1.10), disposal of rights issue 
(1.16) 

Distributions in the form of securities and other non-cash assets 

372. Distributions of securities and other non-cash assets qualify as dividend income. If the 
approved data provider specifies this, income distributed in the form of securities is treated 
as a reduction in the acquisition costs of the existing securities, with the new securities being 
credited to the account. Bonus shares do not change the overall acquisition costs of the posi-
tion, but do lead to new average costs for the individual security. Other securities that are 
distributed shall be booked at their market value as acquisition costs, with a reduction corre-
sponding to their existing position, unless the approved data provider specifies otherwise. 

Examples appendix 18: Bonus shares (1.2), stock dividends (1.3), share split (1.5), spin-off 
(1.6), split-up (1.7) 

Split-up or spin-off 

373. Corporate actions in the course of which part of the company is split or spun off into another 
company are considered tax neutral actions provided they meet the conditions under Austri-
an tax law. The conditions such as the transfer of significant operations and the transfer of 
the taxable values are similar to the requirements for a tax-neutral spin-off in Swiss corpora-
tion tax law as per Art. 61 (1b) of the Swiss Federal Law on Direct Federal Taxation (DBG). 
New securities shall be booked at the acquisition costs based on the ratio used to divide up 
the assets as instructed by the issuer or on the share exchange ratio, depending on the in-
formation provided by the approved data provider. Any cash credit shall be treated as a re-
duction in the acquisition costs, unless the approved data provider specifies otherwise. 

Examples appendix 18: Spin-off (1.6), split-up (1.7) 
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Corporate actions involving crediting of a securities position  

374. Upon the acquisition of securities, the securities shall be credited to the deposit at acquisition 
price as per acquisition date.  

375. If options are sold ("short" position), the option premium received is subject to final withhold-
ing tax as capital gains. 

376. The crediting of subscription rights to shares is not considered to be a taxable corporate 
action. They are booked as new securities with a transaction price of zero. Purchased sub-
scription rights are booked at their purchase price. Transactions involving subscription rights 
are treated as disposals. The exercise of subscription rights is treated in the same way as 
the exercise of options. 

Example appendix 18: Disposal of subscription rights (1.16) 

Debiting of a securities position involving cash credit (including sales) 

377. Corporate actions triggering the debiting of the underlying security and, as a rule, a cash 
credit are deemed to be taxable sales unless the approved data provider specifies otherwise.  

378. The taxable capital gain results from the difference between the cash credit from the 
redemption and the acquisition costs.  

379. Repayments of share capital from reserves are classified as a dividend, unless otherwise 
specified by the approved data provider.  

380. For short sales, a negative acquisition cost position is opened which is closed again when 
the instruments that have been sold short are bought back. Any profit arising on the position 
when the instruments are bought back is subject to final withholding tax.  

Examples appendix 18: Cash merger (1.9), disposal (1.14), short sales (1.15) 

Debiting of a securities position without a consideration in return 

381. Debiting of a securities position, including subscription rights and options, that does not 
involve any cash credits is treated as a disposal for EUR 0.  

Examples appendix 18: Capital reduction (1.4), spin-off (1.6), split-up (1.7), split-off (1.8), 
cash merger (1.9), disposal (1.14), short sales (1.15), disposal of subscription rights (1.16) 

Equity-related compensation payments 

382. Compensation payments are subject to final withholding tax. Compensation payments paid 
out are treated as negative payments and are deductible via the loss set-off pool. If a bor-
rower holds the borrowed shares over the dividend date and receives the dividend, the com-
pensation payment can be set off against the dividend received through the loss set-off pool. 

Examples appendix 18: Compensation payments (1.11) for the following: dividends (includ-
ing liquidation dividends, capital reductions and repayments of nominal value), subscription 
to participation rights 

Compensation payments on Swiss shares 

383. Swiss withholding tax is ordinarily levied on compensation payments for dividends on Swiss 
shares. The investor is entitled to reclaim the tax under the Swiss-Austrian DTA. The with-
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holding tax is calculated on the gross payment in accordance with the applicable Agreement. 
Compensation payments on Swiss shares are classified as dividends for final withholding 
tax. 

Compensation payments on non-Swiss shares 

384. The tax on the compensation payment is calculated on the actual amount of the compensa-
tion payment received. The compensation payment represents other income. The Swiss pay-
ing agent does not issue a certificate entitling the recipient to a reimbursement of withholding 
tax on the underlying dividend. Reimbursement of final withholding tax or crediting of other 
taxes against it is not possible on non-Swiss underlying securities. 

Securities Lending and Borrowing 

385. Although it does not represent a corporate action, securities lending and borrowing is 
included to ensure that all income types are covered. Securities lending commission received 
is considered as other income and subject to withholding tax. Paid securities lending com-
mission is not deductible. 

Example appendix 18: Securities lending (1.12) 

Compensation for damages 

386. Compensation payments for damages are a taxable event, unless otherwise specified by the 
approved data provider.  

Example appendix 18: Compensation payments for damages (1.13) 

10.3.3 Corporate actions regarding bonds 

Definition of the term "bond"  

387. All monetary debt claims are defined as bonds. Participation rights are also defined as bonds 
if the participation rights do not allow the holder to share in a company's profit and liquidation 
proceeds. 

388. Holdings in collective investment schemes are not considered to be bonds. Special rules 
apply to structured products. 

Interest income 

389. Interest relating to debt claims of all kinds which is paid out or credited to an account is 
defined as direct interest. This includes interest on fiduciary investments and income from 
government paper as well as from bonds and debentures (including premia and bonuses 
associated with these bonds). 

390. The accrued or capitalised interest at the time of a sale, redemption or collection of debt 
instruments of all kinds is also subject to final withholding tax.  

391. Dividend income, other income and capital gains as defined by the Agreement are not 
classified as interest income. Penalty interest for late payment and interest payments be-
tween individual who are not acting in a business capacity do not constitute interest income 
as defined by the Agreement.  

392. If the interest portion of a payment on a product which generates payments that include both 
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an interest component and other income components cannot be determined, the entire pay-
ment is treated as interest income.  

Redemption 

393. The redemption of an interest-bearing instrument, including any applicable redemption 
premium, is treated as a disposal plus a receipt of interest and is therefore taxed as interest 
and capital gains. The difference between the redemption payment and the acquisition costs 
is taxed as interest or capital gain. The approved data provider reports the interest compo-
nent. 

394. Debiting of a bond without a cash credit is treated as a disposal for EUR 0. 

395. Example: A company issued a bond at 100% in 2006. The bond's terms and conditions grant 
the borrower a call option to redeem the bond early at 102%. A relevant person bought the 
bond in 2007 at 99%. The call option is exercised in 2013. The interest is calculated pro rata 
temporis at redemption and is 1% in this example. The investor receives 103% at the re-
demption date (including interest). The approved data provider reports the interest compo-
nent as 1%. The difference between the redemption price of 102% (excluding the last inter-
est payment) and the purchase price of 99% is a capital gain and is subject to final withhold-
ing tax along with the interest component. 

396. For partial redemptions the approved data provider shall specify the portion of the cash credit 
qualifying as a redemption as well as the impact on the acquisition costs. The difference be-
tween the cash credit qualifying as a capital redemption and the reduction in the acquisition 
costs is taxed as interest or capital gain. The reduction in the acquisition costs is distributed 
proportionately across the instruments held.  

397. Example: A portion of a bond's principal is repaid and the bonds are debited out. A relevant 
person holds a bond with a total nominal value of EUR 100’000 deriving from two purchases 
of EUR 50’000 nominal each at 99% and 98% respectively. 10% of the bond is redeemed 
early. For the relevant person this means that EUR 10’000 is repaid. The paying agent de-
termines the taxable amount for final withholding tax and the effective reduction in acquisition 
costs based on the information supplied by the data provider, according to which the entire 
amount of EUR 10,000 qualifies as a partial repayment. EUR 10’000 is therefore deducted 
from the average acquisition costs of 98.5%. This produces a capital gain of EUR 150 
((100% - 98.5%) x EUR 10’000). 
The cost of the acquisition pool after redemption is as follows: 
EUR 90’000 at 98.5%, i.e. EUR 88’650. 

Example appendix 18: Redemption of a bond with or without issue premium or discount (2.1) 

Interest 

398. Interest, accrued interest, interest on bond repurchase agreements and income from debt-
like profit participation rights are treated as taxable interest, unless the approved data pro-
vider specifies otherwise. Accrued interest paid is not directly deductible when a bond is pur-
chased. It increases the acquisition costs of the securities. 

Examples appendix 18: Coupons (2.3), Compensation payment (2.4), Compensation for da-
mages (2.6), Repo interest (2.7), Accrued interest (2.8), Subscription from participation right 
(2.9) 
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Debiting of a bond position with a cash credit 

399. Corporate actions triggering the debiting of the underlying security and a cash credit are 
deemed to be a taxable disposal subject to capital gains taxation, unless the approved data 
provider specifies otherwise. The taxable capital gain results from the difference between the 
cash credit from the redemption and the acquisition costs. As interest and capital gains are 
treated in the same way, the payments do not need to be broken down into the two compo-
nents. Interest received, including accrued interest, is also taxable.  

400. For short sales, a negative acquisition cost position is opened which is closed again when 
the instruments that have been sold short are bought back. Any profit arising on the position 
when the instruments are bought back is subject to final withholding tax.  

Example appendix 18: Sale (2.10) 

Conversions 

401. Income from conversions including accrued interest shall be treated as interest, unless the 
approved data provider specifies otherwise. New securities arising from the conversion are 
booked at the acquisition cost of the underlying security. If no income is paid out on conver-
sion and the approved data provider reports taxable accrued interest as part of the corporate 
action, the accrued interest is not taxed directly. However, in this case the accrued interest is 
subtracted from the acquisition costs when booking the new securities. 

Example appendix 18: Income from conversions (2.2) 

Bond-related compensation payments 

402. Compensation payments are subject to final withholding tax. Compensation payments paid 
out are treated as negative payments and are deductible via the loss set-off pool. If a bor-
rower holds borrowed bonds over the interest payment date and receives the interest, the 
compensation payment can be set off against the interest received via the loss set-off pool. 

Example appendix 18: Compensation payment (2.4) 

Compensation payments on Swiss bonds 

403. Swiss withholding tax is levied on compensation payments on Swiss bonds. The investor is 
entitled to reclaim the tax under the Swiss-Austrian DTA. The withholding tax is calculated on 
the gross amount in accordance with the applicable Agreement. Compensation payments on 
Swiss bonds are classified as dividends for final withholding tax. 

Compensation payments on non-Swiss bonds 

404. The tax on the compensation payment is calculated on the gross amount of the compensa-
tion payment received. The compensation payment represents other income. The Swiss pay-
ing agent does not issue a certificate entitling the recipient to a reimbursement of withholding 
tax on the underlying interest payment. Reimbursement of final withholding tax or crediting of 
other taxes against it is not possible on non-Swiss underlying bonds. 

Securities Lending and Borrowing 

405. Securities lending commission received is considered as other income and subject to 
withholding tax. Paid securities lending commission is not deductible. 
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Example appendix 18: Lending (2.5) 

Compensation for damages 

406. Compensation payments for damages are a taxable event, unless otherwise specified by the 
approved data provider.  

Example appendix 18: Compensation for damages (2.6) 

10.3.4 Corporate actions regarding options 

General points 

407. Purchased options ("long" positions) are booked at their purchase price as the acquisition 
costs. 

408. For short sales, a negative acquisition cost position is opened which is closed again when 
the instruments that have been sold short are bought back. Any profit arising on the position 
when the instruments are bought back is subject to final withholding tax.  

Exercise of options (Acquisition of underlying or sale of underlying) 

409. The exercise of a call option leading to the delivery of the underlying increases the acquisi-
tion cost of the underlying by the acquisition costs of the option. 

410. The exercise of a put option is considered as a sale of the underlying position at the exercise 
price. The premium paid on the put option increases the acquisition costs of the underlying 
securities. 

Example appendix 18: Exercise of an option (3.1) 

Exercise of options/warrants (cash settlement) 

411. Cash settlement qualifies as disposal proceeds.  

Example appendix 18: Cash settlement of options (3.1) 

Exercise of options/warrants (sale/closure) 

412. Profits from the sale of long option positions qualify as capital gains. Losses on the disposal 
of long positions in options are deductible as losses in the loss set-off pool. The premium 
paid to close a short position in an option is set off against the premium received for writing 
the option, which is booked as negative acquisition costs, when determining the capital gain 
or loss on the transaction.  

Example appendix18: Profits from the sale of options (3.1) 

Expiry of options 

413. The expiry of an option is treated in the same way as a closure of the position at zero. For 
purchased options ("long" positions), the acquisition costs qualify as a capital loss. The expi-
ry of a sold option ("short" position) gives rise to a capital gain equal to the negative acquisi-
tion costs, which is subject to final withholding tax. 
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Swap transactions 

414. Profits on swaps qualify as capital gains and are taxable. Losses and expenses (excluding 
incidental transaction costs) relating to swaps are deductible in the loss pool. Any profit or 
loss results from the sum of or difference between all payments made during the term of the 
futures. 

Example appendix 18: Profits from swaps (3.2) 

Forwards 

415. Profits generated when closing forwards qualify as taxable capital gains. Losses and 
expenses relating to forwards are deductible in the loss pool. Any profit or loss results from 
the sum of or difference between all payments made during the term of the futures.  

416. If the underlying is delivered, the costs of the forward increase the acquisition costs of the 
underlying. 

Example appendix 18: Profits from forwards (3.3) 

Futures 

417. Profits generated when closing out futures qualify as taxable capital gains. Losses and 
expenses relating to futures are deductible in the loss pool. Any profit or loss results from the 
sum of or difference between all payments made during the term of the futures. 

418. If the underlying is delivered, the costs of the future increase the acquisition costs of the 
underlying. 

Example appendix18: Profits from futures (3.4) 

Compensation for damages 

419. Compensation payments for damages are a taxable event, unless otherwise specified by the 
approved data provider.  

Example appendix 18: Compensation payment for damages (3.5) 

Option premiums received 

420. Option premiums received are subject to final withholding tax as capital gains. 

Example appendix 18: Option premiums received (3.6) 

10.3.5 Corporate actions regarding structured products 

General points 

421. Structured products are defined as cash or non-cash claims where redemption of the original 
capital invested and/or payment for the surrender of the capital is guaranteed either in whole 
or in part, or where the amount of the redemption and/or payment is dependent on a contin-
gent event (usually the performance of one or more underlying assets). In accordance with 
the table of concordance, structured products include capital protection products, reverse 
convertibles and index and basket certificates. 
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Capital protection products 

422. As a rule, capital protection products consist of a bond or money market security plus one or 
more derivatives combined into one product. The investor is guaranteed a minimum redemp-
tion amount upon expiry of the product. The derivative(s) allow(s) investors to participate in 
the performance of one or more underlying assets. Any promise of the redemption of a mini-
mum amount is deemed to be capital protection. 

423. The redemption of a capital protection product is treated as a disposal plus a receipt of 
interest if the product has a guaranteed coupon and is therefore taxed as interest and capital 
gains. It does not matter whether the product has a discount component. As interest and 
capital gains are taxed equally, the payments do not need to be broken down into the two 
components. The difference between the redemption payment and the acquisition costs is 
taxed as interest or capital gain.  

424. Debiting of a bond without a cash credit is treated as a disposal for EUR 0. 

425. For partial redemptions, the approved data provider specifies the portion of the payment 
qualifying as a redemption as well as the impact on the acquisition costs. The difference be-
tween the payment qualifying as a capital redemption and the reduction in the acquisition 
costs is taxed as interest or capital gain. The reduction in the acquisition costs is distributed 
proportionately across the instruments held. 

426. Interest, accrued interest and repo interest are treated as taxable interest, unless otherwise 
specified by the approved data provider. A pro rata calculation is not possible for contingent 
coupons, the level of which is only determined shortly before the coupons fall due, and there-
fore these coupons are taxed in their entirety when the coupons are received. Accrued inter-
est paid is not directly deductible when a bond is purchased. It increases the acquisition 
costs of the securities. 

427. Compensation payments are taxed in the same way as the underlying payments with the 
exception that final withholding tax may not be reclaimed or credited against other taxes in 
the case of non-Swiss instruments. Paid compensation payments are treated as negative 
payments in the same way as the underlying payments. 

428. Income from conversions including accrued interest shall be treated as interest unless the 
approved data provider specifies otherwise. New securities arising from the conversion are 
booked on the conversion date at the acquisition cost of the underlying security and the ac-
quisition date of the new securities. 

429. Securities lending commission received is considered as taxable other income. Paid 
securities lending commission is not deductible. 

430. Corporate actions triggering the debiting of the underlying security and a cash credit are 
deemed to be taxable sales unless the approved data provider specifies otherwise. The tax-
able capital gain results from the difference between the cash credit from the redemption and 
the acquisition costs. As interest and capital gains are treated in the same way, the pay-
ments do not need to be broken down into the two components. Interest received, including 
accrued interest, is also taxable.  

431. For short sales, a negative acquisition cost position is opened which is closed again when 
the instruments that have been sold short are bought back. Any profit arising on the position 
when the instruments are bought back is subject to final withholding tax. 
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Examples appendix 18: Redemption of a capital protection product, exercise of the capital 
protection product (both 4.1) 

Reverse Convertibles 

432. Reverse convertibles are combinations of bonds or money market securities with one or 
more options. Depending on the performance of the underlying assets, redemption is effect-
ed either in cash or via physical delivery of the assets underlying the option. As a rule, cash 
redemption is effected when the price of the underlying assets at the end of the term is 
above the predetermined strike price. Physical delivery occurs when the price of the underly-
ing asset is below the strike price. 

433. Please refer to the discussion on capital protection products (cf. recital 422 ff.) for the 
individual corporate actions relating to reverse convertibles. Below, we will only discuss 
some of the product-specific features of reverse convertibles. 

434. If a reverse convertible is not cash-settled at expiry, but instead securities are physically 
delivered, the value of which is less than the originally invested amount, this corporate action 
is treated as a non-cash event. As a result, any loss arising in this transaction is not treated 
directly as a capital loss, but is deferred for tax purposes until the subsequent disposal or 
redemption of the securities that have been delivered.  

435. Example: A reverse convertible is bought at issue for EUR 1’000. The value of the physically 
delivered securities at expiry is EUR 500. The event qualifies as a non-cash event with the 
result that the redemption is treated as a disposal at EUR 1’000 and the securities are credit-
ed at an acquisition cost of EUR 1’000. 

436. Two different pricing methods are used in the market for reverse convertibles: "flat pricing" 
and "clean pricing".  

a) In the flat pricing method, the interest accrued up to the date of the purchase or sale 
of the instrument is included in the price quoted. The price therefore reflects the actu-
al value of the security at all times. The difference between the sale proceeds and 
acquisition cost is used to calculate the taxable income. 

b) In the clean pricing method, however, the accrued interest is not included in the price 
quoted, but is reported separately. The difference between the sale proceeds and ac-
quisition cost plus the separately reported accrued interest is used to calculate the 
taxable income.  

437. As interest and capital gains are treated equally, the coupons of reverse convertibles do not 
need to be divided up into the components interest and option premium. 

Examples appendix 18: Coupon payments from reverse convertibles (4.2), disposal of re-
verse convertibles (4.3) 

Index and basket certificates on equities and debt securities 

438. Certificates are structured products whose value depends directly on the value of the 
underlying equity index, equity basket or the debt securities serving as underlying assets. 
Consequently, they do not involve any capital protection. Products involving variable compo-
sitions of the underlying asset over their term are also classed as certificates. 

439. Please refer to the discussion on capital protection products (cf. recital 422 ff.) for the 
individual corporate actions relating to index and basket certificates on equities and debt se-
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curities. Below, we will only discuss some of the product-specific features of index and bas-
ket certificates. 

440. If an index or basket certificate is not cash-settled at expiry, but instead securities are 
physically delivered, the value of which is less than the originally invested amount, this cor-
porate action is treated as a non-cash event. Any loss arising in this transaction is therefore 
not treated directly as a capital loss, but is deferred until the subsequent disposal or redemp-
tion of the securities that have been delivered (cf. reverse convertibles example above). 

441. Guaranteed compensation payments which the issuers pay investors periodically or in the 
form of a one-off payment for loss of dividends and interest, are treated as taxable interest, 
unless otherwise specified by the approved data provider. 

Examples appendix 18: Disposal of index and basket certificates on equities (4.4), disposal 
of index and basket certificates on debt securities (4.5) 

Compensation for damages 

442. Compensation payments for damages are a taxable event, unless otherwise specified by the 
approved data provider.  

Example appendix 18: Compensation payments for damages (4.6) 

10.3.6 Corporate actions regarding funds 
443. A fund's accounting function is responsible for calculating the components of income 

distributions or accumulations and of disposals, redemptions or encashments of fund units.  

444. The reporting of the relevant components to the Swiss paying agents by the funds is a 
condition for the paying agents for levying final withholding tax correctly. Reporting to the 
paying agents is considered to have been met if the funds simultaneously report the fund 
reporting components to an approved data provider. 

10.3.6.1 Distributions and deemed distributions of income by Austrian funds 
445. Investment funds based in Austria are subject to wide-ranging reporting requirements on 

which the tax rules are based.  

446. The Swiss paying agent credits the withholding tax levied in Austria 
(Kapitalertragsteuer/KESt) against the final withholding tax. 

447. The investment funds supply the relevant information for the final withholding tax, which is 
provided to the recognised data providers. This information includes the income and capital 
gains. In the case of real estate funds, the tax-free income and gains (e.g. tax-exempt in-
come under a DTA) are reported. The paying agents are responsible for qualifying and clas-
sifying the income types in the categories of Austrian fund reporting for the final withholding 
tax and calculate the final withholding tax on the individual components at the distribution 
date in the same way as for direct payments received. 

448. The income and gains of accumulating Austrian investment funds are subject to Austrian 
withholding tax annually. In order for the withholding tax to be levied correctly, the investment 
fund has to calculate the tax payable on the taxable income generated during a fund's finan-
cial year and carry out a kind of distribution of the tax amount. The Swiss paying agent calcu-
lates the difference between this amount and the final withholding tax and deducts any pos-
sible difference. 
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449. As the grandfathering rules do not apply within funds, unlike for direct investments, the 
Austrian withholding tax provides for a reduction in the taxation of accumulated realised capi-
tal gains in funds, which diminishes over time: 

Beginning of the 
fund's financial 
year 

01.01.12 to 
31.12.2012 

01.01.13 to 31.12.13 From 1.1.2014 

Realised capital 
gains on shares 

40% 50% 60% 

Realised capital 
gains on bonds 

0% 50% 60% 

 
Realised and accumulated capital gains listed above will only be subject to tax at the above 
rate. The other realised and accumulated and unrealised capital gains will only become sub-
ject to tax if the fund units are sold or redeemed at a later date, assuming no grandfathering 
rules apply. 
 
Examples appendix 18: Distributions in the form of dividends (5.1), interest (5.2) or capital 
gains (5.3), accumulated income (5.5, 5.6 and 5.7)  

10.3.6.2 Distributions by non-Austrian investment funds 
Reporting and distributing non-Austrian investment funds 

450. Reporting non-Austrian funds are defined as non-Austrian funds which report their fund 
income in accordance with the Austrian regulations and meet the applicable Austrian fund 
reporting standards. 

These funds supply the relevant information for final withholding tax just as Austrian funds 
do. The paying agents calculate final withholding tax on the individual components at the 
distribution date in the same way as for Austrian investment funds. If the fund reporting in-
formation is not yet available at the distribution date, the gross amount distributed is initially 
subject to final withholding tax as interest income. If the fund reporting information is only 
made available to the paying agent after the distribution, but within the legal deadline, the 
paying agent can correct the statement as follows: 
If the fund information is reported correctly in the same calendar year as the distribution, the 
paying agent cancels the original confirmation and issues a new correct confirmation. 
If the fund information is reported correctly in the next calendar year, the Swiss paying agent 
will give the relevant person a credit. 

Any foreign withholding tax such as Swiss withholding tax on income distributions by Swiss 
funds is deductible like other withholding taxes through the general pool. 

Examples appendix 18: Distributions in the form of dividends (5.1), interest (5.2) or capital 
gains (5.3)  

Non-reporting and distributing non-Austrian investment funds 

451. The paying agents treat the entire gross distribution of non-reporting, non-Austrian invest-
ment funds as interest income and levy final withholding tax on it. Any foreign withholding tax 
such as Swiss withholding tax on income distributions by Swiss funds is deductible like other 
withholding taxes.  
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Examples appendix 18: Distributions in the form of dividends, interest or capital gains (5.4)  

10.3.6.3 Year-end processing for non-Austrian investment funds 
Reporting non-Austrian investment funds – accumulated income and gains 

452. Reporting non-Austrian investment funds are required, just as for a distribution, to supply the 
tax information for the accumulated income and gains for the past financial year within 7 
months of the fund's financial year-end. The paying agents are responsible for qualifying and 
classifying the income types into the categories of Austrian fund reporting for final withhold-
ing tax.  

453. The paying agents calculate the final withholding tax on the individual components of the 
undistributed income and gains as stated in the fund reporting information when received, 
but in any event within 7 months after the financial year-end. The paying agents levy final 
withholding tax on the accumulated income calculated in this manner if the relevant person is 
the beneficiary of the fund units both at the fund's year-end and on the taxation date.  

454. As the grandfathering rules do not apply within funds, unlike for direct investments, the 
Austrian withholding tax provides for a reduction in the taxation of accumulated realised capi-
tal gains in funds, which diminishes over time: 

Beginning of the 
fund's financial 
year 

01.01.12 to 
31.12.2012 

01.01.13 to 31.12.13 From 1.1.2014 

Realised capital 
gains on shares 

40% 50% 60% 

Realised capital 
gains on bonds 

0% 50% 60% 

 
Realised and accumulated capital gains listed above will only be subject to tax at the above 
rate. The other realised and accumulated and unrealised capital gains will only become sub-
ject to tax if the fund units are sold or redeemed at a later date, assuming no grandfathering 
rules apply. 
 

455. If the relevant person disposes of the fund units before taxation, final withholding tax shall be 
correctly levied on the accumulated income when the fund units are sold and therefore final 
withholding tax no longer needs to be levied on the accumulated income 7 months after the 
end of the fund's financial year. 

456. The accumulated income and gains taxed 7 months after the fund's financial year-end are 
added to the acquisition costs, to ensure that they are not taxed twice if the fund units are 
sold or redeemed at a later date. Any later distributions of income and gains which have al-
ready been taxed lead to a reduction in acquisition costs. 

457. If the fund units are credited to a deposit account of the paying agent free of charge within 
the period before taxation, the paying agent will ask the relevant person to confirm whether 
they already held the fund units at the fund's year-end. This information does not need to be 
obtained in the case of transfers from other Swiss paying agents, provided the other paying 
agent delivers this information via the acquisition costs transfer. If the situation is unclear, the 
paying agent assumes that the relevant person already held the fund units at the fund's fi-
nancial year-end. 
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458. If the relevant person transfers the fund units from a deposit account of the paying agent to a 
deposit account belonging to the relevant person at another paying agent outside Switzer-
land within the period before taxation, the relevant person is responsible for correctly declar-
ing the accumulated income of the investment fund unit for tax purposes. 

Non-reporting non-Austrian investment funds – accumulated income and gains 

459. The larger of the following two amounts, after deducting the income distributions that have 
already been taxed, is deemed to be the undistributed income (accumulated income) of non-
reporting investment funds for final withholding tax purposes (the "90/10 rule"): 

- 90% of the positive change in value between the redemption price (if this is not pub-
lished, the market price, alternatively the net asset value) of the fund unit at the be-
ginning of the calendar year and at the end of the calendar year, 

- 10% of the redemption price of the fund unit at the end of the calendar year. 

460. In addition to the tax charged on any distributions, the undistributed income of non-reporting 
funds calculated in the above manner is charged to final withholding tax 7 months after the 
fund's year-end using the same procedure and with the same legal effect as for reporting 
non-Austrian accumulation funds. 

10.3.6.4 Buying and selling of fund units 
Purchase of fund units 

461. Purchased fund units are booked at their acquisition cost, consisting of the purchase price 
including the amounts paid for accrued income and gains.  

Disposal and redemption of fund units 

462. The gain or loss on the disposal or redemption of fund units qualifies as a capital gain or 
loss.  

463. The grandfathering rules apply to investment fund units acquired before 1 January 2011. 
Capital gains and losses on fund units to which the grandfathering rules apply are not rele-
vant for final withholding tax. 

464. When determining the capital gain on fund units which are not subject to grandfathering, the 
paying agent uses the acquisition costs including any accumulated income and gains which 
have already been taxed. 

Example appendix 18: Disposal gains on redemption or disposal (5.8 and 5.9) 

10.3.6.5 Further investment fund issues 
Fund mergers and spin-offs 

465. Fund mergers and spin-offs are considered to be tax-neutral transactions, unless otherwise 
specified by the approved data provider. The acquisition costs are transferred immediately, 
just as for transactions in shares and similar instruments. Cash payments resulting from fund 
mergers or spin-offs represent taxable capital gains. 
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Special regulations for real estate funds 

466. Certain income and gains from property which are realised by real estate funds are tax-
exempt, provided a tax exemption or reduction is provided for by Austrian domestic law or a 
DTA.  

Special regulations for commodity ETFs (including precious metals funds) 

467. Investments in commodity exchange-traded funds (ETFs, including precious metals ETFs) 
are treated in the same way as certificates on the underlying precious metals or commodities 
for final withholding tax purposes (cf. recital 469 ff.), unless the investments are based on the 
principle of risk diversification, which is a key criterion for qualifying an investment as a fund. 

Certificates on funds and actively managed assets held in the form of certifi-
cates 

468. Certificates on funds and actively managed assets held in the form of certificates may qualify 
as units in investment funds. The differentiation from other certificates is based on Circular 
No. 15 of the Swiss Federal Tax Administration of 7 February 2007 regarding the treatment 
of bonds and derivative financial instruments for direct federal tax, withholding tax and stamp 
duties. In the case of certificates which qualify as units in investment funds in accordance 
with the above guidelines, final withholding tax is levied in accordance with the rules applying 
to investment fund units. For other certificates, the final withholding tax treatment is based on 
the rules for structured financial products.  

10.4 Transactions in precious metals and commodities 

10.4.1 Direct investments in precious metals and commodities 
469. Income arising from direct investments in physical commodities and precious metals does 

not fall under the provisions of Part 3 of the Agreement.  

10.4.2 Precious metals accounts  
470. Precious metals accounts are not treated as direct investments in precious metals, but as 

investments in certificates. Income from these accounts and instruments falls under the pro-
visions of the Agreement on final withholding tax through the regulations on structured finan-
cial products. 

10.4.3 Precious metals certificates 
471. A precious metals certificate is a (bearer) debt instrument embodying a payment claim, the 

level of which depends on the precious metal as an underlying asset. Precious metals certifi-
cates qualify as financial products under the Agreement. 

10.5 Self-assessment taxation 
472. After the final withholding tax has been levied by the Swiss paying agents the relevant 

person does not need to include the capital income concerned in their tax return in Austria. 
However, the relevant person has the option to apply the option to set-off losses to reclaim 
excess tax paid in their self-assessment income tax return in Austria, in order to achieve a 
tax liability that is in line with their individual income tax situation. The relevant certificates 
need to be submitted in this process. The tax already levied by the Swiss paying agent is 
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treated as Austrian withholding tax. It is credited against the effective income tax liability as 
an advance payment or is reimbursed. Swiss anticipatory taxes that have been deducted at 
earlier stages cannot be reimbursed in the assessment procedure. 

473. In addition to the other tax certificates, the Swiss paying agent may provide the relevant 
person with an income statement (‘Erträgnisaufstellung’) for self-assessment purposes on 
request.  

11 Relationship to other taxes 

11.1 Basic principles 
474. The paying agent may reclaim Swiss anticipatory tax to the extent of the refundable portion 

under the relevant DTA in its own name and for the account of the relevant person (see re-
cital 482 ff.).  

475. The following withholding taxes can be offset against the relevant applicable final withholding 
tax rate: 

 Withholding taxes in partner states when the relevant person is resident in the 
same state: 

 Non-refundable Swiss anticipatory tax (residual rate): 
 Non-refundable foreign withholding tax (residual rate including fictitious credit of 

the withholding tax) under a DTA between the partner state and the source states 
(see appendix 2). 
 

476. The above mentioned withholding taxes may be offset in both direct and indirect account or 
custody account relations. 

477. Foreign withholding taxes levied by states that do not have a DTA with the partner states 
may not be offset against the final withholding tax. 

478. The tax retention and the voluntary disclosure under the EUSA are not affected by the final 
withholding tax. If the tax retention is levied, this is deemed to settle the liability (tax finality). 
Any higher rates under the Agreements will also be levied on the same basis of assessment. 

11.1.1 Special cases UK 
479. The conditions for offsetting withholding taxes under recital 154 f. must be taken into 

account. 

11.1.2 Special cases for Austria 
480. The conditions for offsetting withholding taxes under recital 350 f. must be taken into 

account. 

11.2 Settling final withholding tax 
481. For the purposes of settlement, Swiss paying agents must keep an account for each partner 

state named "Creditor FTA - final withholding tax AT" in EUR and one in GBP named "Credi-
tor FTA - final withholding tax UK." 
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11.3 Swiss anticipatory tax 

11.3.1 Basic principle 
482. Where the paying agent levies the final withholding tax from the account or custady account 

of a relevant person, the paying agent qualifies as resident under the DTA between Switzer-
land and the relevant partner state. 

483. For income where Swiss anticipatory tax is deducted, the Swiss paying agent must reclaim it 
from the FTA in its own name for the account of the relevant person under the relevant DTA 
(with Austria or the UK). Paying agents must keep a separate account "Debtor FTA - reclaim-
ing of Swiss anticipatory tax under taxation agreement" for each partner state. The reclaim 
(in CHF) should be declared by means of form 5. Requests for refunds can be filed monthly.  

484. The non-refundable Swiss anticipatory tax (residual rate) is offset against the final withhold-
ing tax. 

485. Example: a relevant person resident in Austria receives a gross Swiss dividend of CHF 100.  

    
Amount in CHF 

 
Calculations 

Gross dividend 
   

100.00 
  ./. Swiss anticipatory tax       -35.00   (100*35%) 

Sub-total (1) 
   

65.00 
  

       + Swiss anticipatory tax reclaim       20.00   (100*20%) 
Sub-total (2) 

   
85.00 

  
       Calculation of final withholding tax 

      ./. final withholding tax 
   

-25.00 
 

(100*25%) 
+ credit of residual rate       15.00   (100*15%) 
Total final withholding tax 

   
-10.00 

  
       Net amount 

   
75.00 

 
(85-10) 

 
The credit voucher must state that this client statement does not entitle for the refund of 
Swiss anticipatory tax. The exchange rate used must also be shown. 
 
The net amount of CHF 75 will be credited to the relevant person.  
 
The paying agent owes the FTA CHF 10 (CHF 25 final withholding tax less offset CHF 15 
residual rate) converted into EUR. The exchange rate shown on the credit voucher must be 
used for this conversion. At the same time, however, it books a CHF 20 receivable from the 
FTA for the refundable Swiss anticipatory tax. 
 
Example: a relevant person resident in the UK receives a gross Swiss dividend of CHF 100. 
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Amount in 

CHF  Calculations 
Gross dividend    100.00   
./. Swiss anticipatory tax       -35.00   (100*35%) 
Sub-total (1)    65.00   
       
+ Swiss anticipatory tax reclaim       20.00   (100*20%) 
Sub-total (2)    85.00   
       
Basis of assessment for final with-
holding tax       
Net dividend  65.00     
+ residual rate  15.00     
+ refundable Swiss anticipatory tax   20.00     
Gross dividend  100.00     

+ UK tax credit   11.11    
(100*(100%-
100%/90%)) 

Basis of assessment final withholding 
tax  111.11     
       
./. final withholding tax    -44.44  (111.11*40%) 
+ credit of residual rate    15.00   
+ UK tax credit       11.11     
Total final withholding tax    -18.33   
       
Net amount    66.67  (85-18.33) 
 
The credit voucher must state that this client statement does not entitle for the refund of 
Swiss anticipatory tax. In addition the exchange rate CHF/GBP must be shown. 
 
The net amount of CHF 66.67 will be credited to the relevant person.  
 
The paying agent owes the FTA CHF 18.33 (CHF 44.44 final withholding tax less CHF 15 
residual rate offset and CHF 11.11 UK tax credit) converted into GBP. The exchange rate 
shown on the credit voucher must be used for this conversion. At the same time, however, it 
books a CHF 20 receivable from the FTA for the refundable Swiss anticipatory tax. 
 

486. Schematic view of dividends (DTA Switzerland-UK): 
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11.3.2 Special cases 
487. If a relevant person is charged final withholding tax due to the absence of a certificate of 

residence proving tax residence in a third state or due to a delayed notification of a change of 
residence and any Swiss anticipatory tax is reclaimed, the Swiss paying agent suffers no 
disadvantage. If such a person provides a certificate of residence proving tax residence in a 
third state or a confirmation of the partner state proving tax non-residency to the paying 
agent, the relevant person can claim a credit of the final withholding from the paying agent. If 
the contracting parter can prove that the relevant tax circumstances were already effectively 
in place before notification, the paying agent may grant a credit of the final withholding tax for 
the period between the effective change of residence and the notification of change of resi-
dence. However, the paying agent is not obliged to do so. For Swiss anticipatory tax purpos-
es, the paying agent will put the relevant person in the position he or she would have been in 
if the paying agent had not reclaimed the Swiss anticipatory tax. The paying agent will offset 
the final withholding tax refunded and the Swiss anticipatory tax deducted against outstand-
ing amounts owing/reclaims due. No credit interest or late payment interest are due on such 
amounts to either the FTA or the relevant person. 

488. If indirect account or custody account relations count as relevant persons in accordance with 
chapter 3 and final withholding tax is levied, the DTA between Switzerland and the relevant 
partner state applies. The Swiss anticipatory tax can be reclaimed and offset in such cases. 

489. Where qualifying Swiss collective investment schemes distribute or accumulate income to or 
for a relevant person while deducting Swiss anticipatory tax, the Swiss paying agent cannot 
make a reclaim under Article 27 VStG in its own name for the account of the relevant person.  

490. For non-qualifying Swiss collective investment schemes, the application of the interest or 
dividend Article in the DTA follows the practice of the FTA unless the relevant DTA has a 
corresponding provision (e.g. treatment of distributions by collective investment schemes as 
dividends regardless of their source). How income is categorised under the Agreement is 
irrelevant for the purposes of reclaiming or offsetting Swiss anticipatory tax under the DTA.  

Swiss dividend 

individual  
in the UK 

HMRC 

FTA  

Swiss paying agent 
(bank) 

Nestlé SA 

65 

35 

66.67 

30 days after the end  
of the quarter 

3 months after the  
end of the calendar 
year 

44.44 Withholding tax 
15.00 Credit of residual rate 
11.11  UK tax credit 

18.33 final  
withholding tax 

 

18.33  
18.33  
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11.4 Foreign withholding taxes 

11.4.1 Residence state is the same as source state 
491. If the residence state of the relevant person is the same as the source state the entire 

withholding tax is offset against the final withholding tax up to the maximum rate of the final 
withholding tax. The basis of assessment for the final withholding tax is the gross amount. 

 
492. Example: A relevant person resident in the UK receives a gross interest payment of GBP 100 

from the UK that is not subject to the EUSA. 

  Amount in GBP  Calculations 
Gross interest  100.00   
./. UK withholding tax   -20.00   (100*20%) 
Sub-total  80.00   
     
Calculation of final withholding tax     
./. final withholding tax  -48.00  (100*48%) 
+ credit of UK withholding tax   20.00   (100*20%) 

Total final withholding tax  -28.00   
     
Net amount  52.00  (80.00-28.00) 
 
The net amount of GBP 52.00 will be credited to the relevant person. The paying agent owes 
the FTA GBP 28.00 of final withholding tax. 

11.4.2 DTA between residence state and source state  
493. Where a relevant person's residence state has concluded a DTA with the relevant source 

state, the non-refundable withholding tax (residual rate) can be offset against the final with-
holding tax (for an overview of existing DTA, see appendix 2). The credit is made independ-
ent of whether the account or custody account relationship is a direct or indirect relationship 
according to chapter 3. 

494. The basis of assessment for the final withholding tax is the gross amount.  

495. If the source state is a country that allows a tax relief at source under a DTA (e.g. the USA, 
Japan), this tax relief may be granted for indirect account or custody account relations only if 
the paying agent holds corresponding documentation that the source state looks through the 
structure and considers the natural person to be the beneficial owner of the income subject 
to withholding tax. In the absence of such documentation, relevant persons cannot claim re-
lief at source. Additional country-specific documents and forms may be required. 

496. Example: A relevant person resident in Austria receives a gross dividend of EUR 100 
(withholding tax rate 30%, residual rate 10%) from a state with an existing DTA. 

    
Amount in EUR 

 
Calculations 

Gross dividend 
   

100.00 
  ./. foreign withholding tax       -30.00   (100*30%) 

Sub-total 
   

70.00 
  

       Calculation of final withholding tax 
      ./. final withholding tax 
   

-25.00 
 

(100*25%) 
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+ credit of residual rate       10.00   (100*10%) 
Total final withholding tax 

   
-15.00 

  
       Net amount 

   
55.00 

 
(70-15) 

 
The net amount of EUR 55 will be credited to the relevant person. The paying agent owes 
the FTA EUR 15.00 of final withholding tax. 
 

497. Example: A relevant person resident in the UK receives a gross dividend of EUR 100 
(withholding tax rate 30%, residual rate 10%) from a state with an existing DTA. 

    
Amount in 

EUR  Calculations 
Gross dividend    100.00   
./. withholding tax       -30.00   (100*30%) 
Sub-total (1)    70.00   
       
Basis of assessment for final with-
holding tax       
Net dividend  70.00     
+ residual rate  10.00     
+ refundable withholding tax   20.00     
Gross dividend  100.00     

+ UK tax credit   11.11    
[100*(100%-
100%/90%)] 

Basis of assessment for final with-
holding tax  111.11     
       
./. final withholding tax    -44.44  (111.11*40%) 
+ credit of residual rate    10.00   
+ UK tax credit       11.11     
Total final withholding tax    -23.33   
       
Net amount    46.67  (70.00-23.33) 
 
The net amount of EUR 46.67 will be credited to the relevant person. The paying agent owes 
the FTA EUR 23.33 of final withholding tax, converted into GBP. The exchange rate shown 
on the credit voucher must be used for this conversion. 

11.4.3 Refund methods 
With regard to the part of the national withholding tax that exceeds the residual rate, one 
must apply the method of relief specified in the relevant DTA. 

498. Refund of withholding tax 
If the source state is a country with a DTA that provides for the reclaiming of withholding tax, 
the relevant person must make the request. The Swiss paying agent cannot make the re-
quest in its own name for the account of the relevant person. 

499. Relief at source 
If the source state is a country with a DTA that provides for relief at source (e.g. the USA), 
the following cases need to be distinguished: 

 Direct account or custody account relationship according to chapter 3: the paying agent 
can follow the procedure provided by the current provisions.  
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 Indirect account or custody account relationship according to chapter 3: relief is only pos-
sible if the paying agent holds corresponding documentation that the source state looks 
through the structure and considers the natural person to be the beneficial owner of the 
income subject to withholding tax. In the absence of such documentation, relevant per-
sons cannot claim relief at source. Additional country-specific documents and forms may 
be required. 

500. Address method 
If the source state is a country with a DTA that provides for relief under the address method 
(e.g. Japan), then for neither direct nor indirect account or custody account relationships 
does the Swiss paying agent need to deduct the additional retention, as proper taxation is 
ensured. If the DTA between the source country and Switzerland provides for a lower residu-
al rate than the DTA between the source country and the partner state, the difference in the 
residual rates must be levied as an additional deduction. 

11.4.4 No DTA between residence state and source state   
501. In cases where there no DTA exists between the residence state and the source state, 

foreign withholding tax may not be offset against the final withholding tax by relevant persons 
resident in the UK. For relevant persons resident in Austria, foreign withholding tax may be 
credited up to a maximum of 15% (see recital 350 f.) as far as shares are concerned. For 
persons resident in Austria, the basis of assessment in such cases is the gross amount; for 
those resident in the UK, the net amount. 

502. Example: A relevant person resident in the UK receives a gross dividend of EUR 100 from a 
non-DTA state (withholding tax rate 30%). 

  Amount in EUR  Calculations 
Gross dividend  100.00   
./. foreign withholding tax   -30.00   (100*30%) 
Sub-total  70.00   
     
./. final withholding tax  -28.00  (70*40%) 
     
Net amount  42.00  (70.00-28.00) 
 
The net amount of EUR 42.00 will be credited to the relevant person. The paying agent owes 
the FTA EUR 28.00 of final withholding tax, converted into GBP. The exchange rate 
EUR/GBP shown on the credit voucher must be used for this conversion. 
 

503. Example: A relevant person resident in Austria receives a gross dividend of EUR 100 from a 
non-DTA country (withholding tax rate 30%). 

  
Amount in EUR 

 
Calculations 

Gross dividend 
 

100.00 
  ./.foreign withholding tax   -30.00   (100*30%) 

Sub-total 
 

70.00 
  

     Calculation of final withholding tax 
    ./.final withholding tax 
 

-25.00 
 

(100*25%) 
+ credit of foreign  
withholding tax   15.00   

(15% max. 
offset) 

Total final withholding tax 
 

-10.00 
  

     Net amount 
 

60.00 
 

(70-10) 
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The net amount of EUR 60 will be credited to the relevant person. The paying agent owes 
the FTA EUR 10.00 of final withholding tax. 
 

504. Example: A relevant person resident in Austria receives a gross interest payment of 
EUR 100 from a non-DTA country (withholding tax rate 30%). 

  
Amount in EUR 

 
Calculations 

Gross interest 
 

100.00 
  ./.foreign withholding tax   -30.00   (100*30%) 

Sub-total 
 

70.00 
  

     ./.final withholding tax 
 

-25.00 
 

(100*25%) 

     Net amount 
 

45.00 
 

(70-25) 
 
The net amount of EUR 45 will be credited to the relevant person. The paying agent owes 
the FTA EUR 25.00 of final withholding tax. 

11.5 EU Savings Agreement  

11.5.1 Basic principle 
505. The Agreements do not apply to income subject to the EUSA. Final withholding tax must 

therefore not be levied on such income. Only income from which the retention has actually 
been deducted under the EUSA are excluded from the basis of calculation for final withhold-
ing tax. It is not excluded, for example, where an instrument or a relevant person is not sub-
ject to retention under the EUSA. For the Agreement with the UK, a finality payment must 
also be charged on income where the retention has been deducted (see chapter 9). 

506. For the purposes of the EUSA, the definition of the relevant person differs from the one in the 
Agreements. The EUSA only applies where the contracting party is a natural person (the 
special provisions in recital 75 ff. of the Guidance on the EUSA must be observed). However, 
where a domiciliary company (corporation, trust or foundation: see chapter 3) is regarded as 
transparent under the Agreements, the provisions of the Agreements apply to the relevant 
persons rather than the EUSA. 

507. Income and capital gains that come under the EUSA are not affected by the Agreements. 
The following points must be noted: 

 If a tax retention is levied on a relevant person, he or she has met his or her tax obliga-
tions in the country of residence: 

 UK: Levying the tax retention and the 13% finality payment on a relevant per-
son satisfies the tax obligation in the UK on such income and capital gains. 
The tax finality payment is levied on the basis of assessment underlying the 
retention under the EUSA. 

 Austria: Levying the tax retention on a relevant person satisfies the tax obliga-
tion on such income and capital gains in Austria. 
 

508. Where income and capital gains are subject to the EUSA, this takes precedence. The paying 
agent first calculates the amount of the tax retention according to the Guidance on the EUSA 
(plus the final payment, for the UK). This is levied and deducted accordingly. 

509. There is no intention to combine reporting under the EUSA with the levying of final withhold-
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ing tax. 

11.5.2 Technical aspects of the interaction between the tax retention under the EUSA    
   and the final withholding tax – sequence of the process steps 

510. The technical aspects of the interaction between the different Agreements are explained in 
four steps. Sample calculations in appendix 3 show the steps of the "carve-out" considering 
different types of income. 

Step 1: Calculation of the EUSA retention  

511. The first step is to calculate the retention regardless of the applicability of an Agreement 
according to the provisions concerning the retention under the EUSA and charge it from the 
relevant person. For these purposes, only the rules on the application of the EUSA are rele-
vant, e.g. as regards determining the beneficial owner or the basis for assessment. 

Step 2: Finality payment for relevant persons from the UK 

512. A finality payment has to be deducted for relevant persons from the UK in accordance with 
chapter 9. The finality payment results from the difference between the amount of taxes 
which should be deducted according to the retention under the EUSA by applying the tax 
rate for interest income for the final withholding tax and the effectively deducted retention in 
accordance with step 1. The tax finality payment must be reported separately from the reten-
tion and separately from final withholding tax on a tax certificate.  

Step 3: Calculation of the income subject to the retention under the EUSA and the in-
come that has to be "carved out" of the basis of assessment for the final withholding 
tax 

513. Only income from which the retention has actually been deducted is excluded from the basis 
of assessment for the final withholding tax. Income subject to the retention must be convert-
ed into EUR using the exchange rate on the relevant day of an inflow or outflow according to 
the EUSA (or into GBP for relevant persons from the UK). To convert amounts into other 
currencies than EUR or GBP, the Swiss paying agent may use an exchange rate determined 
in a systematic manner. 

514. The deduction from the basis of assessment is reduced proportionately when the retention is 
only partly levied on income because of an already levied foreign withholding tax. 

Example 1: Interest of EUR 100 from a third country is subject to withholding tax of 10% in 
that country (EUR 10). The tax retention is calculated, crediting the withholding tax, and de-
termined to amount EUR 25 (EUR 35 less EUR 10). The exclusion from the basis of as-
sessment for the final withholding tax is EUR 71.43 (EUR 100 x EUR 100/EUR 35). 

Example 2: Interest of the equivalent of GBP 100 from a third country is subject to withhold-
ing tax of 10% in that country (GBP 10). The tax retention is calculated, crediting the with-
holding tax, and determined to amount GBP 25 (GBP 35 less GBP 10). The final payment for 
relevant persons from the UK is GBP 13. The exclusion from the basis of assessment for the 
final withholding tax is GBP 79.17 (GBP 100 x [GBP 25 + GBP 13]/GBP 48). 

Step 4: Carve-out of the income subject to the retention from the basis of assessment 
for the final withholding tax 

a) Austria 
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515. The amount to be excluded from the final withholding tax under step 3 is added to the 
general pool of losses. The subsequent process steps for the final withholding tax are the 
same as if the income, on which the retention has been charged, had not been excluded 
from the final withholding tax. 

b) UK 

516. The amount to be excluded from the final withholding tax under step 3 is deducted from the 
interest and other income to be taxed and thus carved out.  

517. A surplus resulting from the carved out interest income which has been subject to the 
retention under the EUSA can be carried forward in a separate pool and transferred to future 
interest and other income in the same tax year – just as it is for capital losses and future cap-
ital gains. Any surplus at the end of the tax year can be carried forward by the paying agent 
to the following year. The paying agent will, upon request, provide the relevant person with a 
certificate stating the surplus at the end of the tax year (see appendix 17). Relevant persons 
can reclaim this surplus from the UK tax authorities or offset it against income tax owed in 
the UK by disclosing income received by the Swiss paying agent that had been subject to the 
retention. In this case the surplus may not be carried forward. 

518. Example: For the relevant person, a reported undistributed income of GBP 900 from a bond 
fund was subject to final withholding tax. When the units are sold the following tax year, the 
interest income is not subject to final withholding tax. However, under the EUSA, a retention 
occurs on the difference between the TIS (accrued interest) on the day of sale compared to 
the day of purchase (assume GBP 1,000; retention under the EUSA is equivalent to 
GBP 350; the final payment is GBP 130). The resulting surplus interest subject to retention 
under the EUSA and the final payment can be carried forward. In the example, later in the 
tax year, the paying agent credits the relevant person with GBP 600 of interest that is not 
subject to retention under the EUSA; the excess can be offset against this. The remaining 
GBP 400 excess interest subject to retention under the EUSA and the final payment is re-
ported by the paying agent to the relevant person on his or her instructions at the end of the 
UK tax year. This certificate entitles the relevant person to offset the tax retention on the ex-
cess (35%+13% on the GBP 400 excess, i.e. GBP 192) against the tax liability to the UK tax 
authorities, subject to disclosure of the interest from which the retention was deducted under 
the EUSA. 

11.5.3 Procedure for reducing the tax burden of the retention concerning relevant per- 
  sons from Austria 

519. As the retention under the EUSA is calculated with a tax rate of 35% and the carve out of 
income on which the retention has been charged only gives relief of 25%, the retention and 
the carve out result in a 10% additional taxation on income that is subject to the retention. 

520. The partner states agree that the additional taxation should be removed where a relevant 
person's additional taxed amounts are disclosed. At the end of the year, the paying agent 
issues the relevant person a certificate indicating the income that has been subject to the 
retention under the EUSA (containing the same information as income certified under the 
disclosure procedure based on Article 2 of the EUSA) as well as the amount of additional 
taxes. The relevant person can reclaim the additional taxes levied from the Austrian tax au-
thorities by submitting this certificate and the certificate of final withholding tax paid under the 
Agreement, or offset it against the income tax liability in Austria. 
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12 Processing issues with regard to the levying of  
withholding taxes on capital income 

12.1 Forms  
521. Taxes levied must be declared separately for each partner state by using form 220 for 

Austria and 222 for the UK. 

522. In each case, a breakdown of the tax amounts by the type of income must be provided. 

12.1.1 Accounting periods 
523. For the purposes of levying the withholding tax under the Agreements, the calendar year is 

the relevant accounting period. Unlike with the disclosure procedure (see chapter 13), the UK 
tax year from 6 April to 5 April of the following year is not relevant for the levying of tax.  

524. Taxes must be declared to the FTA quarterly.  

12.1.2 Currency and rounding 
525. Amounts must be declared in the national currency of the partner state. Paying agents may 

use the general rounding rules programmed in their systems. If they do not have any round-
ing rules, the amount should be cut off after the second decimal place and the second deci-
mal place set to zero.   

12.2 Deadlines 

12.2.1 Due date for taxes 
526. Swiss paying agents shall transfer the tax amounts levied to the FTA within 30 days after the 

end of each calendar quarter.  

527. Interests for late payment are due on any amounts received after the due date.  

12.3 Levying of a too high or too low amount 
528. In order to simplify procedures, past declaration periods shall not be corrected retroactively 

by cancelling and issuing new certificates but by correcting positive and negative differences 
from the effective income, when an mistake is discovered and by including these in the next 
settlement period. System errors must be corrected in IT systems urgently and discussed 
with the FTA during their audits. 

529. Corrections of material errors (system errors) must be stated on the certificate issued to the 
relevant person showing the relevant amount.  
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12.4 Certificates 

12.4.1 Annual certificates or certificates issued when ending a banking relation 
 

530. Swiss paying agents shall issue certificates to relevant persons annually or when a banking 
relation is ended using the prescribed form (see appendices 12 and 19).  

531. Certificates issued must show the income and capital gains the relevant person has received 
and any realised losses. They must also list the amounts of taxes levied and the foreign tax-
es that had been credited against the final withholding tax. Certificates for UK residents must 
also include exsisting unused capital losses as at the end of the calendar year, to ensure that 
capital losses are not offset against loss carryforwards in the tax assessment procedure. 

532. The certificates must be issued by the following 31 March showing the position as at 31 
December of the relevant calendar year. On the contrary, certificates concerning relevant 
persons resident in the UK must be issued by 30 June after the end of the tax year under 
consideration. The certificates will be recognised by the competent foreign authorities for tax 
purposes as evidence that withholding tax has been deducted. 

533. Where there is a change of paying agent within Switzerland, the new paying agent shall 
issue a certificate from the date when the relevant assets were transferred (date of the trans-
fer of the custody account). 

534. Please see chapter 8.4 for non-UK domiciled individuals. The relevant certificates are shown 
in appendices 9 and 10. In both cases – the levying of the withholding tax as well as the dis-
closure of capital income – the british tax year and not the calendar year has to certified.  

12.4.2 Loss certificates 
535. Upon request of a relevant person, a Swiss paying agent issues a certificate in the pre-

scribed form (see appendix 20) showing existing unused losses as at the end of the calendar 
year.  

Austria 

536. Certificates for relevant persons resident in Austria must show any unused losses on all 
types of income as at the end of the calendar year and any foreign withholding tax that has 
not been credited (see recital 350 f.).  

12.5 Change of paying agent 
537. Where a person transfers assets from one paying agent to another, the transferring agent 

must inform the receiving agent of the following details in respect of the assets: 

 Data listed in appendix 4 (Tax Messenger) which is relevant for the taxable basis of 
assessment.  

 
This mandatory data exchange ensures that the new paying agent has all the information 
needed for a later tax calculation. 
 

538. If this information is not available, or not fully available from the transferring paying agent the 
receiving paying agent must be informed stating a reason. 
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539. The transferring paying agent must provide the Tax Messenger data for the receiving paying 
agent as soon as possible, preferably simultanously with the delivery of the instructions (e.g. 
MT542, ‘Deliver Free’) to its custodian(s). 

If the new paying agent does not receive this information within five working days after the 
deposit transfer, it must process any taxable events that occur without taking any information 
from the transferring paying agent into account and uses the alternative procedure (substi-
tute basis for assessment) specified in the Agreement. 

540. The transferring paying agent can choose to transfer the Tax Messenger data either in hard 
copy (paper, fax, e-mail) or through an automatic and electronic transfer platform.  

The transferring paying agent is responsible for the accurate and complete transfer of the 
abovementioned data to the receiving paying agent. These provisions apply in the following 
situations: 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

If the Swiss paying agent receives data from an Austrian paying agent, the receiving paying 
agent may assume that the data transferred is accurate and complete. 

12.6 Collective relations and joint accounts 
541. If at least one beneficial owner is involved in a collective/joint account, all assets are 

attributed to that relevant person (see chapter 4.4).  

542. If the Swiss paying agent is able to determine all persons involved in collective relations or 
joint accounts, the assets and therefore income and capital gains must be allocated accord-
ing to the number of contractual partners of the account or custody account on a per capita 
basis and the assessments made accordingly, unless the Swiss paying agent has been in-
formed in writing of a different allocation of interests and documented this accordingly.  

543. These provisions also apply where the relevant person holds an interest in a partnership. 

544. Within client/account masters with several authorised users (joint and several/collective 
relations; relations with several beneficial owners) transaction chains and transaction pools 
and any loss pools or withholding tax pools must be kept separate for each individual rele-
vant person according to their share. New entries, withdrawels and changes in the ownership 
interest must be treated for the purposes of the Agreements as a realisation and thus a dis-
posal unless they are demonstrably a tax-neutral change of interest (e.g. a nil gain or nil loss 
transaction according to 8.3.8. for relevant persons from the UK.Transfers of assets to heirs 
and legatees in the event of inheritance and estate divisions are also deemed to be transfers 
without realisation. Notwithstanding these rules, for the year 2013 only the client/account 
masters may be treated as a whole and the client/account masters according to the shares of 
the relevant persons are in scope of the Agreements (see the transitional provisions in recital 
99 ff.).  

Case Transferring paying 
agent Receiving paying agent Obligation to transfer 

data 
a) Swiss paying agent Swiss paying agent Yes 

b) Swiss paying agent Austrian paying agent Yes 

c) Swiss paying agent UK paying agent No 

d) UK paying agent Swiss paying agent No 

e) Austrian paying agent Swiss paying agent Yes 
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13 Disclosure of capital income 

13.1 The reporting procedure 

13.1.1 Authorisation 
545. Where a relevant person expressly authorises the Swiss paying agent to disclose income 

and capital gains to the competent foreign authority, the Swiss paying agent discloses such 
income and capital gains instead of levying the final withholding tax. 

The authorisation for the application of disclosure procedure must be issued for the attention 
of the Swiss paying agent. If the declaration by the contracting party is ambiguous, final with-
holding tax must be levied on capital income. The choice between final withholding tax and 
the reporting procedure must be made by the contracting party to each Swiss paying agent 
with regard to the client/account master. The authorisation to report covers all accounts and 
custody accounts of the respective client/master account held by the contracting party with 
the Swiss paying agent. 
 

546. The authorisation to report remains valid until it is cancelled by the contracting party or their 
legal successor with the Swiss paying agent. Cancellation is only valid if the contracting party 
provides the Swiss paying agent with sufficient funds to pay the taxes that are due instead of 
disclosure to be made.  

547. Swiss paying agents may submit disclosures without authorisation from the contracting party 
if:  

a) a non-UK domiciled individual stated in the declaration of intent that the paying agent 
should make a report if there are insufficient liquid funds to pay the final withholding 
tax; or 

b) the declaration of intent is silent about what the paying agent should do if there are 
insufficient liquid funds to pay the final withholding tax; or 

c) a non-UK domiciled individual stated in the declaration of intent that he or she would 
provide any amounts needed to pay the final withholding tax within eight weeks after 
the 31 March following the end of the tax year under consideration but failed to do so; 
or 

d) the necessary liquid funds to pay the tax have not been provided within the deadline 
set by the Swiss paying agent. 

13.1.2 Changing from the levying of the withholding tax to the disclosure procedure  
548. It is not possible to retrospectively change from the levying of the withholding tax to the 

disclosure procedure in the course of the current tax year if final withholding tax has already 
been levied and reportings were submitted to the contracting party.  

549. A transitional provision applies for the period between the entry into force of the Agreement 
and 31 May 2013 (appointed date 3), to the effect that a change from the levying of the with-
holding tax to the disclosure procedure is possible once at any time between 1 January and 
31 May 2013.  

550. To ensure smooth implementation of the Agreements, Swiss paying agents may impose 
rules restricting contracting parties’ ability to chose between the final withholding tax and the 
reporting procedure. 

Example: Bank A AG imposes an additional clause in its custody account Agreement stating 
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that clients resident in Austria may make a binding change between the final withholding tax 
and the disclosure procedure once for every tax year until 30 November of the preceding 
calendar year.  

13.1.3 Moving in or out of the sovereign territory of a partner state  
551. Where a relevant person who uses the disclosure procedure moves in or out of the sovereign 

territory of a partner state, the Swiss paying agent discloses realised income and capital 
gains under the Agreement until or from the date of moving. The paying agent also issues a 
final certificate upon departure. 

13.2 The disclosure form  

13.2.1 Content of the disclosure: Austria 
552. The disclosure must be made by using form 220 AT and contains the following information: 

a) First name, last name, date of birth and residence (recital 73 ff.) of the relevant per-
son; 

b) Austrian tax office number and tax number and/or Austrian social security number (if 
known); 

c) Name and address of the Swiss paying agent; 
d) Customer number of the relevant person (number of client master or account or cus-

tody account master, IBAN-code); 
e) Relevant tax year; 
f) Total amount of 

1. positive and negative income realised in the year under consideration accord-
ing to Article 22 of the Agreement.  

2. Income according to Article 17 paragraph 1 (a) to (d) of the Agreement. 
 

13.2.2 Content of the disclosure: UK 
553. The disclosure must be made by using form 222 UK and contains the following information: 

a) First name, last name, date of birth and address (recital 73 ff.) of the relevant person; 
b) Tax reference number in the UK (if known); 
c) Name and address of the Swiss paying agent; 
d) Customer number of the relevant person (number of client master or account or cus-

tody account master, IBAN-code); 
e) Relevant tax year; 

 
If the relevant person is not a non-UK domiciled individuals: 
 

f) Total amount of income as defined in Article 19 paragraph 1 of the Agreement; 
g) Total amount of realised capital gains and losses as calculated under Articles 24 and 

28 of the Agreement. 
 

554. If the relevant person is a non-UK domiciled individuals: 

h) Total amount of income and capital gains as defined in Article 19 paragraph 2 (a) of 
the Agreement; 

i) Total amount of remittances (recital 286 ff.) as defined in Article 19 paragraph 2 (b) of 
the Agreement. 
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555. Where a paying agent only offers the discosure procedure (without the option of levying a 

final withholding tax), it may issue a simplified disclosure. Instead of the information under 
letters f to i above, only the gross income and the sales proceeds need be shown. 

13.2.3 Capital income 
556. Income and capital gains without taking into consideration previously deducted taxes must 

be reported on the disclosure.  

13.2.4 Accounting periods 
557. For the purposes of the Agreement with Austria, the calendar year is the relevant tax year 

(accounting period) for which a disclosure is made. For the purposes of the Agreement with 
the UK, the UK tax year (from 6 April to 5 April of the following year) is the relevant period. 
The first disclosure will cover the shortened period from 1 January to 5 April 2013. 

13.2.5 Currency and rounding 
558. The amounts disclosed must be shown in the national currency of the respective partner 

state of the relevant person.  

559. Amounts on the form must be rounded to a full unit of the national currency of the partner 
state with no decimal places, regardless of the way of transmission to the FTA. Paying 
agents may use the general rounding rules programmed in their systems. 

13.3 Collective relations and joint accounts 
560. If the Swiss paying agent is able to determine all persons involved in collective relations or 

joint accounts, the assets and therefore income and capital gains must be allocated accord-
ing to the number of contractual partners of the account or custody account on a per capita 
basis. The pro rata amounts of income and capital gains per relevant person are disclosed 
(see chapter 4.4).  

561. If the Swiss paying agent holds documentary evidence of a different allocation of ownership 
interests, this must be used to allocate income and capital gains to the relevant person. 

562. These provisions also apply where the relevant person holds an interest in a partnership. 

563. Within client/account masters with several authorised users (joint and several/collective 
relations; relations with several beneficial owners) transaction chains and transaction pools 
and any loss pools or withholding tax pools must be kept separate for each individual rele-
vant person according to their share. New entries, withdrawels and changes in the ownership 
interst must be treated for the purposes of the Agreements as a realisation and thus a dis-
posal unless they are demonstrably a tax-neutral change of interst (e.g. a nil gain or nil loss 
transaction according to 8.3.8. for relevant persons from the UK.Transfers of assets to heirs 
and legatees in the event of inheritance and estate divisions are also deemed to be transfers 
without realisation. Notwithstanding these rules, for the year 2013 only the client/account 
masters may be treated as a whole and the client/account masters according to the shares of 
the relevant persons are in scope of the Agreements (see the transitional provisions in recital 
99 ff.). 
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13.4 Refund of Swiss anticipatory tax  
564. In contrast to the levying of the withholding tax, under the disclosure procedure a relevant 

person has to reclaim the Swiss anticipatory tax from the FTA in their own name based on 
the DTA applicable between the country of residence and Switzerland (subject to verification 
by the competent foreign authority) The non-refundable Swiss anticipatory tax (residual tax) 
is offset by the residence state against the tax liability. 

565. Paying agents are free to reclaim the Swiss anticipatory tax as agents in the name of 
relevant persons using the respective form for this purpose based on the applicable DTA. 

13.5 Deadlines 
 

13.5.1 United Kingdom 
566. The Swiss paying agent shall transfer the voluntary disclosures not later than three months 

after the end of the UK tax year (i.e. until 5 July) to the FTA, which will transfer them once a 
year within six months following the end of the UK tax year (i.e. until 5 October) to HMRC.  

13.5.2 Austria 
567. The Swiss paying agents shall transfer the voluntary disclosures to the FTA by 31 March of 

the calendar year following the Swiss tax year, which will transfer them to the competent 
Austrian authority once a year, at the latest by 30 June of the same year. 

13.5.3 Cancellation of a disclosure 
568. Upon request of the contracting party or due to other reasons, the Swiss paying agent may 

cancel a disclosure already made no later than the deadline set in the Agreement for submit-
ting disclosures to the FTA, i.e. until 31 March concerning Austria and until 5 July concerning 
the UK, by submitting a cancellation (type of disclosure 2). If final withholding tax shall be 
levied in this case, the Swiss paying agent must transfer it without delay to the FTA. Interest 
on late payments will be charged (see recital 526 f.). 

To ensure smooth implementation of the Agreements, Swiss paying agents may impose 
rules restricting the cancellation of a disclosure by the contracting parties. 

13.6 Incorrect disclosure 
Substantively incorrect disclosure  

569. A substantively incorrect disclosure may be corrected by the Swiss paying agent within three 
months after the end of the tax year for which it had to be issued by submitting to the FTA a 
cancellation to the original disclosure (type of disclosure 2) and a new disclosure (type of 
disclosure 1).  

570. If the Swiss paying agent becomes aware of the substantively incorrectness of a disclosure 
already submitted to the FTA after the above mentioned deadline, it must without delay sub-
mit a cancellation to the original disclosure (type of disclosure 2) and new disclosure (type of 
disclosure 1). 
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Wrongly non-submitted disclsoure  

571. A wrongly not-submitted disclosure may be submitted later within five years after the end of 
the calendar year in which it should have been submitted. If the Swiss paying agent becomes 
aware of any disclosure it should have submitted to the FTA but has failed to do so, it must 
submit it without delay to the FTA (type of disclosure 1). 

Wrongly submitted disclosure 

572. A wrongly submitted disclosure may be cancelled within five years after the end of the 
calendar year in which it was submitted. If the Swiss paying agent becomes aware of any 
wrongly submitted disclosure, it must notify the FTA without delay by submitting a cancella-
tion (type of disclosure 2). 

13.7 Certificate 
573. Simultanuously with the disclosure the Swiss paying agent issues a certificate in accordance 

with appendices 13 and 21 for the attention of the contracting party. Please see chapter 8.4 
for more details about non-UK domiciled individuals. 

14 Inheritance 

14.1 United Kingdom 

14.1.1 Definition of authorised person 
574. In cases of inheritance, all personal representatives of a deceased relevant person or the 

beneficiary to whom the relevant assets pass as a result of death or the trustee of a trust or 
(family) foundation are covered by the definition of an authorised person. 

14.1.2 Freezing of assets 
575. Where a Swiss paying agent becomes aware of the death of a relevant person, it shall freeze 

the assets according to the Agreement that are booked with the paying agent (see recital 
108) of which the deceased relevant person was the beneficial owner no later than the next 
banking day. This only applies to deaths occurring after 31 December 2012.  
 

576. The Swiss paying agent applies the Swiss duties of diligence to obtain knowledge of the 
death of relevant persons. Where the Swiss paying agent is a bank or securities dealer, it 
follows the Swiss banks' code of conduct with regard to the current version of CDB. The 
Agreement imposes no additional duties of diligence on Swiss paying agents.   

 
577. Withdrawals from frozen assets are permitted up to a lower limit of 40% of these assets held 

at the time of the death of the relevant person. Fees and commissions charged by the Swiss 
paying agent in respect of assets of the deceased relevant person booked with the paying 
agent do not qualify as withdrawals. 
 
The Swiss paying agent acts as follows: 
 

1. The Swiss paying agent determines the relevant assets as defined in the Agree-
ment as per the day of death (see recital 108); 

2. The conversion of the assets in GBP is done at an exchange rate systematically 
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determined by the Swiss paying agent as per the day of death; 
3. The Swiss paying agent continuously monitors withdrawals from the accounts and 

custody accounts and the existing assets held therein. Withdrawals (including 
transfers of custody accounts) from existing assets are possible at any time up to 
40% of the assets calculated in clause 2. Withdrawals (including transfers of cus-
tody accounts) must be converted at an exchange rate systematically determined 
as per the day of transaction; 

4. If the remaining assets fall below 40% of the figure calculated in clause 2 as a re-
sult of losses in value, the Swiss paying agent must not freeze any further assets; 

5. Regroupings of investments within the frozen assets are possible at any time.  
 

578. The Swiss paying agent shall cancel the freezing of the assets once tax has been levied 
according to recital 581 ff. or a disclosure filed according to recital 594 ff. The choice be-
tween the levying of the tax or making a disclosure must be made for each account or client 
master. 
 

579. If the authorised person provides to the Swiss paying agent a certificate confirming that the 
deceased relevant person held the status of a non-UK domiciled individuals and was not 
considered as deemed domiciled for inheritance tax purposes, the Swiss paying agent will 
cancel the freezing of the assets. In such cases, the paying agent is not required either to 
levy a tax or to file a disclosure. Such certificate must have been issued by a lawyer, an ac-
countant or a tax advisor who is a member of a recognised professional body (see recital 
299). 
 
If the authorised person provides to the Swiss paying agent a certificate confirming that the 
deceased relevant person held the status of non-UK domiciled individuals and that a trust 
was not subject to inheritance tax (exempted property trust), the Swiss paying agent will can-
cel the freezing of the assets of the trust even if the deceased person was considered as 
deemed domiciled for inheritance tax purposes. In such cases, the paying agent is not re-
quired either to levy a tax or to file a disclosure. Such certificate must have been issued by a 
lawyer, an accountant or a tax advisor who is a member of a recognised professional body 
(see recital 299). 

The principles set out in the chapter on collective relations, joint relations and multiple bene-
ficial owners (see recital 94 ff.) apply to collective and joint accounts. 
 

580. Example: Joint account 

The spouses A and B are both resident in the UK and hold a joint account with Swiss paying 
agent X. A dies on Sunday, 3 February 2013. The paying agent becomes aware of this on 
Friday, 8 February 2013. 
 
The Swiss paying agent freezes the assets no later than on Monday, 11 February 2013 (the 
end of the next bank working day). The assets to be frozen are determined as follows: 
 

 Where the Swiss paying agent is able to determine the account or custody account 
holders by means of the documentation collected when identifying the contracting 
party, the assets are divided by the number of joint holders as per the day of death of 
the deceased relevant person ("per capita").  

 If the Swiss paying agent has been informed of a different allocation of ownership in-
terests in writing, the relevant assets in the case of inheritance are allocated in ac-
cordance with this documentation as per the day of death of the deceased relevant 
person. 
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Once the deceased relevant person's assets have been determined, the paying agent pro-
ceeds on this basis as shown in recital 577. 

14.1.3 Tax 

14.1.3.1 Levying of tax 
581. Swiss paying agents levy a tax of 40% of the assets booked at the date of the relevant 

persons death being either authorised expressly by the authorised person or the levying is 
carried out automatically. The tax is levied automatically and without express authorisation of 
the authorised person if authorised person has not agreed to the voluntary disclosure within 
one year after the date of death of the relevant person. In such cases, the necessary liquid 
funds have to be made available to the paying agent. In the absence of liquid funds, the 
Swiss paying agent grants the authorised person an extension of up to eight weeks from the 
day it should have levied the tax to provide the necessary liquid funds. 
 

582. If a Swiss paying agent only becomes aware of the death of a relevant person more than one 
year after the death, it levies the tax at the time it obtains knowledge, unless it holds authori-
sation to make a disclosure. The authorised person may submit authorisation to make a dis-
closure within 60 days after the paying agent becoming aware of the death of the relevant 
person. If such authorisation is not received by this deadline, no voluntary disclosure may be 
filed. According to the Agreements, the Swiss paying agent is neither obliged nor entitled to 
sell securities or other assets without the authorisation of the authorised person if there are 
insufficient liquid funds on the account of the deceased relevant person. If liquid funds are 
held in a currency other than GBP, the paying agent may convert these into the currency of 
settlement.  
 

583. If the liquid funds required to pay the tax are not available by the extended deadline set by 
the Swiss paying agent, it makes a disclosure in accordance with recital 594 ff. No written 
authorisation is required from the authorised person in such cases. 

14.1.3.2 Basis of assessment 
584. Tax at 40% will be calculated on the total of all of the deceased relevant person's assets 

booked with the Swiss paying agent in accordance with recital 108, less all liabilities booked 
with the paying agent. Deductible liabilities include all financing arrangements the paying 
agent has granted to the deceased relevant person (overdraft facilities, unsecured loans, 
secured loans, mortgage loans).           
 
Example: Asset and liabilities booked with the paying agent: 

 
Assets/liabilities Value as per paying agent sys-

tems on day of death (in GBP) 
 

Account 500,000 
Fiduciary deposits 200,000 
Custody accounts 500,000 
  
Total assets                      1,200,000 
  
Unsecured loan 100,000 
Lombard loan 100,000 
Mortgage 300,000 
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Total liabilities 500,000 
  
Taxable assets (assets ./. liabilities) 700,000 
  
Tax rate                               40% 
  
Total tax 280,000 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                  

585. The data which are taken as the basis for determing the values of the components of assets 
and liabilities at the date of death are the statements issued by the paying agent or the data 
contained in the archives or the operating systems of the paying agent. They need not be 
checked any further.  

14.1.3.3 Transfer by the paying agents to the FTA 
586. Swiss paying agents transfer the tax levied without delay to the FTA using form 232. 

 
587. The amount of tax must be stated in GBP. The conversion is done at an exchange rate 

systematically determined by the Swiss paying agent as per day of death. Paying agents 
may use the general rounding rules programmed in their systems. If they do not have any 
rounding rules, the amount should be cut off after the second decimal place and the second 
decimal place set to zero. 
 

588. Interest for late payments are due on any amounts received after the due date.  

14.1.3.4 Certificate 
589. Simultanously with the levying of the tax, the Swiss paying agent also issues a certificate in 

the prescribed form as shown in appendix 14 for the attention of the authorised person. 

14.1.3.5 Finality 
590. If the heirs of the deceased relevant person submit a certificate to the competent UK 

authority, the tax levied by the Swiss paying agent will be offset against the inheritance tax 
(plus any interest and penalties) liability in the UK in respect o the assets booked with the 
Swiss paying agent at the date of death. Any excess will be refunded to the heirs by the 
competent UK authority.   

 
591. If the heirs do not submit the certificate to the competent UK authority, the heirs ceases to 

have any UK inheritance tax liability (including any interest and penalties) in respect of the 
assets booked with the Swiss paying agent at the date of death. 

14.1.3.6 Wrongly levied tax  
592. If the Swiss paying agent wrongly levies tax, the heirs are entitled to have the tax refunded 

by the competent authority of the UK. Such reimbursement may concern either the full 
amount or part of the amount of tax levied. The procedure by which the heirs can reclaim the 
tax is based on the national law of the UK. 
 

593. If the Swiss paying agent does not levy the full amount of tax because of a calculation or 
processing error, it may subsequently debit the additional amount plus late payment interest 
from the due date of the tax from the heirs. If the amount cannot be debited from the heirs, 
the paying agent is liable to transfer the tax to the FTA.  
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14.1.4 Disclosure 

14.1.4.1 Voluntary disclosure 
594. The authorised person may authorise the Swiss paying agent to make a disclosure according 

to recital 597 within one year after the death of the relevant person. If the authorised person 
does not agree to the disclosure, the paying agent levies the tax according to recital 581 ff. 
after the deadline of one year.  
 

595. If a Swiss paying agent only becomes aware of the death of a relevant person more than one 
year after the death, it levies the tax at the time it obtains knowledge of it, unless it holds au-
thorisation to make a disclosure. The authorised person may submit authorisation to make a 
disclosure within 60 days after the paying agent becomes aware of the death of the relevant 
person. If such authorisation is not received by this deadline, no voluntary disclosure may be 
filed. However, if there is insufficient liquidity to pay the tax (see recital 596 ff.), a disclosure 
will be made due to insufficient funds. 

14.1.4.2 Disclosure due to insufficient funds 
596. If tax due based on the Agreement is withheld according to recital 581 ff. and the liquid funds 

required to pay the tax are not made available by the extended deadline set by the Swiss 
paying agent, it files a disclosure to the FTA. No written authorisation is required from the 
heirs in such cases. 

14.1.4.3 Content of the disclosure 
597. The disclosure must be made using form 232 UK and contains the following information: 

 
a) First name, last name, date of birth, address and if known date of death of the de-

ceased person; 
b) Name and address of the Swiss paying agent; 
c) Customer number of the account or custody account holder (deceased relevant 

person) (number of client master or account or custody account master, IBAN-
code); 

d) First name, last name and address of the authorised person (if known); 
e) Account balance and statement of assets at the date of death. 

 
598. The account balance given is the total of all assets booked in accounts with the Swiss paying 

agent (cash accounts incl. currency accounts, fixed-term deposits and precious metals with-
out physical delivery) and custody accounts. 
 

599. The statement of assets must show the total of the assets in each of the following categories:  
 
a) Accounts; 
b) (Securities) deposit/custody account (including precious metals with physical de-

livery); 
c) Others. 

14.1.4.4 Transfer by the paying agent to the FTA 
600. Swiss paying agents must transfer the disclosure (type of disclosure 1) to the FTA without 

delay. Amounts on the form must be rounded to a full unit with no decimal places, regardless 
of the way of transmission to the FTA. Paying agents may use the general rounding rules 
programmed in their systems. 
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14.1.4.5 Certificate 
601. Simultanuously with the disclosure, the Swiss paying agent also issues a certificate in the 

prescribed form as shown in appendix 15 at the attention of the authorised person. 

14.1.4.6 Correction of a disclosure 
602. Incorrect disclosures must be corrected by the Swiss paying agent within five years after 

transferring the incorrect disclosure to the FTA by submitting a cancellation (type of disclo-
sure 2) and a new disclosure (type of disclosure 1).  
 

603. Where a disclosure has been wrongly not-submitted, the Swiss paying agent must submit it 
within five years after the deadline to file the disclosure expired. If the Swiss paying agent 
becomes aware of any wrongly not-submitted disclosure to the FTA, it must submit it to the 
FTA without delay.  

 
604. Any disclosure wrongly submitted by the Swiss paying agent must be cancelled within five 

years of submission to the FTA upon request of the authorised person. If the Swiss paying 
agent becomes aware of any wrongly submitted disclosure, it must notify the FTA without 
delay by sending a cancellation (type of disclosure2).    

15 Audits 

15.1 General provisions 
605. The FTA carries out audits of Swiss paying agents periodically. The purpose of the audits is 

to monitor whether Swiss paying agents are complying with their duties under the Agree-
ments. 

The FTA's principal tasks are to check the accuracy and completeness of the declarations, 
disclosures and certificates that have been submitted. 
 
The FTA shall transfer the results and important outcome of the audits carried out to the rel-
evant authority of the relevant partner state in the form of an aggregated annual written re-
port.  
 
The FTA shall also send the Swiss paying agent a report about the audits it has carried out 
and its findings. 

15.2 Rights and duties of the FTA and the paying agents 
606. In order to perform its control function, the FTA is authorised to request Swiss paying agents 

to provide all relevant information and documents that are required to monitor the fulfilment 
of the relevant duties by the Swiss paying agents in accordance to the Agreements. 

607. The FTA shall choose the type of audit it will perform on Swiss paying agents from the 
following options. It may: 

 perform an on-site audit of the Swiss paying agent; and/or 
 ask the paying agent to submit the relevant documents it requires for the audit; 

and/or 
 obtain the required information verbally; and/or 
 summon a representative of the Swiss paying agent for questioning.  
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If the FTA carries out an on-site audit or requests to submit information, the FTA in general 
gives the paying agent advance written or verbal notice about the information to be provided. 
 

608. If, when performing an on-site audit or reviewing the documents it has requested, the FTA 
ascertains that it requires further documents in order to check whether the Swiss paying 
agent is complying with its duties, it is at all times entitled to make on-site audits and request 
any documents it considers necessary and relevant to perform its audits. 

The Swiss paying agent must provide the documents requested by the FTA within a speci-
fied deadline. 
 

609. In the presence of reasonable suspicion that the paying agent has not fulfilled its duties 
based on the Agreements, the FTA can perform an on-site audit at the Swiss paying agent at 
any time and without prior notice. 

15.3 Areas audited by the FTA 
610. In order to perform its audits, the FTA relies inter alia on the following documents and 

information being provided and made available (non-exhaustive list): 

 Documents that the Swiss paying agent used to identify the relevant person or 
beneficial owner (e.g. copy of passports, tax residence certificates, identity cards, 
other relevant documents); 

 Audit of the calculations performed by the Swiss paying agent on which the decla-
ration is based, including for the purpose of correction of system errors (e.g. 
check of income classified by the Swiss paying agent as interest income, dividend 
income, other income and capital gains, taking into consideration the relationship 
and coherence with other taxes, such as the Swiss anticipatory tax, the withhold-
ing tax of a partner state,,the withholding tax of a third state, and losses); 

 Audit of the withholding tax or inheritance tax declarations made by the Swiss 
paying agent;  

 Audit of the disclosures made (capital income or cases of inheritance); 
 Audit of the Swiss anticipatory tax reclaimed by the Swiss paying agent on behalf 

of the client; 
 Audit of annual certificates issued by the paying agent to the relevant person 

(content accurate, clear, all losses shown) 
 UK tax finality payment: audit of the declarations made; 
 Non-UK domiciled individuals: audit of the declaration of intent and the certificate 

of taxation on remittance basis;  
 Audit and assessment of possible arrangements serving to avoid the taxation of 

assets according to this Agreement. 
 Audit of information and underlying documentation relating to safeguarding the 

Agreement's purpose. 

15.4 Frequency 
611. The FTA shall perform regular audits. The FTA decides which paying agent it will be audited 

when and how frequently, based on own risk assessments. The risk assessment considers 
the limitation period within which the paying agent is obliged to levy and transfer the tax or 
make the disclosure. 
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15.5 Reporting 
Report to the partner state 

612. The FTA produces an aggregated annual report summarising the results and important 
outcome of the audits performed during the previous year. The report is compiled in a format 
that makes it impossible to identify individuals Swiss paying agents. 

Report to the Swiss paying agent 

613. After having carried out an on-site audit at a Swiss paying agent or having audited the 
documents requested, the FTA prepares a report on the results and outcome at the attention 
of the paying agent. 

16 Legal procedure 

16.1 Procedure between the FTA and a paying agent 
614. If the FTA ascertains that the paying agent has not or only partially fulfilled its duties it must 

give the paying agent the opportunity to comment on the deficiencies identified. If the paying 
agent and the FTA cannot agree, the FTA shall issue a decision.  

Upon request the FTA can also as a precautionary measure, issue a declaratory decision 
about the qualification of a paying agent, the basis for levying one-off payments or tax, the 
content of disclosures and the content of certificates. Such decisions may be challenged in 
writing within 30 days after their issuance. The complying of this deadline follows Article 21 ff. 
VwVG. The FTA's decision is governed by the general provisions on federal judicial organi-
sation relating to the particular complaint. Entitlement to seek recourse to appropriate legal 
remedy is governed by the general provisions of Article 48 VwVG. 

Decisions on disputes relating to the aforementioned law between a beneficial owner and the 
paying agent are made by the competent civil court.  

16.2 Procedure between a paying agent and the relevant person or another 
paying agent 

615. The relevant person or other contracting party can challenge an individual withholding tax 
assessment, a certificate as per the end of the year or a certificate issued when a banking 
relationship is ended within 30 days following the issuance. The objection must be submitted 
in writing to the paying agent that issued the individual withholding tax assessment or certifi-
cate. An objection cannot be raised against the content of an approved individual withholding 
tax assessment when challenging an annual certificate or a certificate issued when a banking 
relationship is ended. 
 
After the objection has been delivered, the paying agent shall endeavour to come to a mutu-
ally satisfactory solution with the relevant person or other contracting party in accordance 
with the terms of the applicable Agreement. Within 60 days after delivery of the objection the 
paying agent must issue a new individual withholding tax assessment or a new certificate or 
must confirm the validity of the first individual withholding tax assessment or of the first certif-
icate. 
 
If the relevant person or other contracting party does not agree with the individual withholding 
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tax assessment or the certificate, it must apply to the FTA for the issue of a decision within 
30 days after the paying agent's confirmation of validity of the first individual withholding tax 
assessment or first certificate or of the paying agent's amended individual withholding tax 
assessment or amended certificate. The complying of this deadline follows Article 21 VwVG. 
The FTA's decision is governed by the general provisions on federal judicial organisation 
relating to the particular complaint (see Article 14 paragraph 2 IWTA). 

16.3 Limitation  
616. The requirement for the paying agent to transfer the tax or to a disclosure expires five years 

after the end of the calendar year in which the tax or the disclosure had to be transferred. 

The limitation period is interrupted by any official action notified to a Swiss paying agent per-
taining to the enforceability of tax or disclosure. Once the limitation period has been inter-
rupted, a new limitation period starts to run. For the purposes of interrupting the limitation 
period, it is sufficient for the FTA to inform the taxpayer in writing that a specific event 
occured which would be subject to the final withholding tax. The FTA only needs to provide a 
broad outline of the taxable event in order to let the taxpayer know about the situation. The 
taxable amount does not have to be specified then. 

The absolute limitation period expires at the latest 15 years after the end of the calendar year 
in which the tax or disclosure had to be transferred. 

16.4 Penal provisions 
617. Please see chapter 11 IWTA for the legal penal provisions. 

 

17 Safeguarding the Agreement's purpose 

17.1 Content of the information request 
618. An information request from the FTA to the bank or the registered paying agent contains: 

1. details to identify the person the request refers to that is transmitted by the competent 
authority of the partner state. These are:  

a) name;  
b) address;  
c) specifically for UK residents: if known date of birth, professional activity and 

other information that may help to identify this person; 
2. the time period referred to in the request;  
3. the deadline for response.  

 
619. The paying agent should provide the following details:  

a) whether a client relationship exists, where the person referred to in the request 
is beneficial owner or account holder;  

b) if a relationship exists:  
(1) whether the beneficial owner has changed or not since 31 December 

2010 (in particular as a result of inheritance or gift); 
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(2) whether the one-off payment on all assets in the account or custody 
account was made as per the date of entry into force of the Agree-
ments;   

 
(3) whether the ongoing final withholding tax has been levied on income 

and realised gains based on the applicable Agreement since 1 Janu-
ary 2013;  

 
(4) whether capital inflows have taken place since 31 December 2012 

whereas inflows between 31 December 2010 and 1 January 2013 that 
are part of the amount covered by the clearance of tax liability are not 
considered to be new money inflows. 

17.2 Duties of the bank or the registered paying agent 
620. All banks and registered paying agents must check whether or not a direct or indirect 

relationship with the person mentioned in the FTA's information request exists. They must 
give the FTA both a positive or a negative answer in due time. If a relationship exists that 
meets the preconditions according to recital 619 (b), the FTA must be informed and be pro-
vided with the corresponding documentation. 

621. If the FTA's information request shows that the assets referred to in the request are business 
assets, the bank or paying agent is released from the duty to check the information according 
to recital 619 (b). The bank or paying agent must inform the FTA directly within the specified 
deadline whether such a relationship exists,.  

622. If a relationship exists, the bank or registered paying agent must inform the FTA whether the 
person concerned by the information request is resident at a different address as the one 
mentioned in the request and provides this address to the FTA. 

17.3 Informing the person entitled to appeal 
623. The FTA identifies the person entitled to appeal based on the information provided by the 

bank or paying agent.  

624. Case 1: The person entitled to appeal is resident in Switzerland 

The FTA informs the person entitled to appeal directly of its intention to pass on information. 

625. Case 2: The person entitled to appeal is resident outside Switzerland 

If the request of the UK authority allows the person entitled to appeal, whose residence is in 
the UK, to be contacted directly, the FTA contacts the person directly at his foreign address 
in the UK. 

In the case the requesting authority has not agreed yet or can not agree that the person can 
be contacted directly at his foreign address, the FTA instructs the bank or the registered pay-
ing agent to inform the person entitled to appeal to inform and to designate a legal repre-
sentative in Switzerland for the purpose of receiving reports and notifications within a speci-
fied deadline. 

If the legal representative in Switzerland is appointed within the deadline, the FTA informs 
the legal representative of its intention to pass on infromation.  
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If the deadline for appointing the legal representative in Switzerland is not met, the FTA in-
forms the person entitled to appeal of its intention to pass on information by publishing this in 
the Federal Gazette.   

17.4 Procedure 
626. Appendix 16 shows the procedure for requesting information according to the Agreement 

with the UK. 
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Appendices 

 

Appendix 1:  Recognised data providers 
Appendix 2: List of foreign withholding tax rates 
Appendix 3: Sample calculations for carve-out (see separate document) 
Appendix 4: Tax Messenger  
Appendix 5: Sample calculations at the level of the relevant person 
 
United Kingdom 
 
Appendix  6: Table of concordance for the UK (see separate document) 
Appendix  7: Procedure for non-UK domiciled individuals (see separate document) 
Appendix  8: Flowchart for non-UK domiciled individuals 
Appendix  9:  Certificate disclosure for non-UK domiciled individuals 
Appendix 10: Certificate withholding tax for non-UK domiciled individuals 
Appendix 11:  Certificate tax finality payment UK 
Appendix 12:  Certificate withholding tax on capital income UK 
Appendix 13: Certificate disclosure of capital income UK 
Appendix 14: Certificate withholding tax in the case of inheritance UK 
Appendix 15: Certificate disclosure in the case of inheritance UK 
Appendix 16:  Procedure for safeguarding the purpose of the Agreement with the UK 
Appendix 17:  Certificate surplus resulting from payments subject to EUSA retention  
Appendix 22: Certificate withholding tax on capital income UK (Status as a non-UK  

domiciled individual is not certified) 
 
Austria 
 
Appendix 18: Table of concordance for Austria (see separate document) 
Appendix 19: Certificate withholding tax on capital income Austria  
Appendix 20: Loss certificate withholding tax on capital income Austria  
Appendix 21: Certificate disclosure of capital income Austria 
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Appendix 1  

The FTA recognises the following data providers for the purpose of this Guidance: 
 

a) SIX Financial Information AG (former SIX Telekurs AG) 
b) WM Datenservice. 
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Appendix 2 

For offsetting the creditible foreign withholding tax the official lists which are published by the 
respective tax authorities are to be used:  
 
 UK: HM Revenue & Customs: 

http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/manuals/dtmanual/DT2140.htm   
 

 Austria: Federal Ministry of Fincance: 
http://www.bmf.gv.at/Steuern/Fachinformation/InternationalesSteu_6523/Diesterreichisch
enD_6527/_start.htm  

 

 

  

http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/manuals/dtmanual/DT2140.htm
http://www.bmf.gv.at/Steuern/Fachinformation/InternationalesSteu_6523/DiesterreichischenD_6527/_start.htm
http://www.bmf.gv.at/Steuern/Fachinformation/InternationalesSteu_6523/DiesterreichischenD_6527/_start.htm
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Appendix 3 

Sample calculations for carve-out (see separate document) 
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Appendix 4 

Tax Messenger  

According to SIX Financial Information AG: 

http://www.six-securities-services.com/en/home/custody/domestic-custody/services/tax-
services.html  

 

 

 

  

http://www.six-securities-services.com/en/home/custody/domestic-custody/services/tax-services.html
http://www.six-securities-services.com/en/home/custody/domestic-custody/services/tax-services.html
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Appendix 5 

Sample calculations at the level of the relevant person 

 
Principles and assumptions 
 
Principles and assumptions for transaction pools and transaction chains (hereinafter referred 
to as "transaction chains") 
 
1. Maintaining transaction chains at the level of the relevant person:  

Transaction chains are maintained strictly per relevant person. The allocation of transaction chains 
not yet used to relevant persons is always in line with the latest ownership interest. This means 
that any change in the rights of relevant persons always involves an adjustment to the transaction 
chains.  

2. Transaction chains can be changed in two ways (as a realisation or without a realisation). A 
change in the ownership interest, e.g. when beneficial ownership is transferred, as a realisation is 
treated by the paying agent as a disposal or acquisition against payment of the assets for consid-
eration. In transfers of beneficial ownership without realisation the existing transaction chains are 
transferred to the new beneficial owner proportionately. 

3. In principle, the paying agent always assumes there has been a realisation unless the transfer is 
carried out according to the rules of this Guidance without realisation (example: there is no realisa-
tion in cases of nil gain or nil loss transfers for relevant persons from the UK). Transfers of assets 
to heirs and legatees in the event of inheritance and estate divisions are also deemed to be trans-
fers without realisation. 

4. Transaction chains are maintained and transferred according to the rules of the relevant country 
(FIFO for model state), pool for Austria, modified pool, s.104 pool for the UK).  

5. The "initial load", i.e. setting up the client relationship in the system for the final withholding tax, is 
based on the ownership interest of the relevant persons at the time the “initial load” is set up. 

6. External deliveries: deliveries from and to foreign paying agents may be delivered to the individual  
relevant persons as complete transactions with the transaction chains. For relevant persons from 
the UK, transactions of the last 30 days do not have to be transferred individually. The new paying 
agent does not consider for the same day rule and the 30-day rule in accordance with recital 142 
any connection to transactions at the old paying agent. 

 
Principles and assumptions for loss pools, tax calculations and certificates 
 
1. Loss pools (including any separate share loss pools and withholding tax pools where applicable) 

are also maintained at the level of relevant persons.  
2. Where there is a change of ownership interest among the relevant persons within a collective rela-

tion, the individual relevant persons retain their loss pools. In some cases, a certificate for a loss 
pool can be issued. 

3. The final withholding tax is calculated and deducted for each relevant person  in a collective rela-
tion.  

4. The certificates (for the final withholding tax and also for the disclosure procedure) are issued 
separately for each relevant person in a collective relation.  
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Examples of transactions where there is no change of beneficial ownership 
 
The following examples assume a collective client relation with two beneficial owners (each entitled to 
a half). Beneficial owner A is liable to pay taxes in Switzerland and beneficial owner B is resident in the 
model state and is therefore considered as a relevant person. No acquisition data needs to be kept for 
the person subject to tax in Switzerland. 
 
Transaction 1: Acquisition of 100 shares in company A at a price of 100 as per 10.1.2013 
 Open transactions share in company A (person B, model state) 

10.1.2013 50 shares acquisition value 5,000 
 
Transaction 2: Disposal of 50 shares in company A at a price of 90 as per 20.1.2013 
 No withholding tax deducted (loss) 
 Open transactions share in company A (person B, model state) 

10.1.2013 25 shares acquisition value 2,500 
Loss pool losses on shares for person B  250 

 
Transaction 3: External delivery of 100 shares in company A. Disclosed acquisition value 8,000. Date  

of acquisition 30.1.2013. 
 Open transactions share in company A (person B, model state) 

10.1.2013 25 shares acquisition value 2,500 
30.1.2013 50 shares acquisition value 4,000 
Loss pool losses on shares for person B  250 
If loss pools are also transferred as part of an external delivery, they must be reported per rel-
evant person. 

 
Transaction 4: Dividend payment of EUR 3 per share for 150 shares of company A 
 Transaction chains and loss pool remain unchanged. 

Final withholding tax deducted for person B: 25% of EUR 225 (75* EUR 3) 
In the case of a dividend payment due to a Swiss share where Swiss anticipatory tax is de-
ducted, half of the creditable, non-refundable Swiss anticipatory tax is offset against the final 
withholding tax (1/2 of 15% of EUR 450). The half of the refundable Swiss anticipatory tax is 
reclaimed from the FTA by the paying agent using the simplified refund procedure (1/2 of 20% 
of EUR 450). 

 
Transaction 5: Conversion of security A into security B on a 1:2 basis with a cash distribution of EUR 1  

per old security (as income element) 
 Open transactions share B (person B, model state) 

10.1.2013 50 shares acquisition value 2,500 
30.1.2013 100 shares acquisition value 4,000 
Loss pool losses on shares for person B  250 

  Final withholding tax deducted for person B: 25% of EUR 75 (75* EUR 1). 
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Examples of transactions where there is a change of beneficial owner 
 
Scenario 1: Additional beneficial owner added to an existing account relationship 
 
Initial position:  
 
Client relationship with one beneficial owner who is subject to tax in model state (relevant person A) 
 
The following information needs to be taken into account: 
 Open transactions share in company A (person A, model state) 

30.1.2013 50 shares in company A, acquisition value EUR 50 each   2,500 
28.2.2013 70 shares in company A, acquisition value EUR 60 each   4,200 
Loss pool losses on shares for person A   1,000 

 
When a new beneficial owner is added to a relationship, the transfer of ownership is treated as a reali-
sation, i.e. a deemed sale by the existing beneficial owner to the new beneficial owner at the current 
market value. 
 
Scenario 1a:  
 
On 30.4. another beneficial owner person B, resident in model state,is added to the account relation-
ship. Assumption: market value on 30.4.: 58. The relevant person’s open transactions are used ac-
cording to the FIFO method. 
 
Existing relevant person A (model state):  

No final withholding tax deducted (loss pool on shares offset against disposal of share position 
on 30.1. and partial disposal of share position on 28.2.). 
Open transactions share in company A 
28.2.2013 60 shares in company A, acquisition value EUR 60 each 3,600 
Loss pool on shares           (1,000 – 50*8  + 10*2)   620 

 
New relevant person B (model state):  

Open transactions share in company A 
30.4.2013 60 shares in company A, acquisition value EUR 58 each 3,480 
Loss pool on shares              0 

 
Scenario 1b:  
 
On 30.4. another beneficial owner person B, resident in the UK, is added to the account relationship. 
Assumption: market value on 30.4.: 58. The relevant person’s open transactions are used according to 
the FIFO method. 
 
Existing relevant person A (model state):  

No final withholding tax deducted (loss pool on shares offset against disposal of share position 
on 30.1. and partial disposal of share position on 28.2.). 
Open transactions share in company A 
28.2.2013 60 shares in company A, acquisition value EUR 60 each 3,600 
Loss pool on shares           (1,000 – 50*8  + 10*2)   620 

 
New relevant person B (UK):  

Open transactions share in company A (s.104 pool) 
30.4.2013  60 shares in company A, acquisition value EUR 58 each 3,480 (in EUR, for  
simplicity) 
Capital gains tax loss carry forward         0 
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Scenario 2: A new beneficial owner is added to an existing account relationship where there 
are several beneficial owners 
 
Initial position:  
A client relationship has three beneficial owners, one resident in the model state, one in the UK and 
one in Switzerland. 
The following relevant tax data apply to this relationship: 
 
Existing relevant person A (model state):  

Open transactions share in company A 
30.1.2013 50 shares in company A, acquisition value EUR 50 each 2,500 
28.2.2013 70 shares in company A, acquisition value EUR 60 each 4,200 
Loss pool on shares              1,000 

 
Existing relevant person B (UK):  

Open position share in company A (s.104 Pool) 
120 shares in company A, acquisition value EUR 58 each  6’700  (in EUR, to simplify) 
Capital gains tax loss carry forward         1,000 

 
This means the entire position of shares in company A in the custody account amounts 360; no acqui-
sition data needs to be kept for the portion attributable to the client subject to tax in Switzerland. 
 
On 30.4. another beneficial owner person B, resident in the model state, is added to the account rela-
tionship and holds a one-quarter interest. Assumption: market value on 30.4.: 58. Each of the existing 
beneficial owners disposes of 30 shares in company A. 
 
Existing relevant person A (model state):  

No final withholding tax deducted (offset against existing loss pool) 
Open transactions share in company A 
30.1.2013 20 shares in company A, acquisition value EUR 50 each 1,000 
28.2.2013 70 shares in company A, acquisition value EUR 60 each 4,200 
Loss pool on shares           (1,000 – 30*8)   760 

 
Existing relevant person B (UK):  

No final withholding tax deducted (offset against existing loss carry forward) 
Open transactions share in company A 
90 shares in company A, acquisition value EUR 55.83 each  5,025 
Capital gains tax loss carry forward  (1,000 – 30 * 2.1666)   935 

 
New relevant person D (model state):  

Open transactions share in company A 
30.4.2013 90 shares in company A, acquisition value EUR 58 each 5,220 
Loss pool on shares          0 

 
Scenario 3: A beneficial owner leaves an existing account relationship with several beneficial 
owners 
 
Initial position:  
A client relationship has three beneficial owners, one resident in the model state, one in the UK and 
one in Switzerland. 
The following relevant tax data apply to this relationship: 
 
Existing relevant person A (model state):  
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Open transactions share in company A 
30.01.2013 50 shares in company A, acquisition value EUR 50 each 2,500 
28.02.2013 70 shares in company A, acquisition value EUR 60 each 4,200 
Loss pool on shares              1,000 

 
Existing relevant person B (UK):  

Open position share in company A (s.104 Pool) 
120 shares in company A, acquisition value EUR 55.83 each     6,700 (in EUR, for simplicity) 
Capital gains tax loss carry forward              1,000 

 
This means the entire position of shares in company A in the custody account amounts 360; no acqui-
sition data needs to be kept for the portion attributable to the client subject to tax in Switzerland. 
 
Scenario 3a:  
The beneficial owner A resident in the model state leaves the account relationship. Assumption: mar-
ket value on 30.4. (the exit date): 58 . 
 
Leaving relevant person A (model state):  

No final withholding tax deducted (offset against existing loss pool on shares) 
Loss pool on shares               (1,000 - 50*8 + 70*2)   740 
A certificate of loss has to be issued for the final withholding tax that can no longer be used 
due to the leaving of the account relationship. 

 
Remaining relevant person B (UK):  

Open position share in company A (s.104 Pool) 
180 shares in company A, acquisition value EUR 56.56 each (average) 10,180  
Capital gains tax loss carry forward      1,000 

 
Scenario 3b:  
The beneficial owner B resident in the UK leaves the account. Assumption: market value on 30.4. (the 
exit date): 58. 
 
Remaining relevant person A (model state):  

Open transactions share in company A 
30.1.2013 50 shares in company A, acquisition value EUR 50 each 2,500 
28.2.2013 70 shares in company A, acquisition value EUR 60 each 4,200 
30.4.2013 60 shares in company A, acquisition value EUR 58 each 3,480 
Loss pool on shares              1,000 

 
Leaving relevant person B (UK):  

No final withholding tax deducted (offset against existing loss carry forward) 
Capital gains tax loss carry forward            (1,000- 60*2.17)   869.80 
A certificate of loss has to be issued for the final withholding tax that can no longer be used 
due to the leaving of the account relationship. 

 
Scenario 4: Transfer from an individual relationship to a relationship with several beneficial 
owners 
 
Initial position:  
Person A is resident in the model state and holds a custody account relationship with bank 1. Person 
A transfers the assets to a relationship with bank 2 and remains a beneficial owner, but person B, also 
resident in the model state, is entitled to a half.  
 
The following relevant tax data apply to this relationship: 
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Existing relevant person A (model state):  

Open transactions share in company A 
30.1.2013 50 shares in company A, acquisition value EUR 50 each 2,500 
28.2.2013 70 shares in company A, acquisition value EUR 60 each 4,200 
Loss pool on shares              1,000 

 
On 30.4. another beneficial owner person B, resident in the model state, is added to the account rela-
tionship when the relationship is transferred to bank 2. Assumption: market value on 30.4.: 58. The 
change in entitlement in conjunction with the transfer of the custody account is in general treated as a 
realisation of the account relationship (disposal transaction). 
 
Existing relevant person A (model state) at bank 1:  

No final withholding tax deducted (offset against existing loss pool on shares) 
Loss pool on shares         (1,000 - 50*8 + 70*2)    740 
A certificate of loss has to be issued for the final withholding tax that can no longer be used 
due to the leaving of the account relationship. 

 
Existing relevant person A (model state) at bank 2:  

Open transactions share in company A 
30.4.2013 60 shares in company A, acquisition value EUR 58 each 3,840 
Loss pool on shares              0 

 
New relevant person B (model state) at bank 2:  

Open transactions share in company A 
30.04.2013 60 shares in company A, acquisition value EUR 58 each 3,840 
Loss pool on shares              0 

 
Scenario 5: Change of residence scenarios 
 
Scenario 5a: 
Beneficial owner A moves from Switzerland to the model state. 
The transaction chains are built up using the rules for relevant persons resident in the model state. 
The FIFO chains are based on the historic transactions. 
 
Scenario 5b: 
Beneficial owner A moves from Switzerland to the UK. 
The transaction chains are built up using the rules for relevant persons resident in the UK. The trans-
action pool is based on the historic cost of acquisition pool. 
 
Scenario 5c: 
Beneficial owner A moves from Switzerland to Austria. 
The transaction chains are built up using the rules for relevant persons resident in Austria. The trans-
action pool is based on the market value of the assets at the time of moving. 
 
Scenario 5d: 
Beneficial owner A moves from the model state to Switzerland. 
Certificate of the loss pool. No further exit processing (the same for moving from Austria - but client 
must be advised of his obligations – or the UK) 
 
Scenario 5e: 
Beneficial owner A moves from the model state to the UK. 
Certificate of the loss pool. No further exit processing for the model state. Transaction chains adapted 
to the rules of the new country (pool according to s.104) 
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Reporting 
 
Clients with disclosure procedure 
 
Disclosures are issued separately for each individual relevant person of a relationship with several 
beneficial owners, showing the realised income and losses individually for each one.  
 
Clients with final withholding tax 
 
Certificates are issued separately for each individual relevant person on a relationship with several 
beneficial owners, showing the realised income and losses individually for each one. 
 
Example: 
The following hold/held an interest in a custody account: 
 1 beneficial owner resident in Switzerland 
 1 beneficial owner resident in the UK 
 2 beneficial owners resident in the model state 
 
Three certificates are issued 
 1 certificate for the UK resident showing income, losses and the final withholding taxes paid ac-

cording to the Agreement with the UK.  
 2 certificates (one each) for the two model state residents showing per person the income, losses 

and the final withholding taxes paid according to the agreement with model state.  
 
Clients subject to taxation in the model state can ask for the balance of the loss pools at the year-end 
to be shown on a separate certificate. Requests must be submitted to the bank before 15 December of 
the tax year under consideration. Only one request for an annual certificate may be made per client 
master. Where a certificate is issued, one will be provided for each relevant person resident in the 
model state,showing the balance of accumulated losses for that person as per the end of the tax year. 
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Appendix 6 

Table of concordance for the UK (see separate document)  
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Appendix 7 

Procedure for non-UK domiciled individuals (see separate document) 
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Appendix 8 

Flowchart for non-UK domiciled individuals 

  

 

Relevant person

Disclosure option
Payment option

Declaration of intent of 
remittance basis , including 

selection of option in the case 
of insufficient funds

Tax levied as for 
"UK domiciled"

Tax for "UK non domiciled" 
levied + paying agent calculates 

tax as for "UK domiciled"

No

Paying agent 
issues 

confirmation

Yes

Status confirmed

Confirmation produced

Status not confirmed

Tax calculated on the basis of "UK 
domiciled" at the full rate; any amount 

already paid is then deducted (or repaid 
if applicable)

See 
separate 
sheet no . 

2

Insufficient funds

Disclosure

Deadline of 8 weeks 
from 31.03.XX 

(calendar year +1)

Insufficient funds

Payment option Disclosure option No option chosen

Repayment of a portion of 
the tax leviedAdditional amount levied

Sufficient funds

issues certificate 

Issue of certificate 
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Sheet 1 Disclosure 
option

Status confirmed Status not
confirmed

Paying agent submits 
information

(Art. 22 para. 3 a to g)

Paying agent issues 
confirmation

Declaration of intent to 
use "remittance basis "

Paying agent submits 
information (Art. 22 para. 

3 a to e and h to i)

Paying agent issues 
confirmation

certificate 

certificate 
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Address field 

Appendix 9 

Certificate disclosure for non-UK domiciled individuals 

Certificate disclosure of capital income and gains for non-UK domiciled individuals 
     
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Certificate for all accounts and/or deposits in accordance with Article 30 of the Agreement between the Swiss  
Confederation and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland on cooperation in the area of taxation 
      
This certificate for a non-UK domiciled individual should be issued and transferred by [30 June] after the end of the tax year 
under consideration. Based on the authorisation to disclose to the United Kingdom tax authority income and gains in accord-
ance with the Agreement were disclosed. 
 
Personal details: 

Family name  

Name   

Address  

Place of 
residence 

 Postcode  

Taxpayer Identificati-
on Number 

 Country  

Customer 
number 

 Date of birth  

  

 

This certificate confirms the following income and gains for the tax year                                            :               

  

Interest income, dividend income, other income and capital gains from UK source according to 
Article 22 of the Agreement (each category of capital income and gains to be stated separately) 

Amounts in GBP 

 

 

Total amount of income and capital gains from UK source  

Name and address of paying agent 
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This certificate can be used for tax purposes. Please check the content of the certificate and notify us within a month in the case 
of any discrepancies. 
 

 
Date   ____________________ 

   
       Signature   ____________________ 
 

and/or  
 

Organisation Unit Code ____________________ 
 

Tel.   ____________________ 
       

E-Mail   ____________________ 
 
  

Interest income, dividend income, other income and capital gains from other than UK source 
that were remitted to the UK according to Article 22 of the Agreement (each category of capital 
income and gains to be stated separately) 

Amounts in GBP 

  

Total amount of remittances  
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Address field 

Appendix 10 

Certificate withholding tax for non-UK domiciled individuals 

Certificate withholding tax on capital income and gains for non-UK domiciled individuals 
     
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Certificate for all accounts and/or deposits in accordance with Article 30 of the Agreement between the Swiss  
Confederation and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland on cooperation in the area of taxation 
    
   
This certificate for a non-UK domiciled individual should be issued and transferred by [30 June] after the end of the tax year 
under consideration. 
 
Personal details: 

Family name  

Name   

Address  

Place of 
residence 

 Postcode  

Taxpayer Identificati-
on Number 

 Country  

Customer 
number 

 Date of birth  

   

This certificate confirms the following income and gains for the tax year                                   :               

 
* The loss carry forward shall not be taken into account (i.e. shall be added to the total of capital gains  
according to Article 28) in the case the treatment of withholding tax as payment on account is requested.  

1 
Income and gains from UK source according to Article 19 paragraph 2 (a) of the Agreement 
between the Swiss Confederation and the United Kingdom on cooperation in the area of taxation 

Amounts in GBP 

1.1 Interest income from UK source   

1.2 Dividend income from UK source  

1.3 Other income from UK source  

1.4 Capital gains from UK source  

1.5 Total amount of income and gains from UK source  

2 
Interest income, dividend income, other income and capital gains from other than UK source that 
were remitted to the UK according to Article 19 paragraph 2 (b)  

 

3 Capital losses to be carried forward according to Article 24*  

Name and address of paying agent 
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Date   ____________________ 

 
       Signature   ____________________ 
 

and/or  
 

Organisation Unit Code ____________________ 
 

Tel.   ____________________ 
       

E-Mail   ____________________ 
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Address field 

Appendix 11 

Certificate tax finality payment UK  

Certificate tax finality payment 
     
        
 
 
 
 
 
Certificate for all accounts and/or deposits according to the Joint Declaration of the Agreement between the Swiss 
Confederation and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland on cooperation in the area of taxation 
 
This certificate should be issued and transferred by [31 March] of the calendar year following the calendar year  
under consideration. 
 
Personal details: 

Family name  

Name   

Address  

Place of 
residence 

 Postcode  

Taxpayer Identificati-
on Number 

 Country  

Customer 
number 

 Date of birth  

          
This certificate confirms the following interest income for the calendar year                        : 

 
 Date   ____________________ 

   
       Signature   ____________________ 
 

and/or  
 

Organisation Unit Code ____________________ 
 

Tel.   ____________________ 
       

E-Mail   ____________________  

 Amounts in CHF 

Interest income according to the Agreement on the Taxation of Savings (Agreement dated 26 
October 2004 between the Swiss Confederation and the European Community providing for 
measures equivalent to those laid down in Council Directive 2003/48/EC on taxation of savings 
income in the form of interest payments) where the retention was levied  

 

Tax finality payment levied according to the Joint Declaration of the Agreement between the 
United Kingdom and the Swiss Confederation on cooperation in the area of taxation 

 

  

Foreign tax at source credited against the tax finality payment  

Name and address of paying agent 
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Address field 

Appendix 12 

Certificate withholding tax on capital income UK  

Certificate withholding tax on capital income and gains 
     
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Certificate for all accounts and/or deposits in accordance with Article 30 of the Agreement between the Swiss  
Confederation and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland on cooperation in the area of taxation 
 
This certificate should be issued and transferred by [30 June] after the end of the tax year under consideration. 
 
Personal details: 

Family name  

Name   

Address  

Place of 
residence 

 Postcode  

Taxpayer Identificati-
on Number 

 Country  

Customer 
number 

 Date of birth  

 
 
This certificate confirms the following income and gains for the tax year                                  :                   

       
* The loss carry forward shall not be taken into account (i.e. shall be added to the total of capital gains  
according to Article 28) in the case the treatment of withholding tax as payment on account is requested.  

 Amounts in GBP 

Interest income according to Article 25  

Dividend income according to Article 26  

Other income according to Article 27  

Capital gains according to Article 28   

Capital losses according to Article 28  

Withholding tax levied according to Article 19 paragraph 1  

  

Foreign tax at source credited against withholding tax according to Article 21  

  

Capital losses to be carried forward according to Article 24*  

Name and address of paying agent 
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Date   ____________________ 

 
       Signature   ____________________ 
 

and/or  
 

Organisation Unit Code ____________________ 
 

Tel.   ____________________ 
       

E-Mail   ____________________ 
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Address field 

Appendix 13 

Certificate disclosure of capital income UK 

Certificate disclosure of capital income and gains 
     
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Certificate for all accounts and/or deposits in accordance with Article 30 of the Agreement between the Swiss  
Confederation and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland on cooperation in the area of taxation 
      
This certificate for a UK domiciled individual should be issued and transferred by [30 June] after the end of the tax year under 
consideration. Based on the authorisation to disclose to the United Kingdom tax authority income and gains in accordance with 
the Agreement were disclosed. 
 
Personal details: 

Family name  

Name   

Address  

Place of 
residence 

 Postcode  

Taxpayer Identificati-
on Number 

 Country  

Customer 
number 

 Date of birth  

 
        
This certificate confirms the following income and gains for the tax year                                          :          

 
This certificate can be used for tax purposes. Please check the content of the certificate and notify us within a month in the case 
of any discrepancies. 
 
 

Interest income, dividend income, other income and capital gains according to Article 22 of the 
Agreement (each category of capital income and gains to be stated separately)  

Amounts in GBP 

  

Total amount of income and capital gains   

Name and address of paying agent 
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Date   ____________________ 

 
       Signature   ____________________ 
 

and/or  
 

Organisation Unit Code ____________________ 
 

Tel.   ____________________ 
       

E-Mail   ____________________ 
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Address field 

Appendix 14 

Certificate withholding tax in the case of inheritance UK  

Certificate withholding tax in the case of inheritance 
     
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
Certificate for all accounts and/or deposits in accordance with Article 32 of the Agreement between the Swiss Confed-
eration and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland on cooperation in the area of taxation 
 
 
This certificate should be issued when withholding the tax in the case of inheritance and transmitted to the authorised person. 
 
Personal details of the deceased person: 

Family name  

Name   

Address  

Place of 
residence 

 Postcode  

Taxpayer Identificati-
on Number 

 Country  

Customer 
number 

 Date of birth  

          
This certificate confirms the following information as per date of death                                               : 

 
According to Article 32 paragraph 8 the authorised person shall cease to have any liability to United Kingdom inheritance tax in 
respect of the relevant assets at the date of death, including interest and penalties that are chargeable, where tax in the case of 
inheritance is withheld.  

 
Date   ____________________ 

   
       Signature   ____________________ 
 

and/or  
 

Organisation Unit Code ____________________ 
 

Tel.   ____________________ 
       

E-Mail   ____________________  

 Amount in GBP 

Inheritance tax withheld according to Article 32   

Date of withholding of inheritance tax   

Name and address of paying agent 
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Address field 

Appendix 15 

Certificate disclosure in the case of inheritance UK  

Certificate disclosure in the case of inheritance 
     
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Certificate for all accounts and/or deposits in accordance with Article 32 of the Agreement between the Swiss  
Confederation and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland on cooperation in the area of taxation 
 
 
This certificate should be issued when the disclosure is made and transmitted to the authorised person. 
 
Personal details of the deceased person: 

Family name  

Name   

Address  

Place of 
residence 

 Postcode  

Taxpayer Identificati-
on Number 

 Country  

Customer 
number 

 Date of birth  

          
 
Personal details of the authorised person(s): 
 

Family name  

Name  

Adress   

Place of 
residence 

 Postcode  

Country  Date of birth  

 

Family name  

Name  

Adress   

Place of 
residence 

 Postcode  

Country  Date of birth  

 
 

Name and address of paying agent 
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Family name  

Name  

Adress   

Place of 
residence 

 Postcode  

Country  Date of birth  

 

Family name  

Name  

Adress   

Place of 
residence 

 Postcode  

Country  Date of birth  

 
 
This certificate confirms the following information as per date of death                                              :                       
 

Currency  

Account  

Securities deposit  

Others 
 

Total   

 
    
 

Date   ____________________ 
   
       Signature   ____________________ 
 

and/or  
 

Organisation Unit Code ____________________ 
 

Tel.   ____________________ 
       

E-Mail   ____________________ 
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Appendix 16 

Procedure for safeguarding the purpose of the Agreement with the UK 

 
 

  

  
Request approved by FTA  

FTA sends request to  
paying agents with  
deadline for reply 

Paying agent checks  
whether the  person referred 

to holds assets  

Negative answer to FTA 

Yes No 

Person entitled to appeal  
resident in Switzerland 

Person entitled to appeal  
resident outside Switzerland 

Paying agent must instruct person  
entitled to appeal to appoint a 
representative in Switzerland 

Request expressly allows for a person  
entitled to appeal who is resident in the UK  

to be contacted directly 

Contact data of representative  

transferred  to FTA No representative in  
Switzerland is appointed 

Art. 36 (b) VwVG  Information from FTA 

All persons entitled to  
appeal agree to transfer 

At least one person entitled to  
appeal refuses transfer 

Decision by FTA 

Yes 

No 

Legal remedy 

Analysis of conditions according to .  
Art. 32 (b) of the Agreement with   

Negative answer to FTA and  
comment: : conditions met 

Positive answer to FTA and comment:  
conditions not met 

Conditions not met Conditions met 

Reply from FTA to competent  
UK authority 

FTA identifies persons entitled to  
appeal 

the UK 
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Address field 

Appendix 17 

Certificate surplus resulting from payments subject to EUSA retention 

 Certificate surplus resulting from payments subject to EUSA retention 
     
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
Certificate for all accounts and/or deposits according to the Joint Declaration of the Agreement between the Swiss 
Confederation and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland on cooperation in the area of taxation 
 
This certificate should be issued and transferred by [30 June] after the end of the tax year under consideration. 
 
Personal details: 

Family name  

Name   

Address  

Place of 
residence 

 Postcode  

Taxpayer Identificati-
on Number 

 Country  

Customer 
number 

 Date of birth  

 
This certificate confirms the following information for the tax year                                    :                   

 
* Surplus resulting from interest payments that were subject to the 35% retention based on the Swiss EU  
Agreement on the Taxation of Savings that could not fully be set-off against interest income or other income  
based on the Agreement on cooperation in the area of taxation.  
 
We confirm that with the issue of this certificate the surplus may not be carried forward and used for  
future set-offs. 

 
Date   ____________________ 

   
      Signature   ____________________ 
 

and/or  
 

Organisation Unit Code ____________________ 
 

Tel.   ____________________ 
       

E-Mail   ____________________  

 Amounts in GBP 

Surplus of payments subject to 35% retention and the additional finality payment*  

Name and address of paying agent 
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Appendix 18 

Table of concordance for Austria (see separate document) 
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Adressfeld 

Appendix 19 

Certificate withholding tax on capital income Austria  

Steuerbescheinigung Quellensteuer auf Kapitaleinkünften 
     
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bescheinigung über alle Konten und/oder Depots bzw. über direkt geleistete Dividenden oder Zinsen gemäss Artikel 28 
des Abkommens zwischen der Schweizerischen Eidgenossenschaft und der Republik Österreich über die Zusammen-
arbeit in den Bereichen Steuern und Finanzmarkt 
 
Diese Bescheinigung ist bis spätestens [31. März] des auf das betreffende Steuerjahr folgenden Kalenderjahres zu übermitteln. 
 
Angaben zur Person:  

Name  

Vorname  

Adresse   

Wohnort  Postleitzahl  

Finanzamts- und 
Steuernummer 

 Land  

Sozialversiche-
rungsnummer 

 Geburtsdatum  

Kundennummer   

 

 
Für das Steuerjahr                      werden folgende Angaben bescheinigt: 

 
 
 
 

 Beträge in EUR 

Zinserträge (inklusive Stillhalterprämien) gemäss Artikel 23  

Dividendenerträge gemäss Artikel 24  

Sonstige Einkünfte gemäss Artikel 25  

Veräusserungsgewinne gemäss Artikel 26  

Veräusserungsverluste gemäss Artikel 26  

Einbehaltene Quellensteuer gemäss Artikel 17  

Summe der angerechneten ausländischen Steuer gemäss Artikel 19  

Name und Adresse der Zahlstelle 
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Ort und Datum ____________________ 

 
        Unterschrift ____________________ 
 

und/oder  
 

Instradierung ____________________ 
 

Tel.  ____________________ 
       

E-Mail  ____________________ 
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Adressfeld 

Appendix 20 

Loss certificate withholding tax on capital income Austria  

Steuerbescheinigung Quellensteuer auf Kapitaleinkünften 
     
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Verlustbescheinigung für alle Konten und/oder Depots gemäss Artikel 22 Absatz 2 des Abkommens zwischen der 
Schweizerischen Eidgenossenschaft und der Republik Österreich über die Zusammenarbeit in den Bereichen Steuern 
und Finanzmarkt 
 
Diese Bescheinigung über nicht ausgeglichene Verluste per 31. Dezember ist bis spätestens [31. März] des auf das betreffende 
Steuerjahr folgenden Kalenderjahres zu übermitteln. 
 
 
Angaben zur Person:  

Name  

Vorname  

Adresse   

Wohnort  Postleitzahl  

Finanzamts- und 
Steuernummer 

 Land  

Sozialversiche-
rungsnummer 

 Geburtsdatum  

Kundennummer   

 
Für das Steuerjahr                      wird folgende Angabe bescheinigt:  

 
Ort und Datum ____________________ 

 
        Unterschrift ____________________ 
 

und/oder  
 

Instradierung ____________________ 
 

Tel.  ____________________ 
       

E-Mail  ____________________  

 Betrag in EUR 

Nicht ausgeglichener Verlust gemäss Artikel 22 Absatz 2  

Name und Adresse der Zahlstelle 
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Adressfeld 

Appendix 21 

Certificate disclosure of capital income Austria  

Steuerbescheinigung Meldung von Kapitaleinkünften 
     
        
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Bescheinigung über alle Konten und/oder Depots bzw. über direkt geleistete Dividenden oder Zinsen gemäss Artikel 28 
des Abkommens zwischen der Schweizerischen Eidgenossenschaft und der Republik Österreich über die Zusammen-
arbeit in den Bereichen Steuern und Finanzmarkt 
 
Diese Bescheinigung ist bis spätestens [31. März] des auf das betreffende Steuerjahr folgenden Kalenderjahres zu übermitteln. 
Gestützt auf die Ermächtigung zum Meldeverfahren werden Einkünfte gemäss dem Abkommen der österreichischen Steuerbe-
hörde gemeldet. 
 
Angaben zur Person:  

Name  

Vorname  

Adresse   

Wohnort  Postleitzahl  

Finanzamts- und 
Steuernummer 

 Land  

Sozialversich-
erungsnummer 

 Geburtsdatum  

Kundennummer   

 

Für das Steuerjahr                      werden folgende Angaben gemäss Artikel 20 bescheinigt:  

 
Diese Bescheinigung kann für Steuerzwecke verwendet werden. Bitte überprüfen Sie den Inhalt der Bescheinigung und infor-
mieren Sie uns innerhalb eines Monats über allfällige Unstimmigkeiten.  
 
 
 

Beträge der einzelnen positiven und negativen Erträge (Zinserträge, Dividendenerträge, sonsti-
ge Einkünfte und Veräusserungsgewinne bzw. -verluste; jede Einkunftsart ist separat aufzufüh-
ren) oder Totalbetrag der Erträge 

Beträge in EUR 

  

Totalbetrag der Einkünfte   

Name und Adresse der Zahlstelle 
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Ort und Datum ____________________ 
 
        Unterschrift ____________________ 
 

und/oder  
 

Instradierung ____________________ 
 

Tel.  ____________________ 
       

E-Mail  ____________________ 
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Address field 

Appendix 22 

Certificate withholding tax on capital income UK  
(Status as a non-UK domiciled individual is not certified) 

 
Certificate withholding tax on capital income and gains 

     
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Certificate for all accounts and/or deposits in accordance with Article 30 of the Agreement between the Swiss Confed-
eration and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland on cooperation in the area of taxation 
 
This certificate should be issued and transferred by [30 June] after the end of the tax year under consideration. 
 
Personal details: 

Family name  

Name   

Address  

Place of 
residence 

 Postcode  

Taxpayer Identifica-
tion Number 

 Country  

Customer 
number 

 Date of birth  

 
This certificate confirms the following income and gains for the tax year                                  :                   

     
* The loss carry forward shall not be taken into account (i.e. shall be added to the total of capital gains  
according to Article 28) in the case the treatment of withholding tax as payment on account is requested.  

 Amounts in GBP 

Interest income according to Article 25  

Dividend income according to Article 26  

Other income according to Article 27  

Capital gains according to Article 28   

Capital losses according to Article 28  

Withholding tax levied according to Article 19 paragraph 3  

  

Foreign tax at source credited against withholding tax according to Article 21  

  

Capital losses to be carried forward according to Article 24*  

Name and address of paying agent 
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Date   ____________________ 

   
 
       Signature   ____________________ 
 

and/or  
 

Organisation Unit Code ____________________ 
 

Tel.   ____________________ 
       

E-Mail   ____________________ 
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